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Michigan Consolidated Gas Company Building, Detroit
Associate Architects and Engineers:
Minoru Yamasaki, Birmingham, Michigan
Smith, Hinchman & Grylls, Detroit
Interior Designers: W. B. Ford Design Associates, Inc., Detroit

Of all the hundreds of floors made today,
why was Armstrong Rubber Tile picked for the
Michigan Consolidated Gas Company Building?
walk on because it is especially re·
silient.
Along with these characteristics
which suit this particular building so
well, Armstrong Rubber Tile offers a
number of other advantages you may
find worth knowing about.
DECORATIVE ADVANTAGES
Three styles. A rich marbled design
(shown in the color picture), a terrazzo-like design called Imperial®,
and plain black, all in 9" x 9" and
12" x 12" sizes. The surface on all
designs is satin smooth.
Many colors. Over twenty. From re·
strained to brilliant.
The architects and designers have
provided the interiors of this building
with structural features and archi·
tectural details to surprise and delight
the eye. They have given them an
atmosphere of quiet, comfort, and
tranquility. These are interiors de·
signed to please people.
Armstrong Rubber Tile fits into this
design scheme with unusual appro·
priateness. It, too, pleases the eye.
It has a look of richness without being
gaudy. Its lustrous satin finish dif·
fuses light softly without glare.
Rubber Tile is quiet, too. It's noted
for the way it cushions the sound of
footsteps. And it's comfortable to

PRACTICAL ADVANTAGES
Durable. Ifs" thick vulcanized rubber.
Excellent resistance to abrasion. Re·
sistant to indentation from heavy
furniture: with properly designed furniture rests, sustains loads up to 200
lbs. per square inch. Design runs
through the thickness of the tile, en·
suring long pattern life.
Dimensionally stable. Seams stay
tight. won't peak. Guaranteed to equal
or exceed requirements of Federal
Spec. ZZ·T·301a.
Easy to maintain. Sweeping and mopping keep Rubber Tile clean of ordi·
nary dirt. Usual commercial mainte·

nance keeps it fresh looking. Its resistance to grease and alkalis is
excellent.
Can be installed anywhere. Above, on,
or below grade-on subfloors in di·
rect contact with the ground (except
where excessive alkali or hydrostatic
pressure makes the use of any re·
silient floor impractical).
Moderate initial cost. 60¢ to 70¢ per
square foot installed. Due to durability
and easy maintenance, long-range
cost is low.
These benefits, then, are what led to
the selection of Armstrong Rubber
Tile for this important new building.
SPECIFICATIONS,
COMPLETE DATA, SAMPLES
Call your Armstrong Architect-Builder
Consultant. A flooring expert, he can
help you solve almost any flooring
problem you encounter. He can also
get you further assistance from Arm·
strong research, installation, and
technical advisors. And since Arm·
strong makes a complete variety of
resilient flooring materials, he can
make unbiased recommendations for
any interior. Call him at
your nearest Armstrong
District Office, or write ®i ·~"~
'~
direct to Armstrong,
~
610 Rooney St., lancas- \.
C .,..
ter, Pennsylvania.
''•c, s"'"

@mstrong
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WILLIAM B. TABLER

architect
HARRISON & ABRAMOVITZ

consulting architect;
CONSENTINI ASSOC!A TES

mechanical engineers
URIS BUILDING CORP.

builder
WACHTEL PLUMBING CO., INC.

plumbing contractor
GLAUBER, INC.

plumbing wholesaler
KOHLER COMPANY

fixture manufacturer

The
New York
Hilton
at Rockefeller Center

-Ultimate in
Hilton Hospitality
Famous the World Over
The New York Hilton at Rockefeller Center, jutting 488 feet above street
level, is the latest addition to the world-wide Hilton hotel empire. 42-story
guest tower has 2,153 rooms and 61 luxury suites-with original art work
in every room. Four story podium base houses lobbies, ballrooms, banquet
and meeting rooms and five international restaurants.

•With the recent opemng of The New York Hilton at Rockefeller Center,
world-famous Hilton hospitality now comes to the Avenue of the Americas
in midtown Manhattan. Millions of dollars worth of luxury is embodied in
this fabulous hotel to provide the ultimate in patron comfort, convenience
and service.
Sloan Flush Valves are part of the thoughtfulness given to product
selections for this new Hilton property. Reason: their excellent performance
in the Conrad Hilton and the Palmer House, Chicago; the Waldorf Astoria,
New York, and the vast majority of other Hilton Hotels here
and around the world.
Your building, too, can have this same Sloan quality.
Specify Sloan Flush Valves with confidence-most people do.

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY• 4300 WEST LAKE STREET• CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS
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NEWS

Contractors' margins squeezed (below)
Praise-and blame-! or California (page 7)
Zitrich itnveils Corbu museum (page 9)
Bcdtelle gathers materials datci (page 11)

PROFITLESS PROSPERITY IN MIDST OF BOOM

Even though the over-all economy faltered a little last month
(industrial production and employment declined slightly),
construction continued to rise toward another annual record
(of $63 billion )-the third new peak in a row following
l 960's decline. But in the midst of the boom, there was rising
concern over one of building's strangest paradoxes-the continuing poor state of contractors' profits.
Too much competition and not
The problem has plagued the nation's largest industry throughout
most of the postwar building
boom, but within the past year or
so, it has become so serious that
contractors are devoting most of
their attention to this problem in
industry meetings. Last month,
the occasion was a meeting of the
Building Congress in Washington,
D.C., which solemnly faced these
gloomy facts:
~ Contractors' profit margins
(after taxes) have declined to less
than one half of one per cent.
~ Bankruptcies in contract construction are now at their highest
figure ever, and over 1,000 more
firms are expected to go out of
business this year, with liabilities
of over $250 million.
The building boom itself is at
the root of these difficulties. If
the construction industry were not
so busy, it would not attract the
amateurs who frequently go out
of business. Old-line contractors
are now convinced that something
should be done to curb such prac-

enough profits in contracting

tices as bid-shopping, particularly
by the fly-by-night, one-shot amateurs. Another point of agreement
is that the AFL-CIO's Building
Trades Department must set its
house in order and devise a workable formula to eliminate costly
jurisdictional disputes, which last
year made up a large share of the
near record 913 work stoppages,
and resulted in over 4 million
man-days of idleness during that
year alone.
All signs point to a continuance
of the building boom: through
the first eight months of the year,
total construction was running 4
per cent ahead of 1962, with
both the private and public sectors showing healthy gains.
Predicted Johns-Manville Vice
President F. E. Dutcher last
month: new construction will account for over $63 billion in 1963,
repair and maintenance of existing structures for another $22
billion-making all expenditures
in the building industry total a
record-breaking $85 billion.

FHA ESTABLISHES FAIR EMPLOYMENT RULES
Last month, FHA took a long
anticipated new step in its drive
to eliminate discriminatory hiring practices in building.
The Administration now requires all builders, contractors,
dealers (or mortgagors if the
property is a multifamily housing
project) to sign a certificate expressly forbidding job discrimina-

tion on FHA-insured new construction, rehabilitation, and repair
work. Anyone failing to comply
with the new rules, which cover
only those loans greater than $10,000, will be ineligible for further
government or federally assisted
contracts. To cut down on red tape,
the certificate need on! y be signed
once to be binding over the years.

FRENCH HOUSING VIEWED BY A U.S. BUILDER
In apartment building at least,
says U.S. Builder Frederick P.
Rose, all nations "have much to
learn from each other and much
to teach."
This was one conclusion Rose
reached after a recent visit to
Europe as one of three American
delegates to the Housing Committee of the U.N. Economic Council
for Europe. Casting a criticaland informed-eye over the situation in France, Rose, who is well
known for his large apartment
complexes in and around New
York, submitted a report, by request, to the French Minister of
Housing.
What could France teach the
U.S.? Design, said Rose. "Variety
in shape, texture, height, and
orientation of buildings within
one project has been achieved
in most cases without losing beauty and harmony" (see photo of
Marseilles apartments, above).
And what could the U.S. teach
France? a lot of things, including:
Better
mechanical systems.
French heating, plumbing, and
ventilation systems are definitely
not up to U.S. standards.
Long-ran,ge
planning. New
apartments in France are not well-

wired, for example, though there
is a growing demand for electrical app liances.
Safety standards. Both in actual
construction and in finished buildings, the French do not insist on
such protections as safety controls
for machinery, interior doors for
elevators, and railings or parapets
for rooftops.
Apartment layout. Storage areas
should be built into the apartments. Residents should not have
to walk through the living room
to get to the bedrooms (in higherincome developments).
Rose also swung into an area
which the U.S. builders have long
mastered: economy. The French
could learn, he said, from study
of the way Americans lay out the
cores of apartment buildings. One
lesson would be the use of coordinated high-speed elevators to
service more apartments faster.
Also, the French might me to
their advantage such a U.S. laborsaving method as the fiat-plate
system of completing a reiaforced
concrete floor in two days.
Other economy factors suggested by Rose included better reuse of concrete forms, use of deformed reinforcing bars to ime<mtinued
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Ruberoid quality cuts floor costs ...
You can depend on Ruberoid Floor Tile for clean cut edges and square corners.
This means tile that fits together properly-resulting in lower cost of installation and a tightly fitted, sanitary floor .
•~ Ruberoid's new electronic quality control equipment also helps
assure a tight smooth surface-dimensional stability-resistance
to indentation-good maintenance features.
Depend on Ruberoid , too, for fresh new styling, original patterns
• and textures, co lor consistency. For quality-beauty-service~~~¥
specify: Ruberoid Vinyl-Asbestos Floor Tile.
Tracked conveyors guide tile
sheets through press, insure
squareness and clean cut.

RUBEROID
FINE FLOORING
The RUBEROI D Co.
733 Third Avenue, N ew York 17, N. Y.
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continued from page 5

prove the bonding of reinforced
concrete, and a system of prefabricated, welded-steel mesh in concrete slabs for the bottom layer of
reinforcing (in place of individually tied bars) .
Rose had a word of warning to
French builders, too. After viewing much balcony work, he said

that a "narrow [50 centimeters]
balcony is all but useless, and a
two-meter width should be the
minimum. The largest cost is the
door, railing, drainage, and waterproofing. . .. Either do the thing
properly," he concluded knowingly, "or don't go to the expense
of a half measure."

CALIFORNIA: HIGHEST LIVING-AND A MESS
Q: Where do the good things of
American life flourish in the midst
of chaos and disorder? A : In
California, of course.
This widely held notion received considerable documentation last month in two studies.
One of these indicated that Los
Angeles, epitome of unplanned
growth and confusion, also has
higher standards of living in several respects than its biggest competitors. The other report resoundingly condemned the sprawling
slurbs which characterize the state,
and the jumble of local governments which compounds the physical mess.
L.A.: more like other cities
The first report, written by Leo
Grebler of UCLA's Graduate
School of Business Administration, analyzes 1960 Census figu res
and from these derives a striking
statistical portrait. Population
growth, two-thirds of it from im -

Los
Angeles

New
York

Chicago

cities

IS GROWING FASTER . . •
(pop. increase 1950-60)

54%

14%

22%

. 26%

AND RICHER •••
(rise in family income,
1959 vs. 1949)

94%

81 %

81%

84%

HAS BETTER IOBS •••
(per cent of professional jobs)

14%

12%

11%

12%

LOS ANGELES . . .

PITTSBURGH HOLDS URBAN DESIGN CONTEST
When Pittsburgh's Urban Redevelopment Authority announced
an "unprecedented international
competition" a few weeks ago, it
lived up to its reputation as an
innovator in handling the city's
specific renewal needs. With the
competition, it also posed one of
the most sophisticated problems
to come before urban designers
in years: the creation of a dignified public square.
The site consists of 3 acres of
empty space in the Allegheny
Center renewal area in north
Pittsburgh (photo, above). On
one side is the Center's residential area, on the other, the business district. All arnund are new
buildings designed by the local
firm of Deeter & Ritchey, interspersed with such old edifices as
the North Side Carnegie Library
(left of arrow) and the Buhl
Planetarium (dome).
The problem is to design a
public square that will be used as
a transitional area between districts-all the while mindful of
the anticipated heavy pedestrian
Architectural Forum / October 11163

use, of the surrounding buildings,
and of the historic overtones of
the site (there was a public square
on this site in the 18th century).
The competition has been approved by the HHF A, URA, AIA,
the American Institute of Landscape Architects, and the International Union of Architects . Its
first stage will terminate on April
13, 1964, when five finalists, each
to receive $5,000, will be selected
to make further submissions. The
grand winner (if his plan is feasible) will receive the commission
for the design of the $600,000
square. Construction is scheduled
to begin in the fall of 1964.
Jury members are Landscape
Architect Hideo Sasaki, Architects
Gordon Bunshaft and Dahlen K.
Ritchey, plus prominent Pittsburghers H . J. Heinz and Adolph
W. Schmidt. Registration forms
(before November 15) and fur ther information are available
from Professional Advisor Paul
Schweikher, head of the Department of Architecture, Carnegie
Institute of Technology.

migration, was the leading characteristic of the 1950-60 decade,
and this set the city apart from
New York and Chicago more
surely than any other single statistic (see table below).
Even though L.A. continues to
sprawl as it grows, its central area
is nevertheless becoming more
densel y populated while other
central cities become less crowded.
High-rise offices and apartments
are key elements in the concentration giving the city more of
the appearance of the older urban
centers, and leading Grebler to
surmise that "the current development of Los Angeles indicates the
future shape of cities in the U.S."
Given the advantages Los Angeles already enjoys, as reflected
in the summary of some leading
indicators below, it could indeed
become the ideal American cityif it would get around to cleaning
up the mess. Here is the evidence:

BETTER HOUSING •••
(per cent sound units)

93 %

BETTER SCHOOLING •.•
(school years completed)

12

All U.S.

88%

88%

86%

10

10

11

BETTER IOBS FOR NONWHITES
(per cent professional jobs)

8%

5%

5%

5%

AND MORE EDUCATION . . .
(per cent in college)

9%

4%

4%

3%

AND HIGHER INCOMES •••
(median family)
AND BETTER HOMES
(sound units).

$5,163
83%

$4,484
58%

$4 ,786
60 %

$3,161
n.a .

Causing the mess in California: six "phantom cities"
Life might be nice in L.A., but no
one is kidding himself about the
total picture of state-wide ugliness.
This became obvious last month
when the second report came out.
Entitled The Phantom Cities of
California, it is written by a little nonprofit organization named
"California Tomorrow."
This group, which is "dedicated
to a productive and beautiful
California," attracted nationwide
attention last year with an anguished outcry against what it
called the "slurbs"-those "sloppy,
sleazy, slovenly, slipshod, semicities" (News, Mar. '63).
With the new report, C.T.

zeroed in on those it considered
most to blame for the contributed
mess : much more often than not,
said C.T., local governments are
incapable, or unwilling, to take
preventive measures. Thus, highways snake through choice land;
subdivisions sprawl toward each
other; municipal open land is
filled up willy-nilly; established
downtowns deteriorate.
Although most Americans are
aware of these conditions, nothing
is done to change them. Authors
Samuel E. Wood and Alfred E.
Heller explain why: there are six
types of "phantom cities," containing 90 per cent of the state's
continued on page 8
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continued from page

18 million people, in which over- sons, is virtually unpopulated
all plaruiing is at best difficult,
most of the year, and ungoverned
all of the year." This phantom
and at worst, impossible. The six
city is caught in a fiscal bind
phantoms are:
(since state assistance is based on
~The unincorporated city. This
is, says C.T., "the home of the permanent population), and in a
galloping slurbs . . . lacking a political bind (since the permacenter, a fixed boundary, a city nent residents make their living
government, a discernible urban off the tourists). Thus, concludes
purpose, any clear relation to ad- C.T., its growth is haphazard and
joining cities or farmlands." Lo- sloppy-and getting worse.
cated on the outskirts of estab~ The legitimate city. Its name
lished cities, the unincorporated is San Francisco, Los Angeles,
city is governed by the county in Sacramento. While it does have a
which it is located and several good deal of civic responsibility, it
"special districts."
cannot cope with such problems
These special districts are cre- generated beyond its borders as
ated and administered by people smog, and congestion.
pursuing one specific interest: e.g.,
~ The regional city. This phanwater supply, garbage removal,
tom is not so nefarious as the
road improvement. Special dis- others because it has to consider
tricts tend to pile up, says C.T., a wider area. Examples are re"like an uneven stack of pancakes" gional sewage-disposal authorities,
-with the citizen living in these the Bay Area Transit District.
areas paying taxes to each district Although it is clear that the replus his coun~.
gional city is presently devoted to
~ The special-interest city. This
one purpose, C.T. feels that
incorporated phenomenon also "county, city, and special district
serves to solve a particular local governments are incapable by
problem. Some attract iRdustry themselves of maintaining or pro(Emeryville, Vernon); some exist ducing a sane and amicable life
on retail sales (El Sobrante); for their citizens. The regional
others are purely residential city . . . might be able to help
(Woodside, Los Altos Hills), and them tum the trick, if it were
still others are devoted to cows given the breath of life."
(Dairyland, Cypress). The specialIn indicting California's fraginterest cities contribute to the
mented local governments, C.T.
"hopeless scatteration of governproposes a cure-regional government responsibility for . . . rements. But first: "The strengthengional concerns."
ing of local governments will
~The contract city. It is "carved
mean nothing unless the people
. . . out of the sprawling urban decide that the beauty and promass of the county" and contracts ductivity of California's land must
to buy such service packages from be conserved."
the county as fire fighting, police
The C.T. pamphlet has already
protection, water, and recreation. caused a stir; a11 intended, it
Like all of the phantom cities, struck an exposed nerve in the
this one is neither autonomous nor public conscience of Califomiaconcerned with the larger impli- and perhaps, elsewhere across the
cations of its actions.
nation-when it asked: "If free
~ The seasonal city. Devoted to
peoples cannot sustain the good
recreation, it swells in certain sea- life here, where can they?"

WHEN IS A ROOM NOT A ROOM?
The answer to the question is
when it's a balcony, a foyer, or a
terrace. Yet in New York (and
other cities) such nonrooms have
been called rooms for a long time,
particularly in real estate advertising. Several weeks ago, New
York's Better Business Bureau offered some guidelines for defining
just what is a room, and shortly
afterward, the Real Estate Board
of New York came up with an
official definition, which all mem8

bers must follow by January 1.
Under the Real Estate Board's
new definitions, an apartment
with a living room, bedroom,
bathroom, balcony, and kitchen
area would not be three and a
half or four rooms as frequently
advertised, but would be considered only two and a half rooms.
A kitchen is counted as a room
only if it measures at least 71 sq.
ft. in area and is fully equipped
with sink, range, and refrigerator.

7

LOS ANGELES LANDMARK IS THREATENED BY ZONING CHANGES

William Dodge house (above), designed by Irving Gill in 1916, and
distinguished both as a precursor
of the modern style and as an
early example of the potentialities
of reinforced concrete, was recently included in a zoning change
which allows its site to be redeveloped for apartment housing. Also,
the present owners, the Los Angeles Board of Education, have in-

dicated that they are no longer
interested in keeping the building.
Thus, unless a suitable organization is soon found to take over the
Dodge House-and the Southern
California Chapter of the A.IA is
looking hard for new owners---it
will be bought and demolished by
some real estate developer to make
way for a "more economic" land
it,Se. Outlook: still uncertain.

CONSERVATION PLANNED FOR TUXEDO PARK
The urbanization of New York's
environs has swept away many a
cherished landmark and turned
quiet, semirural towns into roaring, auto-infested suburbs. But
one village has so far survived:
Tuxedo Park, that stout-walled
bastion of wealth and privilege
nestling in the Ramapo hills 38
miles to the northwest of the big
city itself.
Over the past decade, of course,
change pressed around Tuxedo
Park. For one thing, much of the
surrounding agricultural land has
been sold off to home builders.
For another, the 20,000-acre Sterling Forest residential and research project is well under way
just north of the village.
Meanwhile, within the village's
walls, the population has increased
from a smattering of well-bred
families before World War II to
some 700 people today: automobiles now use the narrow, winding
roads that were designed for horse
and buggies; and a few new
houses put added pressure on the
original sewer system.
Against this background, Tuxedo residents, led by Mayor
Trescott A. Buell and Robert
Whyte, obtained an urban renewal
Section 701 planning grant in
1961, called in Planners Candeub,
Fleissig & Associates to prepare a
master plan. Primary objective:
to preserve the special, residential
character of Tuxedo Park.
Such conservation, in Tuxedo
Park's case, means a certain

amount of change. Soon after the
1,900-acre community was created
in 1885 by Tobacco Tycoon
Pierre Lorillard IV (with the help
of Architect Bruce Price, 1,800
laborers, and a cool $1.5 million),
it became a fashionable, yearround enclave for the socially
prominent, featuring some of the
finest examples of mansion architecture in New York State. Today, however, most of the remaining stately houses represent a
heavy burden to their owners, and
an impractical land use. The planners' solution : tear down some of
the mansions before they fall
down, convert others to multifamily dwellings, and sell still
others to research companies.
Similarly, it is proposed that the
old race track be changed into a
recreation area.
Perhaps the most significant
proposal is the annexation of some
300 acres of peripheral land as a
residential "green belt" between
the Park and its neighbors. The
annexed land would be zoned for
low-density ( 4-acre) housing.
Next month, Tuxedo Park residents will meet to review the
planners' recommendations and
to vote on them. Predicts Whyte,
who heads the Village's Planning
Board: "There doesn't seem to be
much question about it. The plan
will be approved." Explains
Mayor Buell with conviction: "We
have a beautiful village, a paradise for dogs and children, and
we're trying to keep it that way."

NEW PARK APPROVED
After a battle that lasted for
years-and waxed fiercest over
the past six months-the Maryland State Board of Public Works
headed by Governor J. Millard
Tawes, has approved plans for
federal development of Assateague Island. Called the "best remaining portion of shoreline in
the Middle Atlantic states," 31
miles of the 33-mile-long sand
strip is thus on its way to becoming a National Seashore Park.
(The other 2 miles would become
a Maryland state park.)
Up to the very end, last month,
the park scheme was in trouble.
Maryland's Worcester County officials and a group of Assateague
land owners strenuously opposed
public takeover, picketed hearings
with signs reading "Don't give
away Worcester's Gold Coast."
But, as the photo (right) shows,
private development would have
been both hazardous and expensive. Reason : Assateague is so
low-lying that large storms carry
the sea inland, destroying property. (Another objection to private development is that home

N. Y. COURT OKAYS A CENTRAL PARK CAF£
After three years of wrangling in
and out of Manhattan courtrooms,
the Huntington Hartford-sponsored, Edward Durell Stone-designed cafe on the fringe of Central Park seems set to go ahead
(News, July '63).
The green light was given by
N . Y. Supreme Court Justice
Jacob Markowitz who ruled that
the 1,000-seat commercial restaurant legally might be built on
municipal parkland. In so ruling,
he redefined the law pertaining
to "proper use" of city parks.
A group of taxpayers, including
KEN KAYE::-LIFE
Tiffany Chairman Walter Hoving
owners would have a very hard
and
two
Manhattan hotels,
time digging cesspools in the
had brought a suit against the
marshy ground.) Cost of erosion
City, charging that the proprotection alone would run over
posed cafe-pavilion on the south$35 million-and the private deeastern comer of Central Park
velopers could not have raised
was clearly an improper use of
their half of that amount. The
parkland. The City argued tha t it
next step: introduction, already
had done nothing illegal in acpromised by Maryland's Senators
cepting an $862,500 gift from the
James G. Beall (R.) and Daniel
Huntington Hartford Family Fund
B. Brewster ( D.), of enabling
to cover construction of the "Hartlegislation into Congress. Outlook,
ford Pavilion." The Parks Comif Congress gets around to such
missioner, said the City, has the
a bill , is considered good.
authority to determine what
should be done to parks-and has
exercised this authority in dozens
of cases over the past few years.
Beyond these flat statements,
the City presented no defense in
the recent trial. Instead, it treated
the proposed facility as a pleasant
fait accompli. Ex-Parks Commissioner Robert Moses, who originated the whole idea in 1960,
pointed out that such a restaurant could not succeed financially

at any other location. Newbold
Morris, the present Parks Commissioner, added that the building
would create a "land of light,"
thus enhancing the safety of the
park after dark.
The taxpayers called in such
experts as Minneapolis Parks Administrator Charles Edward Doell,
Architect and Municipal Arts Society President Giorgio Cavaglieri,
and Conservationist William H.
Whyte. They agreed that the pavilion should not be built because
it would fulfill neither a primary
park use (outdoor recreation in a
rural setting) nor an incidental
park use (something that helps
the public enjoy the primary use).
Justice Markowitz neatly solved
the problem by deciding that "as
times change, park uses change."
The real test of park use nowadays, he wrote, is whether "the
facility concerned offers substantial satisfactions to the public
which would only be possible in
a park setting.... The savor of a
meal , a snack or an aperitif in a
park setting is a unique one."
While gourmets might smack
their lips at the decision, parklovers were left wondering just
what would not fit into Justice
Markowitz's definition. Editorialized The New York Times: "A
few more victories for 'culture'
like this and the war to save Central Park from the beneficial bulldozer would be lost." Meanwhile,
the taxpayers' group debated
whether to appeal the decision to
a higher New York court.

BRIEFS IN THE NEWS

private architects will keep the
work they have been doing so
well (FoRUM, Mar. '63).

California colleges. In 1961

IN ZURICH, LE CORBUSIER DESIGNS A MUSEUM FOR LE CORSUSIER

The small ( 40 by 80 foot), sculptural pavilion shown in the model
photograph (above) i& Le Cor'bu·
sier's ferst building in Zurich,
Switzerland. Though financed with
private funds, it is to be sited on
municipal parkland-and, 50 years
hence, will be given to the city.
Fittilngly, the building is intended to commemorate Corbii's own
work; it is both a home and a
museum for his paintings and

sculpture. The structure consists of
two canopies supported on six columns, sheltering a series of varying interior spaces and levels. To
the right is the main exhibition
area, two stories hi.gh; to the left,
a spacious living room. A protruding ramp (center) l(!ads to a secand-floor library and apartment
facilities, then continues to a rooftop garden for outdoor sculpture.
Constrnction begins next spring.

after a long and bitter fight to
break the California Division of
Architecture's monopoly on the
design of all state buildings, private architects won the right to design new structures for California
State's burgeoning college campuses.
Although the results have been
commendable, the State Division
of Architecture (through the powerful State Employees' Assn.) last
month went to the courts to get
back the massive job. Outlook :

Tax relief for architects. The
House Ways and Means Committee recently followed President
Kennedy's suggestion for giving
Americans with volatile incomes
a tax break. Architects, artists,
writers, etc. will be allowed to
average out a windfall year (i.e.,
a year when income is at least
one-third higher than the preceding four years' average) over the
next five years. Next step: Congressional approval.
contilnued on page 11
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INTERNATIONAL BUILDING •

SAN FRANCISCO

ARCHITECT: AN SHEN & ALLEN •San Francisco
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS: CHARLES KRIEGER• San Francisco

®
PRISMATIC LIGHTING PANELS

For this finely appointed office building, the architect desired
a final touch of soft lighting, which would also provide the full
visibility required. To meet these exacting lighting specifications and yet
satisfy the esthetic quality desired, K-Lite Prismatic Lighting Panels
were specified in combination with COLUMBIA Lighting
fixtures . In this installation , as in hundreds of others,
K-Lite meets all specification requirements for
the illumination levels, provides low glare with no hot spots.
K-5 PATTERN ILLUSTRATED

K-S-H PLASTICS, INC. • 10212 Manchester, St. Louis 22, Mo.
8833
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K-LITE Prismatic Lens Panels are available from all major fixture
manufacturers ... or write for more information.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~NEWS
continued from paqe 9

BAY AREA ARCHITECTS DREAM OF ALCATRAZ
Alcatraz (above) is not a bad
place-at least in the opinion of
the Northern California Chapter
of the AIA. Before the maximumsecurity federal prison was abandoned by the federal government
last spring, the architects decided
not to let the 12-acre island off
San Francisco go to waste. Accordingly, they conducted a
"search for ideas" about what to
do with it-assuming, of course,
that the government could be persuaded to hold off selling the
place to the highest bidder.
Sixteen architects participated
in the "search," and the surprising
results were revealed recently:
one proposal, by Franklin Page
Jr., would install a giant pump
and nozzle on the island. A constant jet of water would shoot up
"above the usual low-lying bank
of summer fog," and the falling
spray would gradually cause the
buildings to disintegrate. Other
suggestions: a new site for St.

Mary's Cathedral (itself the center of a local design squabble);
a symbol of Peace; a college for
the "intellectual elite"; a 600foot-high beacon; and a marina.
Architect Germano Milano recommended that an International
Center for the Humanities be
built on "The Rock," suggesting
as an alternative that Alcatraz
could always be used as "a gambling casino or a pigeon refuge."
All the ideas will be passed
along to the Board of Supervisors,
which is reportedly considering a
resolution on the subject, and may
(or may not) take the 16 suggestions seriously. Even the architects have conceded that perhaps
the best solution lies in doing
nothing at all - thus permitting
scientific advances to overcome
such present obstacles as lack of
fresh water and hard access. In
the meantime, the General Services Administration minds Alcatraz for the Bureau of Prisons.

Steel Products, Inland Steel,
Union Carbide, U.S. Steel, Weyerhaeuser, and Battelle itself.
Each sponsor contributed some
$10,000 to the program so far.
And B.M.I. fully expects at least
six more companies to join the
survey in the next few months.
Heart of the new system is what
B.M.I. calls the "Construction
Information Center" to collect,
store, and disseminate data on the
use of building materials. To do
this, B.M.I. takes a representative
sample of 700 buildings each year
and the specific materials used
in them. The information is now
based on the objective (and subjective) reports of some 163 general contractors from their jobs in
eight regions across the nation.
The number of contractors reporting is expected to reach 300
by the end of next year. Finally,
special analyses are prepared for,
and distributed to, the sponsors.

According to B.M.I., a sponsoring company interested in
marketing glass might find information on: "1) the current and
expected total market for exterior
wall materials; 2) the share of
that market held by glass and the
trend in the use of glass; 3) the
share of that market which is held
by each of the competitive materials and the respective trends;
4) the technical requirements for
materials and products made
necessary by new methods of construction; 5) the technical and
economical trends affecting the
construction industry; 6) the longrange expectations of the construction art."
To be sure, the program has
not reached this scope yet; it is
still very young. But, with B.M.I.'s
continuing efforts, the construction
industry will finally have access
to valid information, comprehensively collected by experts.

SAARINEN'S M.l.T. DOME GETS A COMPLETELY NEW ROOFING

Bostonians passing along Memorial
Drive in Cambridge last month saw
that Eero Saarinen's first great
thin·shell striicture, Kresge Audi·
toriitm at M .I.T., had acqiiired a
new look. It had been completely
reroofed just eight years after its
opening (see photo, below).
Even before the structure was
built, its engineers had worried
about the roofing material over the
huge concrete dome. The architects
wanted to use a sheet-metal covering (lead·coated, diamond·shaped
copper plates), but this was found

to be impractical becait.Se of prob·
lems at the seams. In 1955, then,
an acrylic stucco was applied. It
proved inadequate, however, developing cracks, stains, and bubbles.
M.I.T.'s maintenance engineers
studied the situation for months,
hit on a new solution, and finally
chose the George A. Fuller Co. to
do the reroofing job.
Over the past five months, Fiuler
applied a time-honored material to
the roof: large lead shingles. Resiilt: a stable sheath which fur·
ther enhances the building's looks.

BATTELLE TO SURVEY BUILDING PRODUCTS
One of the construction industry's
great needs is reliable information
about the market for building materials. Last year, the Battelle
Memorial Institute of Columbus,
Ohio, a private, nonprofit research
organization, announced that it
was starting a major buildingmaterials survey program to fill
that very need. Objectives included the discovery of "the dayto-day practices of builders, the
amounts of various materials being
used, and gains or losses among

competitive materials." The first
step was to find out whether such
a program was feasible.
It is. B.M.I. last month released
a brochure describing its "Proposed Research Program," and
disclosing that the last 18 months'
work has already been very fruitful. It has established the solid
skeleton of a nationwide information-gathering system, which was
underwritten by such leading private companies as American Cyanamid, Bethlehem Steel, Ceco
continued on page 15
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HONEY Ell

Roofmate FR holds down some costs for years.

On others, it pays off now.
On e dolla r a squa re is a typica l in sta llation sav ing with Roofmate® FR roof
in su lation. It has milli ons of t iny, independent air cel ls. It's li ghtweight, pleasant to handle, easy to cut and fit. We
make Roofmate FR polysty rene foam
board just like Styrofoam® insul ation,
but give it a high-den sity skin for extra
strengt h. Roofers can ru n a loaded

whee l ba rrow over Roof mate FR, lay it
fast witho ut a worry.
Roofmate FR also saves on heating and
cooling over the yea rs. It won't absorb
wate r; maintains its low "k" factor
(0.26!). No more wet, soggy insu lation
that fails its job and runs up you r estimated costs-not with Roofmate FR. No
more roof b li ste ri ng an d c r acking

caused by wate rsoaked i nsu lat ion,
either. Roofmate FR stays dry.
Roofmate FR comes in thicknesses to
meet standard "C" facto r requirements.
Wa nt mo re data and specifications?
Ju st see our in se rt in Sweet's Architec tura l File, or write us: The Dow Chemica l
Company, Pl astics Sales Dept.1004 LH1 0,
Mi dl an d, Michigan.

Office workers
are people-

People of many business functions.
Sometimes routine-more often not. Work
stations must be space planned to contribute to maximum worker efficiencyand office furniture is basic space planning.
This A. H. Robins Company, Inc.
building houses Peerless furniture because
the owner/designer/ architect team were
demanding space planners. The Peerless
Design Division could meet this demand.
The originative talent at Peerless can
interpret your creative ideas offunctional,
stylized furniture. Literature is available.
Write Peerless Steel Equipment Company, Philadelphia, Pa. 19111

PEERLESS

Chicago
New York
Houston
Los Angeles

stylized office furniture

General Offices

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . #EWB

People in the News

QUOTE •.• UNQUOTE

"We dirt movers have our place,
however humble, in the ultimate
scale of things."-Robert Moses.
"The fact is, 80 to 90 per cent
[of Los Angeles architecture] is
terrible. It's the ugliest city in
the world. It's like sitting in a
garbage pail."-Movie Actor Jack
Lemmon.
"It might be perfectly all right
for the art iconographers to hold
an International Conference to
decide in how many cases the Virgin carries the Christ Child on
her left biceps, and in how many
cases on the right . . . . Architecture [however] is a matrix of life
and not a piece of carrion to be
dissected into narrower and narrower strips of dead tissues.
- Architectural Historian Sibyl
M oholy-N agy.
"It is impossible to say when art
ends and science begins."-Herbert Spencer.
"[Architect Philip J Johnson has
been getting on the nerves of all
those who take modern architecture very seriously but can't design as well as he can. . . . I am
not one to demand that he spend
the rest of his life designing lowcost integrated housing for relief
projects in the Ozarks just to
pacify other people's consciences.
. . . -Critic Reyner Banham.
"The authors of the present [NYC
building] code had no concept of
the cacophony produced without
limit by a disharmonic symphony
of radios, television, hi-fi sets,
washing machines, air conditioners, fans, laundromats, and dishwashers which now thoroughly
inundate our apartment houses."
-NYC Building Commissioner
Harold Birns.
"As for the disposition of Washington's present surfeit of statuary
without discrimination-perhaps a
Forest of Monuments could in
chronological order line the highways into the city. It would give
commuters something to look at
as they waited for the traffic jams
to move."-Rodney Gilbert in the
N. Y . Herald Tribune.

BALLARD HEADS NYC PLANNERS

After a search for the right man
that lasted nine months and went
as far afield as Washington, D.C.,
New York's Mayor Robert Wagner appointed Architect and civic
leader WILLIAM F. R. BALLARD
to be Chairman of the influential
City Planning Commission. He is
the first architect to head the
Commission, which considers land
uses and screens capital budget
requests for city construction
projects.
Ballard brings to his new job
a wealth of experience. He was
one of the principal authors of
New York's much praised zoning
proposals of more than a dozen
years ago (FORUM, Sept. '50),
which formed the basis for many
of the new zoning regulations finally put into effect in 1961, under
the leadership of Ballard's predecessor, }AMES FELT. Ballard also
has designed several large projects
in the city, including Queensbridge Houses, and a low income
public housing complex to be
located on the site of the Polo
Grounds in upper Manhattan.
His other work in the city includes several years service with
the New York City Housing Authority (1934-35, 1941-42), and,
more recently, the chairmanship
of the Citizens Housing and Planning Council, and of the New
York AIA's technical and housing
committees.
WHO'S FOR D.C. COMMISSIONER?

Under the District of Columbia's
strange governmental system, three
District Commissioners administer
the city of Washington under Congress. All three are Presidential
appointees, but one of the jobs
goes automatically to an officer

of the Corps of Army Engineers.
Last month, it began to seem
that one of the remaining two
posts might go to that long-time
friend of architecture, PoLLY
SHACKLETON. For years AIA's
legislative specialist in Washington, she has worked wrth the
Pennsylvania Avenue Advisory
Council and is now Democratic
national committeewoman for the
District of Columbia.
Whether she gets the job depends on two things: 1) incumbent Commissioner WALTER N.
ToBRINER must decide to step
down-which he seems to want
to do; and 2) Mrs. Shackleton
must get the nod over District
Citizens Council Chairman TrLFORD E. DUDLEY, who is also
the head of the Democratic Precinct Assembly. All decisions will
be made before next March, when
Tobriner's current term expires.
LONG BEACH FAIRMEN FOR 1967

While the $1 billion New York
World's Fair 1964-65 is straining
noisily to meet its opening date
next April 22, Long Beach, Calif.
is more quietly going about the
business of putting its $400 million, two-year (six months each)
show together for an April 1967
and 1968 opening.
Recently appoin ted chairman
of the Board of Directors was
Industrialist and former Secretary
of the Navy DAN A. KIMBALL

CooK, JR. who is president of
the nonprofit Fair Corporation.
The manager of design and construction is Del Webb Corp.
Already, Long Beach is building a 2-mile-long pier as part of
the fair grounds (which will encompass a total of 550 acres).
Meanwhile, in Canada, still another World's Fair is scheduled
to take place in 1967 in Montreal.
HULT SUSPENDS P.S. 90

The New York City Board of Education recently rocked the construction world by ordering that
all faulty work on partly built
P.S. 90 be removed and replaced.
The man behind this unprecedented action: the Board's Head
of Design, Construction, and
Physical Plant, EuGENE E. HULT.
Hult's reason: The concrete
used by Builders Mars Associates
and Normel, Inc. was shown to
be about 40 per cent below the
required strength ( 2,100 psi instead of 3 ,500 psi). Hult, who
came to the Board some 15
months ago after 17 years as
building consultant to the Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of New
York, was apprised of this last
March. Further tests and an analysis by Consulting Engineers
Praeger - Kavanaugh - Waterbury
proved by mid-August that "the
quality and workmanship" of
most of the concrete was "poor."
Everybody, including Hult, fully
expected to be involved in
"extended litigations"-but last
month, the builders complied with
the order, began to remove and
replace the faulty concrete.
BUNSHAFT IN WASHINGTON

(above), with the energetic mayor
of Pomona, Calif. HARRY FAULL
as vice chairman. Others in the
Long Beach line-up include Architect CHARLES LucKMAN, who
is responsible for the master plan
and design coordination, and
Long Beach Banker NELSON Mc-

President Kennedy last month
rounded out the Commission on
Fine Arts in Washington, D.C.,
with the appointment of Architect GORDON BuNSHAFT. Partner
in charge of design in Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill's New York
office, Bunshaft is credited with
such notable buildings as Lever
House in Manhattan (FORUM,
June '52), the Albright-Knox Art
Gallery's new wing in Buffalo,
N. Y. (Mar. '62), headquarters
for the Emhart Manufacturing
Co. in Connecticut (July '63),
and Yale's just completed Beinecke Rare Books Library.
continued on page 16
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NEWS

Building in the News

PENNSYLVANIA CLINIC. The designers of this unusua l littl e building for the North Penn Visiting
Nurse Association in Ambler, Pa.,
set out to " destroy th e box" bo th
in shape and surface, and to create
a bold scale to com pensa te for
larger buildings nearby. A jutting
corner shielding the entrance
(right), deeply inset windows, and
applied wooden moldings are the
rath er novel tools. An interesting
qu es tion: Where does this kind
of architecture go from here)
Architects: Venturi & Short. Contractor: Edmund A. Moy er. Cost:
$15.45 per square foot.

The boldly
composed group of buildings
shown above and below forms the
Olin Hall of Engineering, th e
first element to be completed in
Architect William Pereira's master plan for the University of
Southern California in Los Angeles. T he $2.2 million com plex,
donated by the Olin Found ation,
consists of two five -story cl assCALIFORNIA COLLEGE.

room buildings, joined by bridges
to a centra l circulation tower
(a bove ) , and two one-story bui ldings, one for labs, the ot her housing th e Iibrary. Galleria-lik e exte rior co rrid ors are face d with
richly patterned precast sunshades
(below ). Engineers: Brandow &
J ohnson (structural), J. S. Hamel
(m echani ca l, electrica l ) . Genera l
contractor: Myers Brothers.

NEW YORK UNION. The nearly
completed Manhattan headquarters of the National Maritime
Union also "breaks up the box"
but in quite a different manner.
Overhanging floors with scalloped
edges add depth and shade; the
glass is set back from the precast
panels, forming balconies wh ich

16

will contain greenery. Hiri ng halls
occupy the first floor, with offices
above. Architect: Albert C . Ledner. Engineers: R. P. Linfield
(structural ) , Guillot, Sullivan &
Vogt
( mechanical, electri cal ).
Contractor: J. Alexander Stein,
Inc. Estimated cost: $4 million
( $25 per square foot).

CHICAGO TOWER (below). U.S.
Gypsum's new $7.5 million, 19story headquarters at the western
edge of the Loop was set d iagonal ly across its site "to gain good
natural light and free plaza areas
a t the base." Some observers ques-

ti on this eccentric siting
building's crown-where the spurfooted columns end in decorative
finials-as little more than an attempt at novelty. Architects and
engineers: Perkins & Will. Contractor : A. L. Jackson Co.

NEW HEART FOR HARTFORD. AJI
eight buildings of Hartford, Connecticut's $40 million Constitution
Plaza are now up, even though
final comp letion of the ambitious
urban renewal project will not be
until spring. Between the buildings,
mostly offices, a busily landscaped
plaza ( below) is raised a story

off the ground to accommodate
parking for 2,000 cars, with pedestrian bridges spanning the streets
which run through the 15-acre
site. Overall project architect:
Charles DuBose. Landscape Architect: Sasaki, Walker & Associates. General contractor: F. H.
McGraw & Co.
END

(below) . T he firs t
comp leted building in Boston's
new Government Center, a temporary branch of the Na tional
Shawmut Bank, will also be the
first vacated (in about
years. Its playful form resu lts
from intersecting brick cylinders
of different sizes (left ). Architects: Imre & Anthony Ha lasz.
Contractor: Tredennick-Bi l I ings.
BOSTON BANK
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Model S
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you can create with standard Skydome® Skylights

okay . .. you take it from here!

For complete specifications, see Sweet's Architectural File 20a/Am or
Industrial Construction File 15c/Am, or write Cyanamid for data sheets.
Build i ng Products Division, American Cyanamid Company, S Bay State Rd., Cambridge 38 , Mass.

C::::::

C Y .A :N .A .IW" I D
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Long-term investment, small capital outlay, no risk.
It's good business to buy Cole Steel office furniture . Send for free catalog.

r-----------------rnrn

VALUABLE 80-PAGE CATALOG 1 Entirel y
new. Over 1,200 items. Beautifully illustrated
in full color. The ideal reference guide to
a co mplete line of modern office equipment.
Mail coupon to Cole Steel Equipment Co.,
415 Madison Avenue, New York 17, New York.

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zone

State _ _ _ _ __

COLE STEEL [8
A DIVISION OF THE BUSINESS MACHINES GROUP OF LITTON INDU STRIES

AND

Complete responsibility is born of justifiable pride
in a product that is truly superior. It comes from
thorough knowledge of that product, and warranted
confidence that it will perform its assigned functions.
Ultimately, this confidence leads to a new degree
of service ... a service offering assurance of quality
not only in the product, but in the complete installation as well. Mesker offers such a service ... in
the design, fabrication and erection of curtain wall
and window systems for all architectural applications.
Carefully designed for greater freedom of expression, these systems feature aluminum or steel
panels insulated with the exclusive Mutane® urethane foam core. Guaranteed for the life of the
building, this unique core has a K factor of 0.13 /in.
and permits unmatched levels of panel flatness,
moisture resistance, and protection from internal
corrosion. Windows, mullions, ventilators, glass and
glazing ... all are included in a low-cost curtain
wall system as part of the complete, responsible
service offered by Mesker.
For complete details on Mesker Curtain Wall
Systems, write ...

SINCE 1879

CURTAIN

WALL

DIVISION

6002 N . Lindbergh, Hazelwood. Mo,
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New Cofar®
shear connectors
reduce the cost of
composite construction
utilizing new A/SC specification
Important savings in materials, space and money begin with Cofar
composite construction. Cofar-now available with shear connectors
(Pat. Pend.). When field-welded to
the beams, these "J"-shaped pieces
of steel make the slab work as an
o
integral part of the supporting mem------, ,------""
bers; thus beam sizes may be reduced.
I I
I

o

I

I

I
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I
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I

The main benefit of Cofar composite
construction is the substantial reduction in steel tonnage because you get
,------ '-----equivalent strength with lighter
'
beams. Additional benefits are gained
by: (1) Longer spans (2) More usable space with the same building
cubage (3) Increased beam stiffness (4) Less deflection (5) Reduced
building height.
o I

I
I

I
I

0

I

Io

\ ________ _ ____ J

Cofar's economy has been well established in the building industry.
Cofar is the 4-in-1 product-form, working deck, bottom reinforcing steel and temperature steel for a structural concrete slab. Construction is fast-proven-economical. Now with the development
of the Cofar shear connector, even greater economies are yours by
using Cofar composite design.
For more information, write for Catalog No. 103-B-62: GRANCO
STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, 6506 North Broadway, St. Louis
15, Missouri. A subsidiary of Granite City Steel Co. Our catalogs
are filed in Sweet's.

Illustrated at right: 16-story Pierre Laclede Building, now under
construction, Clayton, Missouri, which utilizes Cofar composite
construction.

CO FAR®
COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION

®

DISTRICT OFFICES: Atlanta • Chicago • Cincinnati
Dallas• Detroit• Houston• Kansas City• Los Angeles
New York • Minneapolis • St. Louis • San Francisco
Tampa• DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVES: Greenville,
S. C. • Little Rock • Washington, D. C.

Ste~

Architect:
Smith and Ent.zeroth
En&ineer:
Fruco and Associates, I nc.
Canlraclar:
Fruin·Colnon Contracting Co.

Sterick North Parking Garage and Holiday Inn Memphis , Tenn .

Most of the 24 precast col umns an d 96 post-tensioned tee-girders are in place. The tees, 20 ft.
o. c. , rest in deep tapered seats in t he col umns.
Ca st-in-place slab was 5" thick, and post-tensioned
in 2 directions . Total area approximately 220 ,000
square feet.

Architects Furbringer and Ehrman (Me mphis );
Structura l Engineers - T. Y. Lin & Associates
(Chicago); Contractor - J. M. O' Brien & Co. (Mem phis); Ho l iday Inn Architects - William W. Bond
& Associates (Memphis ).

ATOP 7-LEVEL PARKING GARAGE
During construction of the Sterick North 400 car

of the parking garage. This slab was strong enough

parking garage, the owners decided to add a 120 unit

to take the column loads of the Inn wherever they

Holiday Inn with swimming pool to occupy the 8th,

occurred. The leveling slab and swimming pool, which

9th and 10th levels. Total area of the 10-story struc-

was part of the slab, were post-tensioned using Pres-

ture is approximately 220,000 squ are feet.

con tendons. This formed the 8th level.

The post-tensioned parking garage structure is a
continuous ramp type utilizing 24 columns and 96
tee-girders with a cast-in-place slab. The 71' single
tees were post-tensioned using the Prescon System as

The

Prescon

System

post-tensioning

pre-

stressed concrete allows the architect and engineer
the utmost in d esign flexibility, often at the most
economical cost. The Prescon System is particularly
advantageous where long spans, and column-free in-

was the S" thick light weight aggregate slab which

teriors are desired. WRITE for brochures showing

w as post-tensioned in 2 directions.

many examples of all sizes and types of structures

A leveling slab was placed across the top level

that have used the Prescon System.

mE PR.PsoON CoR.PO.RLl.TION
([lTl'le Pre sco,, Corp.
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P. 0. Box 4186
Atla nta
Boston
Chicago
Denver
St. Louis
San Juan
Toronto

Corpus Christi , Texas 78408
Memphis
Dallas
Houston
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Honolulu
Mexico City

SEE OUR
CATALOG
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SWEET'S

Hertzka &. Kno w les and Sk idmore, Owings and M errill, a sso ciated ar chite cts .

250,000 sq. ft. of super-tough Goodyear vinyl flooring
cuts maintenance cost for Crown Zellerbach
To cover more than a quarter million sq. f t. in San Francisco's new Crown Zellerbach building, the architect
chose Goodyear Vinyl Floor. Today, after three years of
heavy foot traffic, the choice looks better than ever.
Goodyear Vinyl can actually pay for itself in maintenance
savings! Because it is so tough and wear-resistant, it
doesn't require wax. Machine cleaning and regular polishing with a commercial buffer are all it takes to maintain high-luster beauty.

You'll find all these qualities in new economy-priced
DeLuxe True Vinyl Flooring by Goodyear. It's homogeneous . The solid vinyl quality-and the pattern-go all
the way through.
Available in new multiple marbleized colors. I n W' gauge
for commercial and heavy traffic use and in :YJ.G" for light
traffic areas. For specifications, see your nearest Goodyea r
Floors Distributor, or write : Goodyear, Flooring Dept.
J -8110, Akron, Ohio, 44316.

GOOD/YEAR
FLOORING
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GREAT ARCHITECTURE FOR THE SIXTIES
A GRAPHIC EXHIBIT FOR BETTER
PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING
AND APPRECIATION OF
CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE
Due to the popularity and demand of its first poster exhibit
(now completely sold out) Architectural FORUM has produced
its second annual edition of posters for public exhibition.
richigan Con_solidated Gas Co.
levator Lobbies and
Reception Areas

I

Minoru Yamasak.! & Associ~tes, Architects.
W. B. Ford Design Associates, In c .. Deszgners
The]. L. Hudson Company, Contractors

FORUM 's editors , have contributed significantly to th e art
of architecture in 1962.

. . . Another fine example of the
way carpet technology is used to
engineer the RIGHT carpet with
the RIGHT wearing qualities to
suit the needs of our clients . . . .

DURALOOM (ARPET MILLS,

Incorporated in the poster set are handsome black and white
photographs of ten new buildings* which, in the opinion of

Designed by John Martinez, a leading graphic artist, the ten
posters are particularly suitable for display in schoo ls, co lleges, libraries, museums and other public areas such as convention halls, banks and department stores.

IN<.

Lehighton, Pennsylvania

Each poster measures 181h"x 24"; but the full set is designed
to hang handsomely as a unit.
Cost: $5.00 per set postpaid while the limited supply lasts.

manufacturers of carpets of proven use
ASTRA .

ENDURANCE . . . KARIBE . . . GOVERNOR

Sole American agents .for
WILLIAM C. GRAY AND SONS LTD., OF AYR, SCOTLAND
A.I.A. File 1Yo . 28-E Cuttings furnished on request Catalog in Sweet's
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Address all inquiries to Architectural Forum, Room 19-39, Time

& Life Building , Rockefe ll er Center, New York 20, N. Y.
· u.s. SCIENCE PAVILION BY MINORU YAMASAKI I COLUMBUS ELE MENTARY
SCHOOL BY JOHN CARL WA RNECKE I NECKERMA NN WA REHOUSE BY EG ON
EIERMANN I FOOTHILL JUNIOR CO LLEGE BY ERNEST J. KUMP AND MAST EN
& HURD I PLACE VILLE MA RIE BY I. M. PEI I ASSEMBLY BUILD ING BY LE
CORBUSI ER I MARIN COUNTY CEN TER BY FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT / NEW
HAVEN GARAGE BY PAUL RUDOLPH I DULLES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT BY
EERO SAARINEN I BACARDI BUILDING BY MI ES VAN DER ROHE

These simple, handsome telephone booths add even more drama to the exciting
interior of the TWA-Trans World Flight Center at New York International Airport

How to make a design asset out of an important public service
Pre-planned, design-coordinated public telephone
installations add to the total beauty and usefulness

concepts, wil l result in booths that blend in tastefully
with the decor you specify for walls, floors and ceilings.

of your interiors. What's more, pre-planning eliminates

Stylish, convenient public teleph ones are an ap -

the costs and delays of troublesome afterthoughts.

preciated public service . Th ey also provide profitable

Our Pu blic Telephone Consultants can offer you
expert advice on the wide range of colors, materials

income for the building's owner.
Why not take advantage of the free services ol' a

and designs that you can employ for telephone

Bell System Public Tel ephone Consultant as you plan

installati ons. Th eir knowledge, plus your own design

your next building?

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Architectural F orum / October 1963
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Building

a
maintenance
garage?

Please your client.
Install Balfour Rolling Steel Doors.
Rugged. Designed for long
trouble-free service. Balanced and
geared for rapid and easy operation.

Please yourself.
Balfour Rolling Steel Doors for
new construction or modernization.
All sizes. Easily installed.
Economical.

NEW . .. FROM McKINNEY . .. A hinge
so slim, trim and clean-looking that it
nearly hides itself. Acclaimed by architects to be the most beautiful design on
the market. Available in popular sizes,
finishes. For further information, write:

McKINNEY
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Pittsburgh 3 3, Pennsylvania • In Canada :
McKinney-Skillcraft Ltd ., Toronto 3, Ontario

€~
DOC·PORT@ DOORS • STEEL
SERVICE DOORS • AUTOMATIC
F IRE DOORS • PYGMEE@
COUNTER DOORS • STEEL GRILLES

Catalog in Sweet's or write :

WALTER BALFOUR & CO., INC.
Brooklyn 22, N. Y.
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a famous name
General Con tractor:
Good nor Constru ction Corporation,
Lon g Island City, New York

and a famous face
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The name, E. J. Korvette Department Stores. The face, HANLEY'S
JUMBO NORMAN (11%" X 2%" X 3%") Duramic® Glazed Brick. To·
gether they combine for stores that are both striking and economical.
Architects specified this size because it lays up faster ... cuts
costs. Architects specified this glazed brick shade (824 white with
black speck) because of its clean white appearance ... maintains its
original color and is self-cleaning because of the impervious glazed
surface. Use HANLEY on your next project.
Korvette Stores using
HANLEY Glazed Brick
from New York to St. Louis

Sales Offices: New York • Buffalo • Pittsburgh
Distributors : Nationwide and Canada
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..

•. .

team for merchandising impact!

HANLEY COMPANY

. ·..

.

The dotted line represents a
standard size brick (8"x2'A"x3%")

One Gateway Cen t er, Pittsburgh 22 , Pa .
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Tailored to Fit Your Exact Specifications

** Built
to your specified lengt h
ls to fill your multiple shelf requirement
* Mode
All racks are adjustable in height

*

Can be wall mounted , ce iling hung or floor to

mounted
**ceiling
Continuous inside or outsid e corners
Models with hanger bar or doubl e pronged
hooks
For complete inform ation and specific a tions
write for catalog. CL-48

VOGEL-PETERSON CO.• ELMHURST, ILL.

A GRAPHIC EXHIBIT FOR BETTER
PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING
AND APPRECIATION OF
CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE
Due to the popularity and demand of its first poster exhibit
(now completely sold out) Architectural FORUM has produced
its second annual edition of posters for public exhibition.
Incorporated in the poster set are handsome black and white
photographs of ten new buildings* which , in the opinion of
FORUM's editors, have contributed significantly to the art
of architecture in 1962.
Designed by John Martinez, a leading graphic artist, the ten
posters are particularly suitable for display in schools, colleges, libraries, museums and other publ ic areas such as con-

Fine furniture says this so convincingly!
Invincible's all-new furniture/ decorator
catalog shows you how with dozens: of
colorful, practical suggestions and ideas.

vention halls, banks and department stores .
Each poster measures 18 1/2"x24"; but the full set is designed
to hang handsomely as a unit.

Invincible

Cost: $5.00 per set postpaid while the limited supply lasts.
Address all inquiries to Architectural Forum , Room 19-39, Time

& Life Building, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y.
·u.s. SCIENCE PAVILION BY M INORU YAMASAKI I COLUMBUS ELEMENTARY
SCHOO L BY JOHN CARL WARNECKE I NECKERMANN WAREHOUSE BY EGON
EIERMANN I FOOTHILL JUNIOR COLLEGE BY ERNEST J. KUMP AND MASTEN
& HURD I PLACE VILLE MARIE BY I. M. PEI I ASSEMBLY BUILDING BY LE
CORB USIER I MARIN COUNTY CENTER BY FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT I NEW
HAVEN GARAGE BY PAUL RUDOLPH I DULLES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT BY
EERO SAARINEN I BACARDI BUILDING BY MIES VAN DER ROHE
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METAL F UR N IT U RE

co.

Dept. A·l03, Man ito wo c , Wi s.

(In Canada : 1162 Caledonia Rd., Toron to 19)
Please send
N AME

a

copy

of your new

fu ll

color cata log.

. .......... . ...... ... .... . ... . .......... . ........... ..

FIRM • • •••• •• .••••••••••••• • ••••••• ·····•···· •••••••••••••••
ADDRESS
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Architects-Engineers: Samuel I. Oshiver & Associates. Philadelphia. Panel Manufacturer: Caloric Corporation, Topton, Pennsylvania.

Panels help a luxurious building go up in record time
This modern apartment building is Park City West in
is 20-gauge zinc grip steel. The balcony panels have a Ya"
Philadelphia. Samuel I. Oshiver, Developer, credits panels
fiberboard core sandwiched between 24-gauge stretcherwith helping him set a construction record by having this
level, porcelainized steel skins. The outer skin has a unique
350-unit building ready for its first tenant a year to the
coat-of-arms design, applied in gold (see photo).
day after ground breaking. In addition to helping create
Armstrong adhesives were specified throughout for their
the luxurious appearance of Park City West, these gr;:==·
·~-.-:::-superior durability, static load and heat resistpanels promise a bonus in low maintenance and
ance, and their excellent weathering and aging
more usable floor space.
characteristics.
Bonded for permanence with Armstrong adheShouldn't you look into the design freedom
sives, the panels at Park City West are of two
.
and economy that panels bonded with Armtypes. The curtain wall panels consist of 1"
·
strong contact adhesives can provide? Write
urethane foam core with 18-gauge stretcher- level ,
Balcony panels have•
Armstrong Cork Co., Industry Products Division,
unique coat-of-arms de porcelainized steel exterior skin . The interior skin
sign, applied in gold .
8010 Drake Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

@mstrong
WATCH

THE DAN NY

KAYE

SH OW

ADHESIVES

EVERY WEDNESDAY

NIGHT ON

CBS-TV

LETTERS

"Pl.UG-IN" SCHOOLS

THE BUii.DiNG BEAT

Forum: Your article on "Plug-in" Schools
(Aug. '63) brings together a number of exciting developments and relates them to
school plant and architectural planning in
a very meaningful way.
There is a certain inconsistency between
the general conclusions and the impossible
a im of the Natick architects to develop a design for school which will get maximum
"seat-by-seat" utilization. People are just
onery enough to be different and the percentage of enrollment in any group working together must differ at least year by year, unless we are to have some form of state prescription.
The Grand Valley experiment in unorthodox plant and organization is worth encouragement and observation; there should be a
considerable impulse toward, and efficiency
with, directing one's own learning activities.
This development will lead to an increasing
specialization in the teaching profession.

Forum: I was reading the editorial, "Is
anybody covering this beat?" (July '63), and
nodding and snorting the most emphatic
agreement, when I blushingly encountered
the generous reference to my modest efforts
in the Post-Dispatch.
It is sadly true that the American press
has been inexplicably blind to most of the
issues of urban renewal, beyond the obvious
bricks-and-mortar, rent-and-tax-return kind
of attention.
FoRuM's energetic goading should have
good effects. Meantime it is setting many
good examples of where and how to look for
news in urban and architectural design.

Washington, D .C.
ARCHIBALD B. SHAW
American Assn. of School Administrators

Forum: The "plug-in" school concept was
overplugged.
The long development of electronic machines to aid education has received a great
deal more publicity than application. Teaching devices, no matter how sophisticated, will
remain a curiosity until we define the proper
role of programmed learning.
The use of machines lends itself best to
formalized, highly structured learning activities. It cannot easily replace a lab experiment, student research, a field trip, social
contacts, or the sensitive communication between teacher and student.
We also remain skeptical about your statement, "They [machines] transfer the burden
of flexibility for future changes in program
from the school building to the machine itself." There is every chance that progress in
school plant design will contribute more to
the future development of education than
machines.
Sacramento, Cal.

CHARLES D. GIBSON, Chief
CLAIR L. EATOUGH, Senior Architect

Bureau of School Planning
California Department of Education

Forum: I am convinced that "plug-in"
schools are indeed a strong and practical possibility. I am ·e qually sure that the educational establishment will tend to resist these
improvements quite strenuously, and I worry
that the necessary financial support and
administrative facilitation may be slow in
coming.
FORUM is to be commended for having presented such a readable and well-illustrated
discussion of a technical and complex matter. I strongly commend your article to
school people at all levels.
Cambridge, Mass.

ROBERT H. ANDERSON

Professor of Education
Graduate School of Education, Harvard

Forum: I, too, had my small joy in helping
to bring this restoration about. I have importuned three successive governors of the state
to do something about this building, ending
with Abraham Ribicoff. One governor never
even bothered to answer my letters; another
gave me a nice pat on the back and told me
to go play nicely with my dolls. But Mr.
Ribicoff showed us a way to get some sort
of financing from the Commission for the
Preservation of Historical Buildings. That
was at least a beginning. The final result of
all our combined efforts is the most beautiful theater in the U.S.
PEGGY WOOD

Stamford, Conn .

GEORGE MC CUE

St. Louis, Mo .

Forum: Although your July editorial spanked
us rather sharply, I feel no pain. Only gratitude, for the stories you have been kind
enough to give us in the past, and for those
I hope you will continue to give us in the
future. No one admires FoRuM's "alert"
newsmen more than I do.
On stories like the Seagram Building tax
decision, where we can offer even wider
publicity and support for a critical cause, we
are delighted to pick up a story and follow
FoRuM's lead. I might add two other cases
where the Times and I owe the FORUM a
debt: the East Front of the Capitol and the
U.S. Pavilion at the New York Fair.
When there are axes to grind, let's continue to grind them together.
ADA LOUISE

New York City

THOSE PARTY WAI.LS

Forum: You may well be right in taking to
task in your September Editor's Note those
architects who design tall buildings with
gross disparities between the main facade and
the party wall, but you are wrong in saying
that it is through ignorance of the lesson of
Louis Sullivan. This is precisely what Sullivan did himself!
A juxtaposition of your photograph at the
foot of page 132 with a comparable view of
either the Wainwright Building in St. Louis
or the Guaranty (Prudential) Building in
Buffalo will demonstrate this quite clearly.
PETER COLLINS

Montreal

Professor of Architec;ture
McGill University

• Sullivan's doctrine still stands, though no
Guaranty (bottom) of all his works.-ED.

HUXTABLE

Architectural Critic
The N,ew York Times

GOODSPEED OPERA HOUSE

Forum : It was wonderful to see such an
excellent article and picture coverage of this
Victorian restoration of which all of us in
East Haddam, are so proud (Aug. '63).
JAMES R. WYNN

East Haddam, Conn.

Forum: I visited the building just after completion of the restoration and found an overemphasis on gaudy decoration and the use
of reproductions. It must have been a splendid sight with falling plaster and flyspecks
-but I suppose that would have brought in
the wrong type of customer and would have
limited the project to a minority group.
The exterior is almost beyond reproach,
though, and one tough winter should remedy
this minor fault.
I wish there were more like this one.
CHARLES ADDAMS

New York City

Forum: I enjoyed your article "A Charming
Folly Restored."
As you know, I had a small part to play
in the restoration. So, I was pleased and
proud that your article will permit Americans everywhere to know about Connecticut's
Goodspeed Opera House.

SERIOUS CRITICISM?

Forum: "Portico to the Jet Age" (July '63)
glibly comments " ... the enormous scale of
plan circulation in an American airport
has been finally disentangled from the unchanging human scale of pedestrian circulation . . . . " It never seems to notice that the
plan indicates no provision for line-up space
for waiting passengers about to enter the
mobile lounges. The height of the "chesspiece" control tower is statistically and
meaninglessly recorded, but its total incongruity and negation of the terminal itself is
not deemed worth writing about.

ABRAHAM RIBICOFF

Washington, D.C.

United States Senate

THEODORE MATOFF

Mill V alley, Calif.

Architect
continued on page 29
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THE PHILADELPHIAN, PHILADELPHIA

OPPORTUNITY. ..PART OF OUR PRODUCT ~~~~~~:~~';riuD~~:~~~~~R2~

YEARS AGO . . . by E. B. Hummer
and the patents were acquired by Bestwall Gypsum Company. Since that date Drywall Systems
have become much more versatile and are now used in commercial, institutional, and residential
constructions of the most advanced systems of walls, ceilings and partitions. This development
provides greater opportunity for Architects and Designers to find more extensive and profitable
markets for their imaginative skills. • Bestwall Gypsum Wallboard, reinforced with glass fibers,
and Firestop (originally developed by Bestwall and now containing more glass fibers than ever),
in various assemblies meet the requirements of the Owner, Architect, General Contractor, City
Building Codes, FHA, Loaning Agencies. They provide long-lasting construction erected at low cost
with speed and minimum waste, reduce sound transmission, and
achieve 1, 2 or 3 hour fire ratings.• Bestwall provides qualified Systems
Engineers to assist in all Gypsum Wallboard Partition Systems whether
single layer, multi-layer laminated, metal stud application, or metal
framing movable. We urge you to see our new, full-color film demonstrating the step-by-step installation of laminated gypsum wallboard sys, terns. Call our nearest office or Bestwall Gypsum Company, Ardmore/Pa.

LETTERS
continued from page 27

MAN ON
THE WAY UP

• For those occasions when a mobile lounge
is not already at its dock, there is a space
at least 50 feet deep where passengers may
group in front of the gates, without blocking
circulation in the waiting area-ED.
VIVID COVER

Forum : We would like very much to get a
reprint, suitable for framing, of your August
cover by Graham Redgrave·Rust. With its
vivid colors, it is truly a work of art.
WILLIAM F. BERNAUER

Philadelphia

President, Mal-Ber Mfg. Co .

SWITZERLAND ABROAD

Aman who
likes to
generate action
who believes that things are more
apt to happen in business when he
makes them happen, is probably
also a great believer in reading the
advertising in his businesspaper.
For he knows from experience that
when information featured in these
pages is acted upon it can help him
do his job better, help him get ahead
faster, help build profits for his
company.
That's one good reason why
advertisers find this publication so
effective. You, and other readers
like you, find the facts about their
products so useful in your work.
The fact is:

advertising in businesspapers
means business for you- and
for the advertiser.
ARCHITECTURAL

FORUM
Architectural Forum / October 1963

Forum: I have known and admired your
splendid magazine for a long time, as do
many of my colleagues here in Switzerland.
How else but through FoRUM could we
have heard about the design proposed by the
so-called "Swiss Exhibits, Inc." for the New
York Fair (Projects, Aug. '63)? It came once
again as a shock to see that Switzerland is
still represented abroad as an old-fashioned,
darling country of yodeling tribesmen distributing watches, chocolates, and other goodies,
preferabl y in music-box-chalets mixed with
exotic pyramids (probably representing the
snow-capped mountains ). It is true that th ere
are some Yodelers left; and much photographed they are. But Switzerland happens
to be a very cultured, highly industrialized
country and it also happens to have the third
highest standard of living in the world.
Why doesn't FoRUM help us fight this
candybar-Disneyland image of Switzerland
by devoting an issue to the excellent and
exciting arch itecture that is currently being
produced all over this country, especially in
the field of schools and public buildings ?
CREED KUE N ZLE

Zurich

Architect

• See th e Gewerbeschule in Basel (FOR UM,
Jun e '63 ) and Abroad every month!-ED.

SUBSCRIPTION OFFICES: ARCHITECTURAL FORUM. 640
N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.
CHANGE OF .ADDRESS: Four weeks are required
for the change. Please name magazine and furnish
a label from a recent wrapper. If no label is
available, please state as exactl7 as poaaible the
address to which magazine bas been sent. Changes
cannot be made without old as well as new address.
EDITORIAL AND .ADVERTISING OFFICES: Time & Life
Buildi·nii, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N.Y.
Address advertising correspondence to the advertising director and editorial correspondence to the
managitng editor. ARCHITECTURAL FORUM will not
be responsible for unsolicited manuscripts or illustrations submitted, and it will not return such
material unless accompanied by postage.
Authorized as second-class mail by the Post Office
Department, Ottawa, Canada, and for payment of
postage in cash.
TIME INC. also publishes TIME, LIFB, FoaTUNB,
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED, and HOUSE & HOME and with
its subsidiaries the international editions of TIME
and LIFE. Chairman of the Board, Andrew Heiskell;
Chairman, Executive Committee, Roy E. Larsen;
Chairman, Finance Committee, Charles L. Stillman ;
President, James A. Linen; Executive Vice President and Treasurer, D. W . Brumbaugh; Vice President and Secretary, Bernard Barnes; Vice Presidents, Bernhard M. Auer. Edgar R. Baker. Clay
Buckhout, R. M. Buckley, Arnold W. Carlson, Jerome
S. Hardy, C. D. Jackson, Arthur R. Murphy, Ralph
D. Paine, Jr., P. I. Prentice, Weston C. Pullen,
Jr.; Comptroller and Assistant Secretary, John F.
Harvey; Assistant Comptroller and Assistant Secre·
tary. Charles L. Gleason, Jr. ; Assistant Treasurers.
W . G. Davis, Evan S. Ingels, Richard B. McKeougb.

DO YOU NEED
A STRONG RIGHT ARM?
Every day, exciting changes take place
in the building industry. To meet
these rapidly-changing conditions and
to utilize new designs, materials and
techniques, experienced guidance
often is needed.
To provide this technical assistance,
and to help insure quality construe·
ti on at minimum cost, Bestwall
Certain·teed has now made available
a staff of trained Systems Engineers
-men experienced in many phases
of construction involving schools ,
hotels, apartments and offices, as well
as all residential construction. There
is no charge for this assistance.

Gypsum Drywall Systems, Roofing
Shingles, Roll Roofing, Siding, Building Insulation, and Lath & Plaster are
among the installations where our
Systems Engineers can assist you.
Contact your Bestwall Certain-teed
Sales Corporation office.

BESTWALL

-------------------------------------

CERTAl NfEED
29

FOLDED
American Concrete Institute Headquarters,
Detroit. Architects-Engineers: Minoru Yamasaki
and Associates . General Contractors: PulteStrang, I nc. Oildraulic Passenger Elevator.

CURVED
Trans World Flight Center , New York City.
Architects: Eero Saarinen & Associates. General
Contractor: Grove, Shephe rd , Wilson & Kruge,
Inc. Oildraulic elevating equipment installed by
Burlington Elevators, Inc .: two passenger elevators, freight elevator, Levelator Lift, two Leva Dock Ramps.

FLAT
General Electric Office Building, 201 University,
Denver . Architect: Moore & Bush, Denver.
General Contractor: N. G. Petry Construction Co .,
Denver. Oildraulic passenger elevator installed
by Dover Elevator Co.

PEAKED
Allsta t e Insurance Company, Dallas. Architect:
George L. Dahl, Architects and Engineers.
General Contractor: Inwood Constr uction Co.
Oildraulic passenger elevator installed by HunterHayes Elevator Co.

How will you have your roof today?

ROTARY OILDRAULIC ELEVATORS LET YOU DESIGN
A CURVED ROOF, A FLAT ROOF, A FOLDED ROOF, A PEAKED ROOF, ANY KIND OF ROOF

Since the Rotary Oildraulic Elevator is supported from below by its oil-hydraulic plunger,
it doesn't need an elevator penthouse. This
simple fact means you can shape the roofs of
your low-rise buildings any way you wantfiat, domed, folded, vaulted, or even hyperbolic paraboloid.
In addition to this esthetic freedom, the Rotary
Oildraulic Elevator offers several very practical advantages. Construction costs are reduced
by elimination of the penthouse and by use of
lighter shaft walls that need not be loadbearing. The Oildraulic power unit may be
located at some distance from the shaft; you
make best use of available space. Building
owners will benefit from the Rotary Oildrau-

lic's efficient, economical operation and low
maintenance requirements.
For your new buildings to seven stories, consider the design freedom and practical advantages offered by the Rotary Oildraulic
Elevator. See our catalog in Sweet's or send
the coupon below for more information.

r----------------------1
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MAIL FOR INFORMATION

\

~

Dover Corporation, Elevator Division
~)., 1011 Kentucky, Memphis 2, Tenn.

Please send information on Rotary Oildraulic Elevators to:

I
I
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I
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I
I

Name
Company
Address

L----------------------~

ROTARY OILDRAULIC ELEVATORS • Passenger & Freight
DOVER CORPORATION, ELEVATOR DIVISION

o

MEMPHIS, TENN . •

CHATHAM, ONTARIO

Some 185 senior citizens will soon
reside in this new home at Whitewater, Wisconsin. It is an all concrete
structure providing the utmost in firesafety and durability.

.....

PRECAST STRUCTURAL CONCRETE
... for Senior Citizens' Residence
Fairhaven Home is built almost entirely of precast
concrete. Its structural frame consists of precast
columns, beams and roof girders. The floors and roof
are flexicore slab units. Even the exterior walls are
precast panels with special textured surfaces, making
the structure completely fire-resistant as well as
architecturally pleasing.
LEHIGH EARLY STRENGTH CEMENT
BENEFITS EVERY MEMBER OF THE TEAM
Mid-States Concrete Products Company made all precast units in this structure with Lehigh Early Strength
Cement. Here, as in almost any concrete work, this
cement provided important benefits for manufacturer,

Precast concrete columns and beams are 12" x 16". Maximum
height of columns is 37 '4" . Maximum length of beams is
27'11/z". Roof girder beams were cast to provide a 2' rise in
roof slope and cantilever 4'6". Flexicore floor units are
8" x 16" ; roof units 6" x 16".
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contractor and architect alike. Through quicker reuse
of forms. Earlier availability of units. Assured ontime delivery for smoother planning.
Owner : Fairhaven Corp.-Under the auspices of Wiscons in Confe rence-United Church of Christ (Wisconsin Congregational
Conference)
Architect: Waterman, Fuge & Assoc., Fort Atkinson, Wisc.
Contractor: T. S. Wi llis , Janesvi lle, Wisc.
Precast Concrete: Mid-States Concrete Products Co., South
Beloit, Ill.

Lehigh Portland Cement Company, Allentown, Pa.

Textured surface of light panels was made with heavy
brush. The dark panels have an exposed aggregate surface
using a grey stone. Light panels are 7%" thick including
2" of shop applied styrofoam. Dark panels inset between
windows are 4" thick.

Leno x Forest, Atlanta-Tremont Corp.

J. IAKE YOUR MARQUEE READ LIKE THIS? INSTALL FLOAT-AWAY CLOSET SYSTEMS!

Beat the competition! Plan the extras today's tenants want!
One of the most important - adequate storage. Plus
smart design. Get them with Float-Away Closet Systems.

Here are just a few of the cost-cutting, problemsolving features Float-Away offers:
Exclusive!

Unlimited Flexibility - Doors to fit any height,
any width- can even be job-measured 1

Exclusive!

Heavier ': 23 Gauge Steel -1 03 heavier than any
other metal bifold door.

Exclusive!

Color Selection-6 custom colors in special quantities, or sta ndard decorative off-white primer.

Exclusive!

Trim Syste ms- All trim and hardware furni shedno door frames required 1

Exclusive!

Rust Proof- Doors are zinc electroplated and
bonderized steel I 'vVarp - proof, too.

Many more exclusive features that only Float-Away gives you!
Write now for Float-Away's 12-page color brochu re
show in g new developments, typical applications an d
decorating possibilities; also for folder of tracing
details and architectural specifications.
The Georgetown: only one of six attractive designs.

FLOAT-AWAY DOOR COMPANY
1173 ZONOLITE ROAD, N. E. I DE PT.

AF-1063 I ATLANTA 6, GEORG I A

Vina-Lux

$hibu·

Series

subtle floor beauty that won't "walk off" ...
The Japanese shibui feeling for design, form and color is uniquely captured in
Vina-Lux Shibui Series ... another exclusive sty ling in vinyl asbestos tile with

Magnified view shows pattern

patterning distributed through the full thickness of the tile. Shibui makes a

distribution through full thickness of tile.

beautiful, yet rugged floor for heavy traff ic areas-can be installed over concrete

9"

-

at no extra charge_

above, on or below grade, or over wood or plywood subfloors. May we send

you samples and detailed architectural specifications? Azrock Floor Products
Division, Uvalde Rock Asphalt Company, 505A Frost Bui lding, San Antonio.

an exclusive styling

by~% R OCI( ®

Gauge : 1/s". Standard size:
x 9". Modu lar size: 12 " x
12 " available in quantities at
9000 square feet per co lor -

[$''

t:L.

QUICK FACTS FROM
... a handy guide in selecting the proper product for each application

IPRODUCT ICADET SHOWER STALL IAPPLICATION IHOME/SCHOOL/CLUB
A versatile cabinet that fills a wide
range of requirements. Bonderized-galvanized wall panels are
prefabricated with precision to
provide easy installation and leak·
proof service. Square, corner and
recessed models available-come
in white or choice of colors. Cadet
is one of many Fiat models-see
Sweet's Arch itectural File 22b/Fi
for details on all models.

Cadet is the key to economy in
planning for showers: Saves cost
of carpentry (no lumber needed);
saves cost of sub-pan (uses Pre·
Cast Terrazzo floor); saves on
call-backs (over 2,000,000 Fiat
showers prove value and perform·
ance in new homes, remodeling
and institutions). Contractors
claim they save % the cost of
built-on-the-job showers.

IPRODUCT IDRESSING ENCLOSURE IAPPLICATION IADDITION TO SHOWER
Designed with rugged, flush type
panels, Fiat Dressing Enclosures
combine with and augment the
service of any shower stal l.
Bonderized-galvanized steel is
finished with a long-lasting baked·
on enamel. These quality en·
closures may be specified for use
with Fiat or other make shower
cabinets, either with doors or with
curtain rod and curtain. Hard
wood seat optional.

The usefu lness of shower cabinets
in institutions, factories, and clubs
is greatly expanded when installed
in combination with dressing en·
closures to provide convenience
and privacy in a wide variety of
single and battery arrangements.
Both should be by the same
manufacturer to assure design
and color harmony, and both
should be placed in the same
section of th e specifications.

IPRODUCT ITOILET ENCLOSURE

ITYPES AND APPLICATION I

Dura headrail·braced model
shown is the most simple and
hence the least expensive toilet
enclosure to install. It was delib·
erately designed to meet popular
concepts of clean, modern design
and yet was engineered to economize on details that do not detract
from its appearance, nor lessen
its performance or long-life.

The Duro model is ideal for re·
placement, remodeling projects as
well as new construction. No spe·
cial reinforcement of f loor, wall or
ceiling required. Ceiling-hung and
fl oor-braced models are also avail·
able with the "years-ahead" fea·
tures that have earned a reputa·
tion for durability, low mainte·
nance and easy installation.

©1963, Fiat Metal Mfg, Co., ln.c.

..

See Sweet's

~

Mb¥'·*3==

~ and

fl

26
F?
I

or write nearest Fiat office for literature.

.,

FIRST IN FEATURES

I

~

franklin Park, Illinois

Plainview, Long Island
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FIRST IN PERFORMANCE

City of Ind ustry, Calif.

I

Albany, Georgia

Orillia, Ontario

1

FIRST ON-THE-JOB FROM

5

STRATEGIC PLANT LOCATIONS
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USS COR-TEN Steel angle exposed for 30 months in a se mi-indu stri al atmosphere. The history of our corrosion studies of COR-TEN goes back 30 years.

THIS STEEL PAINTS I TSELF

is readi ly weldable . And, when a color scheme requires painting of steel members , the paint will last

When used bare on bu ilding exteriors , it weathers to a

twice as long because the oxide film is nonflaking .

rich, earthy co lor of natu ral beauty, and if it is
scratched, it heals itself. USS COR-TEN Steel is the

COR-TEN Stee l is available in al l rolled steel products
-plates , structurals (including wide-flange), bars ,

name of this ve rsati le material .
Th e oxide coating that forms on bare COR-TEN Steel is

sheets , strip and tubular products. For more informa-

extreme ly dense and adherent, inhibits further corrosive attack and preserves the structura l integrity

tion , write for our new folder, "COR-TE N Steel for
Architectural Applications." United States Steel,
Room 6774, 525 William Penn Pl ace, Pittsburgh 30,

of the member. Its brown-red-blue color gradually

Pa. USS and COR-TEN are registered trademarks.

darkens with exposure to the elements and develops
a fine-grained texture-a character onl y nature can
give, as with sto ne or timber .

United States Steel Corporation · American Stee l and

It is up to 40% stronger than structural carbon steel,

Wire Divis ion • Co lumbi a-G eneva Steel Division •
National Tube Division • Tennessee Coal and Iron
Division· United St ates Stee l Supply Division· United

so it can be used in thinner sections to c ut weight. It

States Steel Export Company

USS COR -TEN Steel is a high-strength low-alloy steel .

Ste~

...

the arch itectural metal

United States Steel

@

specialized fabrics for your installations

OFFICES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY

SEND FOR INFORMATION

--- -

FORUM Directory of the 100 Biggest
1962 was a record construction year for the 100 biggest architectural firms, the 100 biggest contractors
and the 100 biggest corporate clients. The architects accounted for an imposing 17% of the total national
dollar volume; the contractors 12%; and the corporate clients 11 % of commercial, industrial and utility
buildings.
Who are these 300 firms? What did they build? What are their prospects for this year? Architectural FORUM 's
Directory of the 100 Biggest is now available. 50¢ per copy prepaid. Send your order to Architectural FORUM
Directory, Room 19-39, Time & Life Building, New York 20, Ne w York .
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ANNOUNCES A
MAJOR ADVANCE IN
GLASS TECHNOLOGY
LHR Coated Glass that both reflects and absorbs solar energy
A new metal oxide LHR (light and
Heat Reflective) Coating for glass
has been developed by PPG research to provide more effecti ve
control of solar energy transmittance. Tests indicate this reflective
coating affords a unique reduction
in radiant heat transmittance even
over extended periods of direct
so lar exposure. While transparent ,
the weather-durable coating also
substantially reduces vi sible light
transmittance, thereby effecting a
high degree of glare-control . In addition, the glass is heat-strengthened
during the coating process.
Practical effects of installation: reduced
so lar heat load on air conditioning
equipment, with subsequent reduction in operating costs; increased
comfort as sun, sky and cloud brightness and glare are reduced. Specific
data for LHR-coated Solargray, Solarbronze, Solex and clear glass is available upon request.
LHR Coated
Glass is now available for TWINDOW
insta llation, and in limited quantity,
for single glazing. For details , contact your local PPG Architectural
Representative or write Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Company, Room 3503,
632 Fort Duquesne Boulevard,
Pittsburgh, Pennsy lvania 15222. ·

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company / Paints / Glass / Chemicals / Fiber Glass / In Canada : Canadian Pittsburgh Indu strie s Limited

Installed ...
Ceramic Tile

~ Qinario( t~

Costs No More!

By now you know there's nothing quite like Cinori Tile . The extens ive
variety of unique printed and embossed pauems, the refreshing Italian
colorings, provide un:imited inspiration for dramatic decor. But did you
know that the TOT AL cost of a Cinori installation, figuring both Lile
and labor charges, ca n compare most favorably with an ordina ry installation?
Let us prove it to you . . . as we have proved it in numerous installations
throughout America , in home and apartment developments,
in hotels and commercia l buildings!

ZANIN, INC.
Exclusive Distributors
1929 Park Ave., Weehawken, N. J.
Also at Architects Bldg .. 101 Park Ave .. N.Y.
In New Jersey, phone UNion 5-6600
In New York, BRyant 9-6630

ITALY
Since 1735
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International peace center in Japan (below)
Tower addition to Sullivan's Chicago A uditoriurn (page 45)

1

2

3

5

1. JAPAN PEACE CENTER. Wilson
Reis Netto of Brazil, former assistant to Oscar Niemeyer in the
planning of Brasilia, has designed
an ambitious project at Hakone,
Kanagawa Prefecture. Nearby Mt.
Fujiyama and Lake Ashi inspired
the form of his International
-Songress Palace, a conical, 2000~eat hall surrounded by water. It
will be the center of a proposed
Asian Geneva; intended for international conferences of all kinds,
the Palace is planned with
bridges to connect it to a plaza,
an annex with apartments and
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offices for conferees, and a
spherical planetarium.
2. SPACE AGE PLANT. For Arrowhead Products, a rapidly expanding member of the aero-space
industry (e.g., space suits, fueling
systems) , John Kewell & Associates has designed a low-slung,
streamlined production plant with
"T.V. tube" windows in Los
Alamitos, Calif. The pre-cast concrete structure will be poured in
textured forms.
3. ROUND APARTMENTS. Cylindrical structures seem to be one of
the current fads in building cir-

des. This latest one in Philadelphia is actually a semi-circular
apartment project for an irregular
site on Benjamin Franklin Parkway. Sanctioned by the city's Art
Commission (after some initial
balking), the "Windsor" tower
will have three floors of garage
space above the ground-floor
lobby. Architect: Aaron Golish.
4. CANTILEVERED OFFICE. Considering his clients, it is not surprising that Architect John H.
Sullivan has chosen poured concrete for a future office building
in Silver Spring, near Washington,

D.C. The two-story building,
sheathed in panels of white
quartz aggregate, will house the
National Ready Mixed Concrete
Association, and the Concrete
Plant Manufacturers Bureau.
5.
SERRATED
LIBRARY.
This
scheme for Jacksonville's new
Main Library features an undulating line of vertical concrete fins
around the two top floors. Architects Hardwick & Lee have designed a partially open plaza for
the ground level, with sitting
areas made by walls and benches
curved around sidewalk trees.
ooafmued on page 4i
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$e
inside
story
ofa
French
Quarter
secret
Exterior of Solari Building typifies traditional Vieux Carre architecture required by
local law and custom. On first floor is famed Solari Del icatessen. Above are 7 parking
leve ls. Owner: A. M. & J. SOLARI, LTD . Architect: DIBOLL, KESSE LS & ASSOCIATES.
General Contractor: GRANITE CONSTRUCTION CO., Houston, Tex. Prestressed Concrete Sub-Contractor: BELDEN CONCRETE PRODUCTS, INC. Project Consulting Engineer: R. P. LINFIELD. Consulting Engineer on Precast Structure: W. J. MOUTON, JR.
Lone Star Ready Mixed Concrete: JAHN CK E SERVICE, INC. (All of New Orleans,
except where indicated).

To the passerby, New Orleans' new Solari Building in the city's
French Quarter seems simply another example of the neighborhood's traditional Vieux Carre architecture.
The interior, however, presents quite another story ... a functional prestressed concrete parking garage, in ultimate-strength
design - the first multi-story prestressed building in the area.
An intriguing contrast , certainly, and with a construction history that bristled with problems. No working or storage space
at the site. A tight schedule. And weather hazards that defied
prediction.
"Incor" 24-hour portland cement was used for all precast components. Incor's high early strength permitted daily reuse of the
forms, for maximum production efficiency and economy.
LONE STAR CEMENT CORPORATION, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

~OINCOR

24-HOUR
CEMENT

Interior view shows double tee and co ncrete masonry constructio n.
Key structural members are 72-ft. continuous bents extending full width of
building. Each is comprised of 3 beams
plus upper and lower halves of 2 interior
columns. Prestres·sed 34-ft. double tees
fit into slots cast in bents. "lncor" high
early strength cement was used for all
precast members.

PROJECTS
continued from page 4$
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6. CHICAGO EXPANSION. For designing an educational-residential
tower to stand cheek-by-jowl with
Louis Sullivan's great Chicago
Auditorium of 1889, Perkins &
Will deserve at the very least a
chapter in "Profiles in Courage."
Their bold 20-story skyscraper for
Roosevelt University is strongly
demarcated on the exterior to indicate 10 dormitory levels on top
and lower floors intended for
labs, library, and classrooms.
7. PENNSYLVANIA DORMS. A Vshaped cluster of six residence
halls with a central student union
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building has been designed by
Triggs, Myers, McQuade &
Associates for the 116-year-old St.
Vincent College campus at Latrobe, Pa. The $1.5 million complex for 400 students will replace
facilities destroyed by fire.
8. I.OS ANGEi.ES MOSQUE. Only
a mezzuin to call the faithful to
prayer will be lacking when this
arresting mosque for the 8000
Moslems of Greater Los Angeles
is completed. Designed by E.
Nader Khalili and Moira Moser
with W. F. Ruck as consulting
architect, the mosque will com-

bine such traditional features as
minarets, arches, and a dome
with a precast concrete structure.
9.

UNIVERSITY

RESEARCH

I.AB.

Complexity of scientific study and
research dictated the ectoplasmic
design for the University of Nebraska's Physics Research Laboratory by Architects Steele, Weinstein & Associates, Inc. Among
"bones and arteries" designed for
the exterior are vertical chases to
feed all types of mechanical and
electrical service connections into
the interior. Outside air conditioning units also will help create

flush

walls inside

laboratories.

20. !ST CHICAGO CONDOMINIUM.

Illinois' Condominium Act became effective only three months
ago and already a high-rise project has been designed by Fridstein
& Fitch for 72 owner-residents.
Scheduled for February completion, the 26-story building overlooking Lake Michigan and Lincoln Park will be "neither extreme
nor staid in design," says Architect Marvin Fitch. Prices for oneto four-bedroom units in the white
concrete and tinted glass building: $21,200 to $53,850.
continued on page 47
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How many ways
can you use
Union Honeycomb
core?

The versatile sandwich core
that combines economy
with exceptional strength.

1. FLUSH DOORS One of the most popular
applications for Union Honeycomb today.
Standard door cores weigh only .66 to 1.39
lbs. per door depending on core grade and
door size. And they insure flatness and r esistance to warping.

2. CURTAIN WALLS An excellent external

Even king-size
partitions are easy to handle and erect
when you use Union Honeycomb core. Light
'Weight minimizes shipping and labor costs
-simplifies design and operation of the en. tire partition system.

4. STORE FRONTS Panels of impregnated

S. FURNITURE Honeycomb cores make ex-

Union Honeycomb meet all weather conditions. They're attractive-perfect for lowcost modernization as well as new construction. Honeycomb can be faced with many
m·a terials for unusual decorative effects .

ceptionally strong, light. and economical
desks; tables, cabinets, counters, store and
office fixtures. On a weight-for-weight basis,
Union Honeycomb is the strongest inner
sandwich material known.

3. FOLDING PARTITIONS

use. Even sub-zero to 200°F. temperatures
will not appreciably affect Union Honeycomb components. After years of exposure,
structures remain sturdy, dimensionally
stable and fully serviceable.

I~-------------------------------,I
Union Bag·Camp Paper Corporation,
Dept. AF·263 , 233 Broadway, New Yosk 7, N. Y.
Send me your free, illustrated booklet on "the uses
and advantages of Union HONEYCOMB cores.
I

am interested in Union

DoorsO

WallsO

HONEYCOMB

PartitionsO

I
II
I

cores for :
FloorsO

Miscellaneous Uses (specify) .. . .. , . ... .. ...... .
Name . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . .... . •
Title ...
Company . . .. .. . . , . .. .• . . .. . . . . . .. . .•. . .. . . .
Address ...... . . .. . . . .. . ... . ... . .. . . . .. . . .. . .
City . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .. ... Zone . .. . . State . . . . ..

6. OFFICE DIVIDERS Help solve space prob-·

lems with easy-to-assemble, interchangeable dividers like these. Union Honeycomb
cores add rigidity, impact resistance, sound
deadening - permit office privacy and extremely flexible floor planning.
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7. CEILINGS made of impregnated Union
Honeycomb cores provide good thermal "in-

-------------------------------~

sulation and fire resistance. When the cellular structures are filled with suitable
insulating materials, they also insure maximum sound absorption.

SUNION-CAMB

HON E YC O M B COR E S
Union Bag-Camp Paper Co rporation, 233 Broadway; New York 7, N. Y.
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ll. NEW IERSEY OFFICES. Adjacent to its existing headquarters
in Summit, N,J., Ciba Pharmaceutical Co. is planning to build
new office and cafeteria buildings. A landscaped plaza with
reflecting pool and sculpture will
tie the structures together and
provide views through tinted glass
curtain walls. Each building has
been designed by Eggers & Higgins on a 5-foot module with
uniform columns supporting reinforced concrete slabs.
12. CALIFORNIA SAVINGS. The
Mutual Savings and Loan Asso-
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c1at10n will occupy one of Pasadena's tallest office buildings when
this nine-story, $4.2 million project by Welton Becket and Associates is completed. A garden
plaza on the ground level continues under colonnades formed
by a 12-foot cantilever on the
north and south. Typical upper
floors in the poured-in-place concrete structure are designed on a
4-foot, 8-inch module with a central elevator core.
13.

oow

JONES

IN JERSEY.

In

South Brunswick, N.J., some distance from Wall Street, this of-

fice building designed by John
Graham will house departments
of Dow Jones & Co., publishers
of The Wall Street Journal. Circulation, accounting, and production facilities will occupy the twostory precast concrete structure.
14. INDIANA CHURCH. Already
the recipient of a fistful of prizes,
including a joint citation from
the National Council of Churches
and the Guild of Church Architects, the Lakeside Presbyterian
Church is scheduled for construction this fall in Gary, Ind. Architects Cooley & Borre have de-

signed a square nave with central
altar, connected by a glass-lined
narthex to a four-classroom Sunday-school building.
15. MASSACHUSETTS LABS. Of
an eight-building master plan in
Bedford, Mass., by Charles Luckman Associates, these two laboratories and an administration building are slated for first construction. Edgerton, Germeshausen &
Grier, a research and development
company, will occupy the plant,
a horseshoe arrangement of buildings on several levels to allow
minimal grading.
END
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A low slope roof and overhang, such as in the Corte Madera School in California,
is just one of the many roof designs easily adapted to UNICOM's modular system.

48

•

un1com:
and your imagination

• •

Take more time for design with a new school of
thought for wood construction . . . UNICOM.
It gives you freedom to plan within a uniform
modular system. It provides the basic engineered
principles for your entire structure.
UNICOM is flexible . . . permits your own
design interpretation of any one- or two-story
school. Its standards are easily co-ordinated
with other materials. Its panel sizes are many.
And you can use UNICOM with either conventional or component construction methods
... or a combination of both.
UNICOM is disciplined ... with its modular
planning grid divided into equal spaces of 4,
16, 24, and 48 inches for width and length. The
4-inch unit sets the standard for the complete
system. The 16- and 24-inch units become the
multiples for walls, windows, and door panels.

a new way to use WOOD
• in buildings for learning
floor-to-floor dimensions allow ready-made stair
components for desirable latitude in your school
design.
UNICOM is economical ... with components
made to fit, simplified specification, and interchangeability of units from any UNICOM
system source.
UNICOM adds to the already many advantages of wood ... helps give the community a
better school for their tax dollars, offers you
infinite opportunities for •new expression in
modular form. For more information on designing schools with wood and UNICOM, write:
NATIONAL LUMBER

MANUFACTURERS

UNICOM MANUAL NO. 1: "The Unicom
Method of House Construction'' . . . 12 2

For wall heights, the standard for the first
floor exterior is 8' 1 Y2 " from the subfloor top
to the ceiling joists bottom. Second floor heights
vary with your plan. Standardized roof slopes
and overhangs have many variations ... uniform

UNICOM's plank-and-beam roof is readily
co-ordinated with modular dimensions. Loadbearing walls and columns, in some of these
designs, can vary the wall components.
Arc.hitectural Forum / October 1963

ASSOCIATION

Wood Information Center, 1619 Massach11setts Ave., N . W ., Washington 6, D .C.

"The

pages of design principles, drawings, and

UNICOM

modular planning for basic homes of wood.

Method of
House Construction

Single copies of Manual No. 1 ore available
without cost to those associated with or
supplying the home building ind ustry, Your
request should be made unde r professional

letterhead and sent to UNICOM, National
Lumber

Manufacturers Association,

1619

Massachusetts Ave., N.W .,Washington 6, O.C.

UNICOM's exterior walls, doors, and windows must
be given full design and structural consideration
with each component to achieve the complete modular structure. Flexibility is necessary for success.
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Molded chairs, tiny desk fan, executive group

.
2

.I

5

6
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1. MOLDED ARMCHAIR. A crisply
detailed frame
of polished
chrome supports the upholstered
seat and back of this chair designed by John Yellen for the I.
V. Chair Corp. of New York.
The chair comes covered with
vinyl or fabric, with arm rests of
matchiug upholstery or walnut.
Cost: $225.
2. MOLDED STACK CHAIR. Safely
storable in piles up to 12 feet
high, this chair has foam cushioning bonded to a glass fiber shell
and covered with Naugahyde. It
is available in six standard colors
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from Krueger Metal Products
Co. of Green Bay, Wis. Cost:
with black enamel legs, $37; with
chrome, $40.
3. CAFETERIA GROUP. A molded
plastic copolymer shell is supported on a tubular base of
polished chrome in these cafeteria chairs manufactured by C. I.
Designs of Boston. The chair
comes in black, white, gray, or
beige and costs $33. The accompanying table has a plastic laminate top 30 by 48 inches on a
cast base with a satin chrome
finish. Cost: $99.

TABLE-DESK. Suitable as a
small conference table or an
executive desk is this design by
Harvey Probber of New York. Its
3- by 6-foot top rests on a polished stainless steel base and
comes in rosewood, teak, walnut,
or plastic. Cost : $689.
5. PEDESTAL CHAIR. Also designed by Harvey Probber, this
desk or conference chair has a
pedestal base and comes in fabric,
Naugahyde, or leather. Shown
here in fabric on a stationary
base, the chair costs $248 plus
cover yardage. It is available on

4.

a swivel base at $265.
6. PORTABLE DESK FAN. From
Switzerland comes this tiny ( 2 Y2
by 5 by 5 inches), two-speed 110volt electric fan. It costs $19.95,
with a 6-foot cord, and is distributed by Braun Electric America,
Inc., of Toledo, Ohio.
7. EXECUTIVE GROUP. The Lshaped desk, designed by Selje
& Bond for Costa Mesa Furniture Co. of Anaheim, Calif., has
metal legs and a top of laminated plastic or walnut. Cost:
$5 78. The swivel chair costs $15 7
plus cost of cover yardage. END

collection offers a variety of table shapes from which to ch

leathers or handsome textiles.

May we send you an illustrated brochure?

KNOLL ASSOCIATES, INC., KNOLL INTERN
Arge nti na, Aust rali a, Benelux, Brazil, Canada, Finla nd , Fra nce, Germany, I dla, Ir ~ .Italy,

exico, Norway, Spa in, Swede n, Sw itzerland, Tuni sia , Uru guay, Ve nezuela

the
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STAINLESS STEEL Pivot Sets
by

no. ~~*offset
r1

I
I

I

L

~I~SO~

Priced amazingly low!
Advantages of pivotal hanging
. . . economical for ALL doors.

----------------------------,
no. ~~~*stainless steel side jamb pivot
----- ------- -

l
I

- - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ...J
*PATENT APPLIED FOR

Fo r full detail s, use the co nvenie nt inqui ry card , page 169

TORONTO , CANADA
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TOUGH CUSTOMER
Tougher, in fact, than anyone who buys our glass.
Yet he works for us.
He inspects every square foot of Starlux polished plate
glass that leaves our new plant in Greenland, Tennessee.
The tools of his trade are a marking chalk, a set of rigorous
quality standards, and a vocabulary of uncommon symbols.
The white circle, for example, stands for something he
rarely sees. It's the symbol for a bubble, a tiny pocket of
trapped gas that can mar the beauty of even the finest

AMERICAN

SAINT

polished plate glass. Should he find one, he sees that it's
marked and cut out.
This regard for quality-and the personal pride in craftsmanship that breeds quality-is important at ASG. It has
already established Starlux plate glass as the p remier product in its field .
This same regard for quality stands behind every product
that bears the label of ASG, the only U.S. producer of all
three major kinds of flat glass-plate, sheet and patterned .

GOEAIN

CORPORATION

SALES OFF ICES: Atlanta · Boston · Chicago · Dallas · Detroit· Kansas City · Los Angeles · New York · Pittsburgh · San Francisco · Seattle
PLANTS: Kingsport and Greenland, Tennessee · Jeannette, Arnold and Ellwood City, Pennsylvania · Okmulgee, Oklahoma

••

.ASG

CREATIVE IDEAS IN GLASS

For further information about
ASG 's full lin e of flat glass
products, write: Dept. B-10,
American Saint Cobain Corp.
Box 929, Kingsport, Tenn. 37662

Home Federal Savings Building,
Chicago, Illinois

_

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, architeCts

J..\LLI I:: I:> structural steel helps

Buildings
Bo lJ ll Fast
2,728 tons fabricated and erected for
Chicago's Home Federal Savings Building

No other high rise material goes up as fast-or permits such long spansas structural steel. In this 17-story office building, 60-ft. spans and a clear,
column-free interior would be impossible with concrete. Steel design
saved space.
The building's mechanical and structural systems are integrated to save even
more space, plus time, plus money. Ducts , conduit, etc., go through girders .
not beneath. Girder openings are pre-cut in the shop. Lower-story girders
are welded-plate type.
Structural steel was fabricated by Allied Structural Steel Company. Every
piece fit the first try-no errors , no field adjustments, no lost time . Requesc
a bid from Allied , one of America's largest independent structural steel
fabricators -with four large plants geared for rapid service.
Design and build with structural steel. It's quickly available, goes
up fast, {its exactly. It's your key to earlier completion, earlier income from your building .

Fabricating Plants :
•
F ABRICATORS AND ERECTORS OF STRUCTURAL STEEL FOR
BUILDINGS, BRIDGES AND RELATED STRUCTURES

Chicago, Illinois; Clinton , Iowa ; Hammond, Indiana; Knoxville, Tennessee

Industrial Construction Division : Minneapolis , Minnesota; Chicago, Illinois

Small office building
looks inward to

"Open World"
Views
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"When you don't have a view, what do you do? You create one." So says Architect
William Kessler of Meathe, Kessler and Associates, Grosse Pointe, Michigan.
Here you see the solution to the problem we presented him: design a small
professional building for a busy, growing suburban location .
Views to the street and parking areas might be undesirable for the nine first-floor
medical offices. So Architect Kessler created interior courtyards which can be
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seen from all offices-upstairs and downstairs. Glass looking outward is used only
on the second floor, where views are longer and more interesting.
All major pedestrian circulation from adjacent parking lots is through the courtyards. Three stairways at primary entrances lead to the second floor. The plan
is developed on a 32' square module. The building is constructed of 8' wide
precast concrete components, two stories high. Balconies and sunshades (see
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illustration page 2) would be cast separately and attached to the main component.
All glass would be L · 0 · F grey plate for comfort and glare reduction. Parallel-0Grey"' as the outer pane in Thermopane"' insulating glass will effect heating and
air-conditioning economies. Parallel-0-Grey sliding glass doors and panels will be
heat-tempered Tuf-flex® to provide added safety. Matching grey rough plate glass
in clinic partitions will provide privacy where needed, yet permit transfer of light.

L·O·F GLASS FOR
OFFICE BUILDINGS
POLISHED PLATE GLASS
1,4" to l" Parallel-0-Plate®
Twin ground for windows and mirrors

1¥.", 1,4 ", % " & 1h" Parallel-0-Grey®
Twin-ground tinted plate glass
& ¥:!" Parallel-0-Bronze
Twin -ground tinted plate glass

%", 1,4", %"

1,4" Heat Absorbing Plate
Blue-green color

SLCOND FLOOR PLAbJ

Rough Plate
Six versatile types

INSULATING GLASS

L · 0 · F makes a particular kind of glass for every purpose in Open
World design. Refer to Sweet's Architectural File, or call your
L · 0 · F glass distributor or dealer, listed under "Glass" in the
Yellow Pages. Or write to Libbey· Owens· Ford Glass Company,
811 Madison Ave. Toledo 2, Ohio.

Libbey· Owens· Ford
AP 325

Thermopane®

SPANDREL GLASS
Vitrolux®
Vitreous colors fused to back
of heat-strengthened glass

HEAT-TEMPERED GLASS
Tuf-flex®
Doors and side lights

WINDOW GLASS
Uniform quality
Sales agents for

PATIERN & WIRED GLASS
Made in Great Britain
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The 34 pages which follow are strongly biased. It is not a bias for or against
rapid transit, or freeways, or the automobile, or the highway engineer. The time
for any such romantic prejudices is past.
It is a bias in favor of the city and its people. It is dedicated to the proposition
that no major decision about transportation should be made without considering
its impact on the city's life and form and pattern. It is based on the premise
that transportation is a tool, not an end in itself; that the massive apparatus
of travel must be constructed according to a design as large as the city and
nation it serves.
Happily, a good many others have come to share this bias, and they are not
only architects and urban planners. There is a growing realization of the sheer
power of transportation to reshape- and thereby revive-the core city. There
is also a growing recognition of the limitless damage that can be done by a
transportation system that is planned too fast, too narrowly, and too much
according to the blindly "practical" laws of the slide rule.
With this awakening has come a new body of ideas, plans, and visions for
harnessing the power of transportation for the city's benefit. These ideas go far
beyond the conventional, cocktail-party wisdom that simply decries billboards
and automobiles as "uncivilized,'' or points to pretty pictures of European
squares (which, in fact, are now jammed up with autos of their own) . The
most promising of these new ideas include:
~ Guidelines developed by American cities to resolve two of transportation's
toughest problems: the relationship between circulation and land use, and the
explosive question of the "modal split" (pages 62-67 );
~ Some principles-agreed upon by both engineers and urbanists-for accepting the urban freeway and integrating it usefully and gracefully into the city
scene (pages 68-73);
~ A fresh way of looking at highways from the driver's seat, as an unfolding
drama that can be controlled-and designed (pages 74- 77 ) ;
~ Realistic plans for sorting out the chaotic mix of people and vehicles that
transportation arteries dump into the heart of the city (pages 78- 83);
~ The not-so-wild visions of an architect for transforming the bridge into
sculptural forms appropriate to the grace and speed of travel itself (pages 84-87);
~ New tools offered by technology, both in the form of futuristic vehicles, and of
sophisticated methods for comprehensive transportation planning (pages 88-95).
Not that any of these ideas herald the arrival of the millenium. There are
still too many hard-headed transportation planners and engineers; there are
still too many soft-headed urban planners and architects who steadfastly refuse
to face the facts of city development. And there are still too few cities which
can provide a clear-cut statement of planning goals to guide the transportation
engineers-a situation for which the urban design professions, the public, and
the political structure must share responsibility.
But the ideas on these pages do represent the beginnings of an approach to
true transportation planning and design- an approach which makes it possible
to discuss the city's future with both realism and hope .. .
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CAN TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEMS PUT OUR CITIES
BACK TOGETHER AGAIN?
America today is making the greatest investment in any nation's history in its transportation network. The $41 billion
Interstate Highway Program is in high gear-this year
another $6.6 billion will be spent for highways, which represents about 35 per cent of all public spending. A bill is before
Congress to provide $1 billion federal aid for urban mass
transit systems and it is estimated that over $10 billion will
be spent for rail rapid transit facilities in the next two decades. At the same time, states and cities are spending record
amounts on streets and rural roads. There is so much activity
that it is making those who care about the city actively nervous.
Around them they can see the results of the postwar spurt
of highway construction in the thundering swirl of traffic
(left) . Will the vast new programs simply pour more and
more vehicles into the already swollen city streets? Will they
further stretch the city outward, until it becomes an even
more shapeless, formless mass? Will the new arteries merely
generate ever more traffic, rendering themselves obsolete soon
after they are built?
Just before Labor Day, when 550 Americans killed each
other on the nation's highways, some 75 leading planners,
engineers, and economists met in a small New Hampshire
hamlet far from the sights and sounds of traffic. There they
came up with a striking notion : that new transportation
systems probably offer the best single hope for repairing the
metropolitan mess.
Some of the reasons why, and some of the systems themselves, are discussed below. What it adds up to, in the end,
is that the question of whether the transportation boom will
work for good or evil depends on the resolution of three key
issues. They are :
1. The changing patterns of metropolitan circulation;
2. The interaction of transportation and land use;
3. The matter of how much rail and how much road each
system should include.
Planning for a declining central city

z
~
0

The planning of any transportation system must begin with
some harsh facts of U .S. urban life. For example :
..... In the last decade, central city populations have risen
only 10 per cent, while suburban population has risen over
50 per cent. In the same period, 12 of the 13 largest core
cities showed absolute population declines while their suburbs
steadily grew. By 1980, central cities will hold less than half
of the populations of the largest metropolitan areas.
~ Shifts in employment indicate that in another decade
or so there will actually be more jobs in the suburbs than in
the cities. New York City, which had 61 per cent of its region's
jobs in 1956, expects to have only 48 per cent in 1985.
c;i.. Urban populations are consuming more land as they
spread out. In 1950, every square mile of urban land contained 5, 410 persons, but by 1960, the figure had declined to
Architectural Forum / October 1963

3, 759 persons per square mile, and it continues to decline.
These measures of urban sprawl indicate what has been
happening to central cities, but they don't say why. Sprawl
has been the result of several factors : ( 1 ) changes in industrial technology which have made multistory plants in downtown locations less attractive; ( 2 ) increased incomes and
more leisure time which, given the yen for suburban elbow
room in the first place, have enabled people to find it ; and
( 3 ) the lower user costs and higher speeds of today's transportation systems. The latter has been the key which opened
up the metropolis and made land more desirable outside
downtown, although the demands for that land had already
developed.
These forces have tended to break down the old radial
pattern of transportation, oriented toward the central business
district, and in turn this is the most critical factor in transportation planning : in the future, there will be far less
CED-oriented travel. Studies in Chicago predict that while
downtown trips will increase about 10 per cent by 1980,
trips around downtown will increase more than 80 per cent.
Washington, D.C., which plans a vast rapid transit network,
expects downtown trips to grow 26 per cent, while intersuburban trips will rise by 135 per cent. Pittsburgh shows
a similar pattern: an 8 per cent rise in CBD trips, vs. 66 per
cent for other travel. Other studies indicate that nearly three
quarters of all peak-hour traffic in the largest cites is actually
just passing through, forced unwillingly through the cities'
street patterns. Take this traffic around downtown, say the
experts, and much of the CBD congestion problem can be
licked. Many cities, such as Boston, Chicago, and Washington, have been trying to develop systems to do this, but so
far with rather unsatisfactory results.
The concern over these measures of the central city's decline makes it obvious that the real transportation "crisis" is
downtown. In fact , some observers have recently begun to
question whether or not the crisis, in terms of downtown's
future, is not considerably overblown. They say that much of
the concern comes from persons with a heavy stake in the
CBD's economic health who are lobbying for transportation
systems to serve the CBD, regardless of the evidence of its
relative decline. Thus much of the furor over declining rail
commuter service, this argument continues, comes from professional white collar workers with relatively high incomes;
they want improved service, even if it means subsidies, so
that they can continue to enjoy the comforts of a spaciousand racially segregated-suburb.
The validity of this argument, which is one being increasingly heard, is somewhat dampened by the fact that in most
large cities, the decision to save downtown has already been
made. The federal urban renewal program is pouring $4
billion into the effort, and another $20 billion or so of private funds is being committed, with more to come. The fact
is that transportation systems will have to serve downtown
more effectively than they do today, but they will also have
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CATS vs. Penn-Jersey:
the two most significant U.S.
studies point up a debate
between travel and land use

uses," and his approach has drawn criticism from some. One
report analyzing the CATS study said, for instance, that while
CATS blazed trails in computerizing how land use affects
travel, it devoted scant attention to how travel-and transportation systems-can affect land use.
As a result of their researches, the CATS planners recommended a huge grid system (map, below), with future construction concentrated heavily in new freeways to serve as
links between suburbs. Projections of travel based on land
use studies indicated that there would be only a 2 per cent rise
in mass transit trips directed toward the CBD, while automobile trips, largely around the CBD, would double by 1980.
Carroll believes that it is not the planner's role to assume
an ideal city in the absence of a clear community consensus
about what sort of city it wants. Thus, he simply projects
Whiich end of the dog does the wagging?
present trends and plans facilities accordingly. Carroll says
CATS is the most thorough-going, exhaustively researched flatly that "To try to use the remote lever of network planning
transportation study in existence, and must stand as the model so as to twist the shape of urban development seems an oblique
for all to come-at least until Penn-Jersey is finished. The approach to planning, like using the tail to wag the dog."
If this is true, the Penn-Jersey planners, for their part, have
CATS study gathered an incredible amount of data for its
the
tail firmly by the dog. Britton Harris, P-J Operations
1,200 square mile area, and derived a battery of significant
Director of the $5 million (so far) planning effort, says "Our
correlations between various land uses and travel.
Planner J. Douglas Carroll, who directed the study, has input is a given land-use pattern and our output is a transsaid that "the objective of network planning is to serve land portation system design." Thus, having arrived at an optimum
layout for the nine-county region around Philadelphia, P-J
planners will attempt to derive from that the optimum transportation network.
How to arrive at the optimum land use scheme? P-J is
doing it with what it calls a "regional growth model," which
is a computer-built mathematical simulation of the area. The
growth model is made up of five alternate schemes : one
which, like the CATS study, merely projects present and
past land use trends into the future; one with totally autoLAKE ..IVIICHIG.AN
mated rail service; one with a mixture of transportation modes,
closely patterned upon present plans; one which would retain
present rail transit, but expand via express bus and auto freeways; and finally an automated highway system, with fewer
freeways of heavier capacity.
Final choice among these alternatives is to be guided by
---EAPID
an
assessment of all costs and benefits. This, of course, inTRANSIT
volves attaching values to a great many intangibles, e.g., how
---HIGHWAYS
much is it worth to a consumer to live in the Poconos and
be able to travel over an automated freeway at 150 miles
per hour into the CBD? What is convenience worth, and
how does it compare in price with comfort?
Penn-Jersey is already experiencing some frustrations in
attempting to measure consumers' travel preferences, and
there are sure to be more. In fact, the great effort to sort,
analyze, and treat the nearly 900 variables which have been
considered in building P-J's growth model is primarily re..........
....,,,
0
5
10 JY!ILE,S
sponsible for the fact that planning is now nearly two years
f-1+-IHIl~l-+l----11
behind schedule. Moreover, there seems a certain confusion
about how good the data must be-the P-J planners are
CHICAGO has a plan for a giant grid of freeways, but little new
rapid transit, to accommodate an increasing load of inter-suburban travel. evidently nervous about using large aggregates of data for

to do it out of a regional context. That is, service to the
CBD must be a vital part of any system, but it is only one
part, and certainly should not consume a disproportionate
share of facilities.
The necessity for region-wide, rather than CBD-oriented,
systems planning is being recognized. Two leading instances
of such an approach are the Chicago Area Transportation
Study (CATS), finished last year, and the Penn-Jersey
Transportation Study, which probably won't be finished until
next summer, if then. The two studies are the most significant
yet made in the U.S., not only for the scope of their approach,
but also because they point up the critical debate that has
developed over the relationship between transportation planning and urban land use.

·-·-·
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their projections, and would obviously prefer to do intensive
household surveying, so as to have a firmer notion of consumer preferences and behavior.
It remains to be seen whether CATS or Penn-Jersey will
tum out to be right in the controversy over the tail and the
dog. Penn~Jersey seems at least to offer the possibility of
putting transportation to a far more creative use in the reshaping of a metropolitan area, presuming of course that the
consuming public buys its notions.
The highly emotional question of the "modal split"

Both CATS and the Penn-Jersey study also serve to show
the inseparable link between land-use objectives and the third
of the major transportation issues: the question of how much
rail and how much road, called by planners the "modal split."
No single issue raises so much emotion among those concerned
with transportation. To find a rational answer, it is first
necessary to consider some of the folklore involved, particularly these three basic notions:
Notion No. 1: Automobiles and highways have caused all
the trouble and created urban sprawl. The fact is that people
and jobs began spreading out from central cities long before
the automobile was a major factor on the American scene.
(Some observers maintain that the period of greatest decentralization was from 1900 to 1920, when the automobile
was still in its infancy.) Highways have hastened decentralization, but not created it. Besides, Americans love automobiles
-and own 75 million of them. The average urban American
drives 3,000 miles each year and spends 86 per cent of all
travel expenditures-including air travel-on cars and high-
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plans to build an 83-mile rail transit system, with
buses serving subwrban stations and subways serving the downtown area.

WASHINGTON
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ways. Two-thirds of all urban workers now drive to work.
Notion No. 2: The automobile, America's odds-on favorite
among transportation modes, can do the job alone if the
nation will get on with the completion of its highway system.
The fact is, of course, that there is no such thing as a "complete" highway system-as soon as a major link is completed,
it often generates enough new traffic to choke itself, although
the evidence shows that a new freeway will usually relieve
congestion on older arterials. If the riders of public transportation were to take to private cars, today's level of con ..
gestion would seem idyllic in the resultant mess.
Notion No. 3: Rail rapid transit can save the city because
it can handle more passengers at peak load times with greater
economy and efficiency than can automobiles. While it is
certainly true that rail rapid transit has much greater capacity
than highways, it is also true that it appears to rank dead
last (now that the <-rolley car is gone) in the average American's scale of travel preference. In the general decline of all
mass transportation over the past decade, rail rapid transit
has suffered most: the number of passengers has dropped 25
per cent, to about 1.8 billion riders annually, 1.3 billion of
them in New York City. (Bus transportation now carries 75
per cent of all public transportation passengers. ) At the
same time, the commuter railroads have taken a pasteing, too
-rail passenger travel dropped more than 80 per cent from
1950 to 1960; in that period over a dozen railroads dropped
commuter service altogether.
One of the most skeptical analyses of rail rapid transit
appeared last year in the form of a paper, "Technology and
Urban Transportation," prepared for the President's Panel
on Civilian Technology by three experts in the field.* Given
the high costs of rail construction (particularly subways) and
the decreased demand, the report comes out strongly for express bus service, on exclusive rights of way, as potentially the
strongest, most flexible candidate for conveying passengers
to work-except in those few cities where densities are high
enough (over 100,000 persons moving in or out of the CBD
in the rush hour) to support rail transit. There are only a
handful of such cities and those with existing rapid transitNew York, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Boston-have all
shown considerable passenger declines, although the trend
shows signs of reversing in New Yark.
Based on the assumption that present jobs and housing
concentrations in central cities are at their high water marks,
the authors insist that peak-hour loads could be easily handled
by bus. The trick is to develop arteries already in existence
but not operating at anything like capacity; if this can be
done, they contend that 250,000 persons per hour (more
capacity than is needed for any cities except Chicago and
New York) easily could be accommodated in buses using a
total of only eight exclusive lanes of street or highway in the
whole city.
• John R. Meyer of Harvard, John F . Kain of the Rand Corp., and Martin Wohl
of M.I.T.
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In seeking balanced systems,
six U.S. cities indicate the need
for regional transportation
to serve tomorrow's super-cities

Finally, those who believe rail rapid transit can somehow
save central cities from the forces of blight and economic
depletion might ask themselves why such cities as New York
and Chicago haven't looked healthier than a city such as
Los Angeles, which, for all its storied traffic jams and freeway
blight, has shown amazing growth. The answer might well
lie with the fact that New York and Chicago are older and
historically more congested, with a long-term trend of economic deconcentration-but it obviously does not lie solely
in the existence or non-existence of a rail rapid transit system.

..,... Washington , D . C . has plans for a $793 million, 83-mile
transit system (including 19 miles of subways), along with
$826 million more of new highways. About 26 miles of rail
transit will occupy a median strip in highways; another 24
miles will use existing rights-of-way. The CBD would be served
by a loop system, connecting the Capitol, Union Station, the
Federal Triangle, the commercial areas around F and G
Streets, and the White House-Lafayette Park area. Surface
line fingers (some with express bus extension) would reach
into Virginia and Maryland, with much of the right-of-way
built into special below-grade cuts, landscaped for a minimum
Six cities in search of a balanced system
of visual disturbance. While the plan is still subject to ConIt is equally obvious that rail rapid transit can do some gressional approval, the White House has come out strongly
jobs for some cities better than highways possibly could. The for it, even to the point of holding up some highway conexperts gathered in New Hampshire were unanimous in their struction (and thus calling the entire automobile lobby to
feeling that either-or debates about the respective merits of arms) until the plan can be implemented.
rail vs. road were both unfruitful and unfashionable. What is
Washington's transit scheme has already been lambasted by
needed, they agreed, is to strike a balance between the two the highway and auto people for overestimating demand and
based on a hard-headed but inclusive look at the needs of the underestimating cost, as well as being "unrealistic" about the
individual city in question.
system's ability to pay for itself. Congressional critics have
At the moment, six American cities-out of the dozen or expressed support instead for a complete express bus system,
so which could generate the densities needed to support rail as recommended in the Wohl-Kain-Meyer report. But the
transit-are in search of such a balance. Three of them are National Capital Transportation Authority, which made
planning entirely new rail systems in the hopes of drastically Washington's study, argues that it would be impractical to
changing journey-to-work patterns, and three others are re- attempt to have a bus system with the same capacities, speed,
viving or expanding existing lines.
and comfort as rapid transit, and that the eventual costs of
such a bus network would surpass those for rapid transit,
despite obvious differentials in initial capital costs. Washington's rapid transit system, despite strong backing from the
Executive, still must wait on a dilly-dally Congress .
..,... Atlanta now has a recommendation for a 66-mile rail
system, much of it to be located on existing rail rig:hts of way.
It would cost over $280 million, including four miles of downtown subway. Traffic control would be by computerized
central signaling, and the Metropolitan Atlanta Transit Study
Commission is also considering monthly billing of commuters
to cut fare-handling problems. Although it does not have the
urban densities which most experts claim are essential for
support of rail rapid transit (residential density is only 3,800
persons per square mile, one-third of Washington's), Atlanta
has a high concentration of its jobs downtown. Its bus system
is currently averaging 170,000 person-trips each workday,
well above the critical 100,000 figured essential for rapid
transit. (It is predicted that the system will carry 240,000
person-trips each working day by 1983.) Moreover, Atlanta
I
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j
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is one of the fastest-growing metropolitan areas in the nation,
i
with its present 1.1 million population expected to grow to
L.l
1.6 million in another dozen years. The Atlanta system, which
BAP=
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L_._j
still awaits approval by the city and surrounding counties,
£:IGHWAY,S
would be built in three stages, with the downtown subway
0
SMILE$
and 18 miles of feeder routes scheduled first .
..,... Cleveland, which has built the only postwar rapid transit
system in the U . S.-and is making money with it-plans to
ATLANTA plans a 66-mile rapid t ransit system, much of it to
be built on existing rig hts-of-way, plus a giant outer loop highway. extend the system both to the east and west. Also under study
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is a downtown subway loop, an extension to Hopkins airport, per cent increase in riders, which tells something about the
and a 7-mile extension to the southeast. Cleveland's surface possible elasticity of demand for transit services. Four other
system shows remarkable health in an age when railroads such subsidy programs have also stimulated impressive gains
generally are in decline. Since it was finished in 1955, the in riders, and citizens last year voted $5.6 million for rail
number of passengers has climbed over 150 per cent, to nearly modernization.
19 million last year. The system paid off $17 million of its
~ San Francisco has embarked on what one observer has
20-year bonds in ten years and is currently the only money- called "a billion-dollar experiment to tell the rest of American
making municipal rapid transit line in the nation. Cleveland's cities whether new rail rapid transit can work, and pay for
success springs from two principal sources: it accommodates itself" (except Cleveland, which already knows). The plan
the automobile with parking at suburban stops, and, being was approved last November by the barest of majorities (60
municipally-owned, it pays no taxes. The latter is critical: per cent was needed for approval-the plan got 61.2 per
as Arthur E. Baylis, vice-president of the New York Central, cent). What is perhaps most remarkable about the vote, howhas said: "Private commuter railroads could show a substan- ever, is that it carried at all-it will mean an 8 per cent intial profit if they paid taxes on the same basis as publicly crease in property taxes initially (e.g., $27 more each year for
owned passenger facilities .. . ."
the owner of a $16,000 house). Another unusual facet of the
~Boston and Philadelphia are both talking about extending
San Francisco project is that auto tolls from the Bay Bridge
rail service while they subsidize commuter railroads just to will be used to build both a second deck on the bridge to
keep them running. In Boston, the MTA is using nearly 10 accommodate the crush of automobile traffic and a rapid
miles of a former rail commuter line for rail rapid transit. transit tunnel under the Bay.
Last year the city received $3.6 million in federal funds to
The system has been designed by Parsons, Brinckerhoff,
experiment with one of transit's chief unknowns-actual con- Quade & Douglas, who also did the Atlanta survey. Partner
sumer demand. To do this it will subsidize lower fares and Walter Douglas points out that the Bay Area is peculiarly
more frequent service on various commuter railroads to test congenial to a rapid transit system by nature both of topothe effects on revenues. New equipment is in service on the graphy and concentration, with its urbanized areas crowded
Cambridge line, and the state also has acquired the New into corridors between the mountains and the sea.
Haven's abandoned Old Colony line for rail transit.
The San Francisco project, however, is perhaps most interIn Philadelphia, the city is subsidizing commuter fares on esting for the light it sheds on the "modal split" controversy.
the Germantown-Chestnut Hill line, with a subsequent 41 The planning engineers carefully considered a super freeway
system as an alternative solution to rails. The comparisons are
revealing: a freeway system with the same peak-load capacity
as transit would cost more than five times as much to build
( $5 .5 billion), eat up four times more land ( 1,360 acres vs.
325 for transit) and have double the annual operating and
maintenance costs of the transit system. Moreover, Douglas
points out, there simply would not have been room for all the
interchanges and approaches in the major cities of San Francisco and Oakland. The engineers might have also been dismayed by the prospects of funneling still more auto traffic
through the Bay Area's corridors- San Francisco already has
over 7,000 motor vehicles per square mile, twice that of Los
Angeles and probably the highest in the world.
The new transportation systems being created in Chicago,
Washington, Atlanta, and San Francisco will have to cope
with a whole new set of urban circumstances. These systems
must be engineered with the f .i.ll realization of the forces
which are so quickly changing the metropolis. If it is true
that the American city was largely created by the transportation patterns of the age of sail, steam, and rail, it has been at
least partially destroyed in the age of the automobile. Now it
appears that the American region, replacing the city, can become a workable reality through the most efficient and expensive transportation systems ever conceived-systems which,
as soon as they are in existence, will pose a whole new range
SAN FRANCISCO will build a $1 billion rail transit system to serve
of super-urban problems.-DAVID B. CARLSON
downtown, with new freeways to link the Bay Area's growing suburbs.
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THE FIGHT TO TAME
THE URBAN FREEWAY TAKES
A POSITIVE NEW TURN

Seen on these pages are three of the very good reasons for
San Francisco's now legendary freeway revolt. While the
shining city slept, the State Division of Highways rushed to
completion a series of new elevated roads which became the
dominant man-made elements of its landscape, rivaled only
by the natural prominence of the hills. Suddenly prideful San
Franciscans found that the twisted, ungainly structures of
what the State called "skyways" were using great chunks of
precious land, and leaving others blighted and fragmented
(photo left). Before the citizens awakened, blunt barriers had
been raised in front of Architect Arthur Brown's masterful old
City Hall-and worse, across the cherished anachronism of
the Ferry Building and the Embarcadero (photos right) .
That was going too far. San Francisco called a halt (leaving the uncompleted end of the Embarcadero Freeway hanging truncated in midair) and has only recently allowed
resumption of the freeway program. This time the city plans
to keep a close eye on what the State is up to, and this time
the State is proceeding with a good deal more caution.
The 'S hort, stormy history of the freeway boom

San Francisco is a particularly celebrated case, but much
the same thing has been going on all over the country. The
great postwar boom in freeway construction was based on the
pressing needs of the growing automotive population. Freeways were fast, safe, convenient-and, thanks to special taxes
on motorists, seemingly free.
Then they began to penetrate the city's boundaries, and it
became distressingly apparent that freeways could also be
ugly and disruptive. Too often their design was crude and
clumsy; too often they were located solely on grounds of
economy and expediency (or political pressures) with little
thought to their impact on the community. Highway departments, powerfully swollen by gas tax revenues, operated on
the unshakable axiom that the shortest distance between two
points was a relentlessly straight line.
At first there was a defensive reaction, as in San Francisco.
It was strong enough to give the motorist second thoughts
about his magic carpets, and to make even the most autocratic highway engineer think that perhaps he should pay a
little more attention to what architects and urban planners
had been saying about the appearance of his structures and
the straightness of his lines. Public hearings became something
more than perfunctory formalities before the clearing of a
predetermined route. It reached the point where even the
people in the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads and the Housing
and Home Finance Agency, until then total strangers, began
having lunch together.
The situation now seems to be entering a new phase. The
highway engineers, partly in self defense and partly through
a genuine, if creeping, broadening of viewpoint, are coming to
realize the heavy responsibility they bear for the future form
of the city. The architects and planners, conversely, are comArchitectural Forum / October 1963

San Francisco's "skyways" scar Ferry Building (above) and City Hall.
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Calif.ornia hired a designer
to study the "esthetics"
of two new freeways-and got
more than it bargained for

ing to realize that the freeway is a permanent fixture of the
urban scene, one which cannot simply be wished away.
The result is a series of joint efforts, sporadic and scattered
so far, to tame the urban freeway-not by fighting it, but by
positive use of its latent power as a tool of urban design.
The Halprin •s tudy: concentration and iintegrafion

Halprin's "freewheeling" sketches show his view of freeways as they are
(above) and as they might be tied into the city (below and opposite).
~

One such effort is taking place in San Francisco, and it is
especially revealing of the way the atmosphere has changed.
In planning two major new freeway connections to the
Golden Gate Bridge, the State engaged Landscape Architects
Lawrence Halprin & Associates as consultants on "esthetics."
Significantly, Halprin was brought in before the freeway
routes were established, and was made "an integral part of
our study team," in the words of one State engineer.
The State got perhaps more than it bargained for. Halprin
found the literature of urban freeway design somewhat sparse,
so he began by producing "a freewheeling, creative study" of
the subject covering 16 closely typed pages, accompanied by
the engaging sketches on these pages. At a progress report on
the freeway plans presented to the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors in late July, Halprin gave this six-point summary
of the "design principles" he had found :
1. "The sinuous, curvilinear pattern of country freeways is
on the whole inappropriate in the city. It cuts across the existing grid, disrupts neighborhood patterns, and leaves odd,
difficult-to-integrate pieces. Urban freeways should follow
the grid of the city."
2. "The wide right-of-way with variable median strips and
planted verges and shoulders is inappropriate in cities because
it wreaks havoc with existing structures, takes too much land
off the tax rolls, and separates neighborhoods by great swaths
cut through a city's fabric."
3. "Urban freeways should fit into ex1stmg and projected
land-use and topographic patterns in a city, i.e.: they should
go between neighborhoods, not through them, or they should
go between two different land uses such as industrial and
residential, or utilize topographic changes by sliding along
below hills where they cannot be seen."
4. "Urban freeways should be condensed and concentrated,
not spread out. They should employ urban, not rural esthetics.
Accordingly, they must use multilevel, split-level, depressed,
and elevated groupings to facilitate concentration of the road
bed. As a by-product, connections across freeways/ from one
side to the other, become much easier to achieve. (The objection to elevated freeways _is, in large measure, due to • the
environment under them, which is usually ugly and unpleasant, devoted to parking lots, bus storage, and cyclone fences.)"
5. "Urban freeways should be integrated with the city and
not simply be corridors through it. They should pass through
buildings, have shops . . . restaurants and parking garages
integrated into their structure."
6. "Freeways should be built as part of a total community
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A council of the warring parties
drafted a set of guidelines
that could-ii fiollowedtranslor111 freeway planning

development, not unilaterally. They can take the lead in
generating amenity in a city in new or rebuilt areas by having
parks and playgrounds pass under them, new structures built
over them. Ultimately, it is the design of the environment of
a freeway which counts more than the structure itself."
The specific locations and designs of the two new San Francisco freeways are now being developed, and it will be instructive to see how many of Halprin's principles they follow. "The
final economic analysis," intoned one State engineer
ominously after Halprin's presentation, "will necessitate evaluation of intangible esthetic considerations in terms of absolute
costs, and will require decisions of a most difficult nature."
It is a sign of progress, at least, that a highway engineer
regards esthetic considerations as "intangible," rather than
untouchable. But Halprin was talking about more than mere
beautification; he was talking, in great part, about matters
which significantly affect the very life and health of the city.
The working relationship between highway planners on one
side and the urban design professions on the other remains
inhibited by the persistent idea that "esthetics" can be applied
to a freeway like a coat of paint, to make it more acceptable
to public view. Obviously some new ground rules are needed.
It may come as a surprise to the engineers and urbanists as
well that a set of such rules already exists-and, what is more,
that it has been initialed by representatives of both camps. The
story involves HHF A and the Bureau of Public Roads, whose
luncheons had apparently begun to pay off.
The Hershey conference: far-reaching ground rules

In 1960, HHFA and BPR agreed to encourage comprehensive metropolitan planning projects through urban planning grants and federal highway planning and research funds.
They also set up joint national and regional committees to
promote such projects. And last year, they and the Automotive Safety Foundation bravely decided to bring together key
representatives of all the warring groups concerned with urban
freeways for a conference on location and design.
The conference, held in Hershey, Pa., had as its theme
"Freeways in the Urban Setting." Cooperating organizations
included the American Institute of Architects, the American
Institute of Planners, the American Society of Civil Engineers,
the American Society of Landscape Architects, the American
Municipal Association, and the Institute of Traffic Engineers.
It turned out to be one of those cases in which the whole was
greater than the parts. Speakers from each group said their
predictable pieces with varying degrees of good humor. But
when it was all over, they produced a surprisingly far-reaching report.
The findings begin by noting that the urban segments of
the interstate highway program, less than a third accomplished, provide "unprecedented opportunities to help shape
and structure the urban community." Freeway construction
"has massive impact upon the structure of the city. . . . "
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The report then flatly states: "Freeways cannot be planned
independently of the areas through which they pass. The
planning concept should extend to the entire sector of the city
within the environs of the freeway. The impact of the freeways must be considered in terms not merely of limiting
adverse effects but also of achieving positive opportunities for
appreciation of value, for development of new land uses, and
for changing land use through urban renewal."
And, finally: "The construction of efficient, effective, and
attractive freeways demands a total design concept. This
means the integration of all aspects of design into a whole that
is satisfying and effective, and integrated with its surroundings.
... This is a job not merely for the highway and traffic engineer, but for the architect, the landscape architect, the city
planner, and other specialists" (italics ours).
Five commandments for urban freeway design

Having laid down these ground rules, the report of the
Hershey Conference goes on to recommendations for design.
Some of its principles parallel Halprin's, and some take them
a step or two further:
"Freeways should be integrated with other elements of
the transportation system, including terminal facilities, arterial
street systems, mass transit operation, and facilities for vehicle
parking and for the movement of pedestrians into the downtown district.
"Freeway design should be in harmony with the existing
or proposed land use patterns in the corridor. Where appropriate, the freeway can provide a boundary between different
land use activities; in other cases it can be used as a design
element to knit together land uses.
"Visual aspects of freeway location and design should
be considered from the points of view of both the user and
of the people in the areas through which it passes. . . .
"Consideration should be given to the possibility of modi£ying design standards on freeways in the downtown district
when greater flexibility in the location and design is required
for the solution of specific local planning problems.
"Freeways should not encroach upon park land. They
should add to rather than subtract from the city's open
spaces."
There is little doubt that the recommendations of the
Hershey Conference could transform the nature of the urban
freeway. The difficulty, of course, is in their implementation:
they add a multiplicity of new factors to the already complicated art of highway design, and they demand a degree of
humility and good will on the part of both engineers and
urbanists that is still somewhat hard to find.
The true significance of the Hershey report is in its joint
endorsement. For the first time, it commits all concerned with
freeway location and design to the same set of comprehensive
principles. It leaves little excuse for anyone to repeat the
desecrations of the past.-DONALD CANTY.
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THE VIEW FROM THE ROAD:
A HIGHWAY REDESIGNED
FOR THE DRAMA OF DRIVING

The authors of the fallowing novel approach to highway design are Donald Appleya1•d, Kevin Lynch, and John R. Myer,
respectively, Assistant Professor of Urban Design, Associate
Professor of City Planning, and Assistant Professor of Architectilre at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Text and
illustrations are condensed from their forthcoming book, "The
View from the Road," to be p·iiblished by The M.I.T. Press
for the M.I.T.-Harvard Joint Center for Urban Studies. Their
stiidies, begun under a Rocke[eller Foundation grant, introduce a fresh, if admittedly rtldimentary, system of highway
analysis and notation which owes much to previous work of
Philip Thiel and of Lynch's "Image of the City."

Ugly roads are often taken to be a price of civilization, like
sewers or police. Even those who are alarmed by the ugliness
emphasize the repression of vice: roads should melt into the
landscape; billboards should be controlled; the scars of construction should be disguised by planting. There is little discussion of turning the highway experience to any positive
account. Yet road watching can be a delight. In an affluent
society it is possible to choose to build roads in which motion,
space, and view are organized primarily for enjoyment, like a
promenade.
We began our studies by traveling repeatedly along several
expressways, particularly the approaches to New York, Hartford, Boston, and Philadelphia. Tape recordings, films, photographs, and sketches were used to record everything the
researchers found themselves looking at. An analysis was
made; this was checked by analyzing the reactions of a group
of 20 people riding along Route C 1 in Boston, and a graphic
language was developed with which to describe it. Finally, this
language was refined by using it in designing the hypothetical
freeway, an alternate Boston "inner belt," shown here.
Driving can be described as a sequence played to the eyes
of a captive, somewhat fearful, but partially inattentive audience, whose vision is filtered and directed forward, concentrated particularly on the foreground at points of decision, or
in sharply constricted spaces.
Beyond this concentration on near detail, the fundamental
sensation of the road, continuously ref erred to by the experimenters, was the sense of motion and space: motion of self,
apparent motion of surrounding objects, and the shape of the
space being moved through.
Where surrounding objects are far off, or few, or featureless, or moving with the vehicle, then the sensation is one of
floating, of no forward movement. This can be temporarily
a pleasant relief, but the inability to reach any goal can soon
lead to boredom. Objects might in such a case be placed
alongside the road, just to reassure the driver about his real
motion.
The sense of varied motion is inherently enjoyable if continuous and not too violent. The rhythmical humping of the
turnpike across the New Jersey flats, or the sweeping turns
of the approach to Boston over the Mystic River Bridge
Architectural Forum / October 1963

possess such a quality of pleasant and smooth movement.
Because it predicts future movement, the shape of the road
alignment is always of compelling interest. The "flowing" line
now generally preferred is one sound technique for gaining a
harmonious effect. But it is a technique rather than a principle. A kink, a sudden shearing off, a long straight slash may
sometimes be part of the artistic content.
The apparent motion of objects can become a delight in
itself. The welling up, splitting apart, and falling away of
objects can become intricate dances when groups are seen
together on a road of complex alignment. Landmarks . may
move across a background, rotate one way, then ano_ther,
disappear and reappear, coincide or disperse. The road itself
may feint, jog, swerve, or slide past them.
The distant view down the axis of a road, on which the
driver can fix his attention without losing touch with his path,
is a static experience. If the road is also sloping down at this
point, it may be possible to present a view that is meant to be
looked at carefully, and that in some way epitomizes the city
or an important part of it. Such classical views as San Francisco across the Bay, or New York across the Hudson, are
important experiences. Occasionally, when the road makes a
sweeping turn or the view is very restricted, the visual field
becomes a dynamic one, rotating, rushing, or growing. This
is a powerful, if unsettling, effect.
In sequence, there can be dramatic contrasts between confinement and spatial freedom, such as the entry into Hartford
from the Wilbur Cross Parkway, where the road descends
toward the city, sinks into a cut, passes through a short tunnel,
and bursts out into the central park.
The need #or 011ientation, and visible goals

The driver is constantly engaged in orienting himself to the
environment, in building up some image of it. There may be
one dominant goal constantly visible, with minor goals playing
against it. Thus the towers of Manhattan indicate the eventual destination of the New Jersey Turnpike while it maneu·
vers through the monumental landscape peopled by oil refin·
eries, the Newark Airport, and the Pulaski Skyway.
Beyond the sense of progression from goal to goal, one is
concerned with orientation in the general environment, with
locating its principal features and relating oneself to them.
This is partly a practical, partly an esthetic activity. A clear
image of the city structure is a necessary counterpart for
driver orientation on the urban freeway. Reliance on signs is
not enough. There is positive pleasure in being able to recognize the urban scene and fit it together. The shapelessness of
Boston from the Mystic Bridge approach, for example, and
the frequent periods of orientation blindness are disappointing
and disquieting, whereas the edge of Manhattan, from either
the East or West River Drives, is satisfying just because the
relationship between city and water is ·made visible . .
The image of the highway itself may also be clarified. Successive sections may be visibly differentiated so that they can
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be recognized as distinct parts. Thus the motorist can see that
he is "in the hilly part" as well as "approaching the center."
The general alignment may be made to appear as a simple
geometric form. Continuities of edge, surface, or rhythm may
be used. Typical sequences and gradients may be developed,
and the sequence in one direction may be made recognizably
different from the sequence in the other. The road ahead may
be exposed and strategic points may be articulated. The form
of interchanges may be clarified, so that driving decisio:is
become self-evident and the shape is congruent with the principal flow of traffic.
Finally, the driver seeks meaning in his environment. When
the road makes apparently purposeless movements, or when
a lively center of activity like Boston's food market is hidden
from the road that passes overhead, an opportunity for contributing to an expressive environment is lost. Current efforts
to "buffer" fast roads from the city by depression, distance,
or landscaping are reducing the road experience to dull
meaninglessness. The highway could become a sequential exposition of the city, by visually relating it to focal points, and
picking out symbolic and historical landmarks. The most
powerful experiences occur when space, motion, orientation,
and meaning reinforce each other-when a landmark that is
rooted in community history is the visible goal of a journey
and the visible pivot about which the road turns. The pivot
of motion on a highway today is all too likely a temporary
shanty, and its goal a whiskey advertisement.
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Three rules, applied to a new Boston inner belt

The first objective in shaping the highway experience, then,
is to present the viewer with a rich, coherent sequential form,
a form that has continuity, rhythm, and development, and
that provides contrasts, well-joined transitions, and a moving
balance toward a goal.
The second objective is to clarify and strengthen the driver's
image of the environment, to give him a picture that is wellstructured, distinct, and as far-reaching as possible. He should
be able to locate himself, the road, and the major features of
the landscape, to recognize those features with surety, and to
sense how he is moving by or approaching them.
The third objective is to deepen the observer's grasp of the
meaning of his environment-to give him an understanding
of the use, history, nature, or symbolism of the highway and
its surrounding landscape. The roadside should be a fascinating book to read on the run.
The drawings here show a hypothetical design for Boston's
inner belt expressway. Current plans locate this route in a
loose and shapeless ring about the downtown (map, first
page), often too far out and suppressed to maintain orientation or visual contact with the center, and connected only
sporadically to the incoming radials.
The redesigned road sets out to clarify three aspects of the
environment for the road user: a) the natural featu res (in
this case, the harbor, rivers, and hills around Boston) ; b)
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the functional pattern of the city, particularly downtown; and
c) the structure of the freeway system itself. The whole
proposed route, shown in general form in the circular map
on the first page, is analyzed in detail in the straight-line
diagram (left) . The sequence of sensations along the lower
middle segment is suggested in the sketches (right) .
To overcome the difficulty of orienting on a circular route,
three major intersections, leading to north, south and west
radials, are proposed. These intersections, acting as strong
forms in confused areas of the city, become apexes of a triangle, the sides of which are visually associated with that part
of the city being traversed. These three legs are called the
Riverway, Centerway, and Crossing, and each possesses a
central climax. The Riverway (paved in white for easy driver
identification) parallels the Charles River at some distance,
then, at the center, kinks inward and downward to the water's
edge with cross-views to Cambridge and the State House,
before continuing its parallel course beside the river. The
Centerway (paved in red) is directed towards the financial
and shopping district with a central outward curve around
the fmancial district allowing views across the harbor to the
airport. This curve is articulated at both ends by descent into
areas of visible activity-to the north, Boston's Italian market; to the south, through the Dover Street tunnel, where a
tunnel restaurant is proposed. The Crossing (paved dark)
passes quietly through residential areas except for a curving
stretch through Fenway Park with Kenmore Square and the
baseball stadium to the northwest, and a new symphony hall
square to the southeast.
The whole route contains a simple basic rhythm of intersection-climax-intersection which is overlaid by another
rhythm marked by the two major downtown destinations:
(a) the financial district, government center, and retail shopping around the Hub, and (b) the new Prudential-John
Hancock complex around Copley Square. These major goals
are picked out for viewing with regular frequency and alternating emphasis along the route, so that eastern travelers relate to the Hub, western travelers relate to the Prudential-John
Hancock group. Within these major rhythms lie those of
secondary goals, particularly those of outlying centers (South
Boston, Mission Hill, Cambridge, Somerville, Charlestown
and Logan Airport) that provide rhythms of "inside to outside" viewing.
This study was motivated by the promise of the new world
of vision inherent in the speed of movement, and by a desire
to find a visual means of pulling together large urban areas.
The crucial test will come in applying these ideas to actual
design problems, and in evaluating the results obtained.
A road built for vision in motion-perhaps as a national
experiment-would be a concrete example of what the highway experience could be, an example far more powerful and
evocative than any number of paper projects.
Our highways are no mean achievements in the history of
technology. Will they also be remembered as works of art?
Architectural Forum / October 196S
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THE DOWNTOWN SNARL:
A CASE FOR SORTING,
STACKING, AND STORING

Resigned, dispirited, they stand waiting for the red light to
halt the hurtling vehicles. They have learned that walking is
not something to be done for pleasure; the narrow sidewalks
are too crowded for that, the pace too fast, the sounds and
smells of traffic too perilously near. It is not only the signal
that forbids them to walk: it is the entire indiscriminate
jumble of the modern city.
Some say that the people of the city have been sold out
to the automobile. But alas, even the automobile is disadvantaged. Extravagantly swift (and designed to look even
swifter), it is reduced to a plodding pace that a dray horse
would disdain. It is thrown into a bitter struggle with darting
taxis and huge trucks and buses simply to stay in motion.
Endlessly stopping and starting, it stutters through the streets
seeking a place of rest, only to find that parking lots and
garages have been located not for its convenience, but solely
according to the whims of the real estate market.
The city street has become the Great American Bottleneck:
the clog, the snarl, the tangle. It is the point of convergence
for the entire urban transportation network. It is also the
point where the issues of transportation planning are fast
becoming the issues of the city's survival.
A great deal of thought and money has gone into the
network, but precious little has been done about handling
the people-and the vehicles-that it brings into the city core.
Emergency expedients have been tried: one-way streets,
arcane sequencing of traffic lights, pedestrian scrambles, and
even, where all else fails, law enforcement. But none have
eased the congestion that swells inexorably with completion
of each new urban freeway.
There is a growing suspicion that a more basic remedy
must be sought-th.at some way must be found to sort things
out. It must be a way that preserves the concentration of
activities that is the essence of the city, yet allows for freer
movement of both people and their vehicles. It must be a
way that takes into account both the pleasures of pedestrianism and the new mobility that the automobile has encouraged
-lest people use this mobility to leave the city behind.
The principle .of salvation by separation

The search for such a remedy has been going on for a good
long time. Even Leonardo da Vinci tried his hand, proposing
an ideal city in which there would be low roads and high
roads. "The high-level roads," wrote Leonardo, "are not to
be used by wagons or vehicles ... but are solely for the convenience of the gentlefolk. All cars and loads for the service
and convenience of the common people should be confined
to the low-level roads."
Most present-day planners and architects would extend
Leonardo's principle of separation. Any solution to the city's
transportation problem, they would agree, must include four
elements: separation of people and vehicles; separation of
autos and service vehicles; separation of through and interArchitectural Forum / October 1963

city traffic, and a more rational relationship between traffic
distribution and auto storage. They would also agree that
the problem can only be solved by a total strategy of design
which takes all four elements into account.
The development of these ideas in the U.S. is neatly illustrated by proposals for those rival Texas siblings, Fort Worth
and Dallas. The first to reach wide public attention was the
Victor Gruen design for Fort Worth, probably the most
famous plan gathering dust in the files of any American city.
Gruen proposed that the square-mile core of downtown
Fort Worth be surrounded by a ring road tied into the city's
freeway system. From this road feeders would take autos into
great parking garages penetrating the core, and trucks into
an underground network of service alleys. Surface streets
would be completely closed to traffic (except for slow-moving
shuttle cars like the "elephant trains" at world's fairs ) and
would become pedestrian malls and walkways.
The Fort Worth plan dramatized the comprehensiveness
of approach needed to reshuffle the mix of people and vehicles
downtown. Gruen, however, did most of his shuffling on a
single, horizontal plane. Six years later, when Dallas got its
plan, a significant dimension had been added to the mix.
A giant vertical sandwich of six layers

The Dallas plan was the work of a team of Columbia
University economists and graduate students of architecture
and planning under then Dean Charles R. Colbert. It consisted of a detailed design for a 9% acre development called
"Main Place" and a proposed application of its principles
to the city's core (FoRUM, Projects, May '62).
The Columbia team's plan proposed that densities be increased, varied uses blended, and through traffic siphoned
off by a ring road. But its essence was the vertical sorting of
people and vehicles. Main Place was to be a single giant
construction with a six-layer base: the bottom layer for buses
and trucks; the second for self-parking; the third for autos
and shuttle buses on the city's existing grid of streets; the
fourth and fifth for pedestrians, with shopping ringing a
great open square, and the sixth for recreation. Above this
sandwich would rise a group of major buildings, including
an enormous H-shaped tower. And beneath-down to 600
feet beneath-would be pits for short-term parking, with cars
carried in continuous vertical conveyors.
In the view of some urban theorists, however, even this
scheme does not go far enough. Perhaps, they suggest, the
new mobility has made the concept of a city core obsolete.
Perhaps the focal points of city life-the stores and shops,
the community buildings, the cultural facilities-should be
not only stacked vertically, but stretched out along the lengthening arteries of the transportation network.
One such theorist is Reginald Malcolmson of the Illinois
Institute of Technology's department of architecture and city
planning, who sees the future city as a ribbon of buildings
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The future city: a compact,
multi-level structure, or a long
spine stretching t'o follow
the patterns of the automobile?

with major transportation routes its "vertebrae."
Malcolmson calls his city "Metro-Linear." Its spine is a
continuous, six-level building a quarter-mile wide, flanked
by parallel one-way highways. The four stories above ground
are used for parking, and the two below for railroads, subways, and trucks. Blocks of commercial buildings rise above
the roof level of the spine at half-mile intervals, and radial
apartments sprout from its sides. The long ribbon of the
roof itself is given over entirely to the pedestrian, with civic
and cultural buildings opening onto a vast series of plazas.
Reclaiming the wasted cubage of the core

Metro-Linear: in schematic form (above), and applied to San Francisco

PHOTOS :
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Still, it is the vision behind the Dallas plan which is exerting great influence on present-day urban design: the vision
of a compact city core in which people and vehicles move
on many levels, instead of crowding onto a single one.
The vision has obvious advantages over reality. The singlelevel street was conceived in the days when feet, both human
and animal, were the primary means of transportation; it
survives on the brink of suicide by strangulation.
The conventional street, moreover, acts as a remarkably
effective barrier. As Gordon Cullen has pointed out, it is as
if great rushing rivers had been let loose between our buildings. (In Venice, which has real water to deal with, pedestrian bridges join the two sides of the canals; we use stoplights instead to try to stem the flood of vehicles.) The street
system is a relentless gridiron of chasms, carving urban land
into isolated islands destructive of a sense of community.
The single-level street is also economically wasteful, as
Colbert pointed out at a transportation symposium sponsored
by, of all people, the Automobile Manufacturers Association.
"Real estate is more than a two-dimensional lot," he said.
"It extends from the center of the earth outward to infinity;
it is a volume, not a plane .... We are only slowly coming
to realize that air rightr---the volume of spaces- are essential
attributes of what we call property."
Consider now the vision, as expressed in the Dallas plan
and, more recently, in Architect Paul Thiry's design for
terracing much of downtown Seattle (right) . It exploits
this wasted cubage, making space out of air for plazas and
promenades, digging space beneath the surface for unobtrusive storage of vehicles. It separates fast movement from
slow (just as the early transit systems did by running their
trains above or below the city's surface). And it allows existing street systems to be used with maximum efficiency.
History contains no record of Leonardo's ideal city ever
being built. The Fort Worth city council approved the Victor
Gruen plan, but the state legislature refused to pass the
necessary enabling laws (prime opponents were the operators
of private parking garages) . The Dallas scheme is in abeyance, and there are no present plans for realization of anything quite like Mr. Malcolmson's Metro-Linear.
Such is often the fate of ideal cities when they bump up
against some of the harsher realities of urban development

TRANSPORTATION AND THE CITY

Seattle's downtown gets progressively shabbier as it declines to
the railroad tracks and highway
'Viaducts at its waterfront . .Architect Paul Thiry's dramatic remedy:
build a great pedestrian platform
roughly five blocks wide and four
deep from Second Street out over
the harbor. .Above would be a
whole new shopping and commercial core, including a 1,000-room
hotel and a world trade center.
Below woitld be the traclcs, the
'Viaduct, the future downtown loops
of Seattle's freeway network-and
acres of parking. Thiry feels the
plan would "give the waterfront
back to the city" and prevent constriction of the downtown area by
encircling transportation routes.
He proposes that it be spurred by
two major department stores in
the area and privately financed
by the lending institutions that
are clustered along Second Street.
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Philadelphia puts the idea ot
separation t,o work-and a
new Columbia plan shows how it
can apply to smaller cities

CEOHCE ADAMS JONES

Above, pedestrians in Penn Center ; below, the Market East "mechanism"
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-particularly, it must be said, in a political democracy and
a free-enterprise economy. Colbert acknowledged this before
the auto-makers: the multilevel principle, he said, "requires
a re-evaluation of man and his customs, of procedures and
practices now almost universally accepted."
Perhaps no such sweeping re-evaluation will take place
until the oft-predicted day when everything finally grinds
to a complete halt, and the city is choked with its own
congestion. That day may well come, but meanwhile the
concepts contained in the far-seeing plans outlined above
are finding increasingly widespread application in some very
real projects, both public and private:
In Philadelphia, Penn Center (photo left) already offers
the pedestrian what the Planning Commission brochure terms
"fine broad open esplanades" above ground, and a concourse
of his own below. Next step is completion of Market East,
in which an eight-block spine between City Hall and Independence Mall will become a "transportation mechanism,"
in Planning Director Edmund Bacon's words, for Philadelphia's new core. Virtually all present modes of urban transportation will come together in Market East-trains, subways,
buses, trucks, autos-and will be carefully separated from
each other and from the pedestrian (see section, left).
In Rochester, N.Y., the Midtown Plaza project (FORUM,
June '62) is giving a convincing demonstration of how the
Gruen planning principles can revitalize a city's core. A
narrow congested street was transformed into an enclosed,
three-story pedestrian mall lined with shops, exhibit spaces,
and meeting rooms ; a three-story parking garage, its ramps
linked directly to a surrounding ring road, was built below
ground; service vehicles were relegated to the basement level;
two existing department stores were thoroughly remodeled;
and new buildings of four and 18 stories were constructed.
The four-story building is all offices, but the 18-story tower
is a city in itself: parking and services in three basements,
banks and stores on the first two floors, offices on the next
12, a restaurant on the 14th, and a hotel on the final three.
Midtown Plaza has been a resounding economic success, has
spurred other new construction in downtown Rochester-an<!l
has brought an additional 25,000 persons a day, by Gruen's
estimate, into the city center. Says Gruen, "Not even in our
most optimistic moments could we have foreseen the extent
to which the Plaza has become a focal point of civic, political,
cultural and artistic life."
In Worcester, Mass., city officials and downtown businessmen last month gave an enthusiastic reception to a plan
prepared by another Columbia team under Colbert. Its key
elements: closing streets to create a continuous web of walkways, construction of an elevated inner traffic loop with a
two-level shopping mall beneath, moving-belt traffic conveyors (like those proposed for Dallas) placed above ground
in vertical tubes. The Worcester plan (right) is a kind of
summary, showing how nearly all of the principles of separation can be applied to the heart of a medium-sized city.

T RANSPORTATION AND THE CITY

T he Worcester plan bounds the
downt own area with an outer loop
of freeways and introduces an inner loop, fianked by parking, for
distribution of traffic. The pedestrian network would expand th e
present City Hall Common (left)
and make Main Street an open,
landscaped shopping mall.

The inner loop would be elevated,
but closely knit into surrounding
buildings. Beneath it would be
another pedestrian mall (section
left) with shops on either side.
Autos and service vehicles each
would have their own lanes and
ramps. Parking conveyors would
occupy the tiibe-like structures
shown in a row next to the loop.

J
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HIGHWAY SCULPTURE:
THE FANTASTIC BRIDGES
OF PAOLO SOLERI

In highway design, America's newest art form, the great and increasingly graceful roadway ribbons are still not equaled by
their own details. Interchanges, ramps, service areas, and signs are often clean, but seldom more than utilitarian, structures;
even the best new bridges can be visually dull. Some of the potential of the highway as architecture is suggested in these
sculptured models of bridges by Arizona Architect-Artist Paolo Soleri. The one above houses restaurants and observation
points behind big glass "bubbles"; below is a cantilevered structure with living quarters in the four main structures and a hydroelectric station built into its pier. So far these are only visions-but so were Maillart's bridges once.
continued

M1ore visionary spans
ac11oss the Arizona desert:
the motion of travel
caught in sweeping curves

In his work, including the famed Arizona "earth house" (FORUM, Feb. '61) and his ambitious plans for Mesa City
(March '61), Paolo Soleri has always managed to combine boldness with sinuously appealing forms. The bridges shown here
were designed as part of his Cosanti Foundation, an idealistic, Taliesin-like school to be set in a square mile of rugged Arizona
desert with workshops, cultural and living quarters for students and teachers. Above is a cantilevered structure with a highway
on top and a ribbon-like access road curling to its base. Below: a bridge of three interlocking tubes with entrances at several
levels, and travelers' facilities at key points inside. The bridges pictured vary from 1,800 to 2 ,3 00 feet in length.

TECHNOLOGY:
METHODS AND MACHINES

TO SHAPE THE FUTURE

Dazzled by the rapid progress of past decades, Americans are
inclined to look to technology to solve their transportation
problems in one brilliant burst of invention. Some day technology may do just that, perhaps through some of the new
devices shown on pages 92-93. But the most promising transportation research today is concerned with finding a more
sophisticated way of making the tough decisions that will be
with us until the Buck Rogers era comes.
Up to now, the trouble has been that the design process
used by transportation planners has been too narrow and
cumbersome to take into account all the social, economic, and
visual consequences of their deeds. But recently, from M .I.T.'s
Department of Civil Engineering, and the Harvard- M .I.T.
Joint Center for Urban Studies, there has come an impressive
series of reports (many of them sponsored by the U .S.
Bureau of Public Roads) which describe promising new techniques. While they vary in scope from the practical method
for highway location analysis described on this page to a
pioneering graphic approach (overleaf ) , the new methods
have one element in common. All of them rely heavily on the
digital computer to reduce vast quantities of information to
a form that allows the designer to make decisions in a less
arbitrary way than he has had to heretofore.
Computers to help map the best highway route

M .I.T.'s Digital Terrain Model System (photos, right ) is
already being used by four state highway departments and
a number of private consultants. The key to the system is the
translation of the three-dimensional terrain map of an area
into a pattern of digits that can be stored in the memory of
a computer. Once this is done it is possible to analyze rapidly
and economically not just one or at most two alternate routes
through the area, but as many as a dozen.
The design process starts with the engineer sketching the
centerlines of as many alternate routes as he wants to consider.
The computer compares what each route would do to the
original terrain, and finally, comes up with a summary of all
construction and user costs-including the amount of gas, oil,
and tire rubber that would be consumed. One of the subprograms that has been devised can also calculate the costs for
the land to be taken for the right of way, and the number of
people displaced by the alternate routes. (This analysis has
not yet been used, since no area has assembled enough detailed
data to feed into the computer.)
So far the M.I.T. program can only rank a large number
of alternate routes in terms of cost. Other M.I.T. researchers
are working on a more far-reaching approach that can account for social, esthetic, and other non-monetary values as
well. Before an engineer can use the design method shown
in the illustrations here, the much more complex and significant decision that a highway is to be built in a given area must
somehow have been already made. The greatest challenge
has been to work out a rational process for the basic plan
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First step ·in iising the Digital
T erra in Mod el syst em is th e translntion of a conto1ir map into dig its
that can be storecl by a computer
(fop photo). Map ( above), taken
f rom M.I.T. report by Rob erts ancl
1:311l1i·bier, shows comznit er-generrited plcins for two alternate high'll'OY roiites, including th e effect of
roacl constriiction on e.risting contours (spiked oiiter line). With a
special attachment, the comp11ter
also prints out vertical cross sections of proposed routes (left).

TRANSPORTATION AND THE CITY

of a total transportation system, taking not only engineering
and costs into account, but politics and other social factors
as well.
Rapid changes in land use (and consequent traffic generation) have confounded some of the most ambitious highway
systems, making them obsolete soon after they have been
built. The fact is that highway planning and land use planning are two aspects of the same process, and the problem of
relating the two goes beyond getting the separate agencies
involved to talk to each other. What the planners have to
come to grips with is essentially an endless series of interrelationships shown circling around in the diagram at right.
The search now is for ways to express the relationships
between steps in this circle. The planner must analyze and fit
mathematical formulas to the increasing amount of raw data
that is being collected on the way each of the elements behaves
in a city today. With a mountain of data on existing conditions, a set of mathematically expressed relationships between these conditions, and a set of formulas to project trends,
however, the planner can call on the computer to calculate
its way around the entire circle in a few hours. Thus he is
able to work his way around many times in a series of successive approximations, to devise a plan that comes closest
to fulfilling the goals of the particular community involved.
The basic elements of one such comprehensive design procedure devised at M.I.T. are illustrated in the block diagram
at right. For a key step in this process, the making of policy
decisions, there are, of course, no formulas that can be constructed. In a free society, this step must be based on the
clearest possible expression of what the people want their
city to become. But the planner must have this before he can
do a competent job.
The expression in numbers of the complicated relationships between all the variables that act on a problem is called
a mathematical model. The models that have been constructed
so far are crude and inexact: the researchers simply do not
know enough yet about how variables actually operate to
establish many of the essential relationships. But as knowledge
improves, this method of analysis could grow enormously in
value; it provides the framework for measuring plans against
a broad range of community needs and seeing just how well
each plan will do.
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Twenty-six pictures to the top of the tree

Easily the most fascinating experiment in the current search
for a comprehensive method is the graphic technique proposed
last year by Marvin Manheim, an M .I.T. researcher, and
Christopher Alexander, then a Harvard Fellow. Although it
has only been applied so far in the form of the preliminary
solution shown overleaf (to the problem of locating a stretch
of the Interstate Highway System near Springfield Mass.),
it has opened up some exciting new paths for the planner.
The most intriguing aspect of the graphic approach is that
Architectural Forum / October 1963
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Technology: new graphic method
gives highway planners
a much needed tool

for comprehe,n sive design

it eliminates the staggering task of deriving formulas needed
for the mathematical model described above.
The designer's first step in applying the graphic technique
is to isolate all of the requirements he wants to satisfy in
working out his solution. In the example shown, 26 separate
requirements are considered-a far broader approach to the
problem of location design than current engineering methods
are able to provide. For each of the design requirements, a
graphic representation of relative desirability is made on a
transparent overlay placed on the base map of the area. A
simple scale of shading is used, from white for the least desirable locations to black for the most desirable. The result
is the series of 26 symbolic maps shown on the opposite page.

Base map of area studied, above; diagram of design process, below

Organized by electronics, solved by eye

The next step seems almost magical, but is based on "set
theory," a well established branch of advanced mathematics
which Alexander applied to design problems for the first time
in his doctoral dissertation at the Harvard School of Design.
According to Alexander, the key to the design problem is "a
set of conflicts which restrict the possible ways in which the
requirements can be met simultaneously." If the designer
can establish which of the requirements have inherent conflicts
and which do not, he can then use Alexander's computer
program (which has the imposing title: "The Hierarchical
Decomposition of Systems Which Have an Associated Linear
Graph" ) to sort out sub-groups of requirements which have
the least conflict with each other. This produces the "tree" of
related groups of requirements shown immediately at the
right. If the designer's judgement of conflicts is correct, each
of the sub-groups on the tree should be relatively easy to combine into a single solution. The difficulty of combination, of
course, increases as one works his way up from the lowest level
to the final solution at the top.
The least conflicting requirements in this problem ( numbers 1, 3, 10 and 25 ) were combined graphically by making a
composite photographic print of these four transparent overlays (oval symbol in diagram, right) . By projecting this
muddy combination on a drawing board, the resultant pattern
of desirability was clarified in a new drawing ( "P" in
diagram ).
Manheim and Alexander found that it was remarkably easy
for the human eye to detect the underlying common pattern
in the composite print even though at first glance it might
seem to be just a confusion of tones. According to the authors,
the eye thus becomes in effect a "special-purpose computer"
actually more powerful than any electronic device yet built.
Continuing in this way, resolving a new composite photograph
for every oval in the diagram, the top of the tree, pattern
"A," was finally reached. This optimum location for the
proposed highway, representing the simultaneous solution of
all 26 requirements, is shown as a black path (along with
grayer alternates) in the final area map at right.
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Sample subgroup soliition, above; final roiite location design, below
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Technology: automatic pilots

to boost road capacity
-and vehicles that
may make highways obsolete

Fifty years ago, had computer planning techniques been
available, most of the transportation modes fed into the machines would have had bushy tails and four hooves. The automobile, which was to revolutionize the American way of life
and travel, was a relatively new invention, a plaything of the
wealthy. No one can say for sure that another new device
won't come along to work a similar revolution in the next
half century. If this should happen, it might well be the
offspring of one of the inventions on these pages.
This time the device might not be a new vehicle, if only
because of the huge investment America already has made in
the automobile and its highways. A significant part of the
current technology of transportation hardware, in fact, is
concerned with increasing the capacity of existing routes.
General Motors and Radio Corporation of America already
have worked out prototype automatic-pilot systems that let
the motorist sit back and relax as his car speeds along at 100
miles an hour in absolute safety. Both would take heavy new
public and private investments, however: RCA's, for instance
(top, right), would require the highway engineers to tear up
miles of pavement for installation of control wires and millions
of motorists to buy little black boxes to guide their cars. Just
last month Westinghouse Air Brake Co. announced its automatic control system, designed for public transit vehicles with
their own rights of way. The Westinghouse computer network,
also costly, would allow buses or trains to run at 100 miles
per hour with only 90 seconds headway between them.
One virtue of the automated roadway, of course, is that it
allows existing vehicles to use existing streets for local travel,
then hook onto the speedy trunk lines for longer hauls. Inventor William Alden has taken the idea a step further with his
StaRRcar (for Self Transit Rail and Road), a tiny compact
that can transform itself into a train. The StaRRcar (lower
right) putts along the streets just like a normal auto. But
when the driver wants to take the main line, he simply drives
up a ramp to a special track, pushes a button on his dashboard to set his course-and automatically joins a 60 mile
per hour train of other StaRRcars until he is automatically
ejected at the preselected exit.
In the end, however, metropolitan congestion may force
the opening of whole new transportation corridors through
use of new air and water vehicles like those shown opposite.
The helicopter already has attained popularity faster than did
the auto in its early days; the number of heliports in the
nation has doubled in the past two years and helicopter
"taxis" (as well as "buses") are in regular service. New York
and Seattle are experimenting with hydrofoils, the high-speed
ferry boats of tomorrow, and Buenos Aires has them in daily
use. Several prototypes of the GEM (ground effect machine)
have been built; it moves over land or sea on a bubble of
high pressure air, requiring no expensive rights of way. Even
the "Buck Rog(,,,,;" rocket pack is not such a wild dream, as
the planeless pilot at right can testify.-BERNARD P. SPRING
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True aiito-mobility: On RCA's test
track (top), a driver less car is
giiided along by impulses from
wires beneath the highway. Behind
it is an invisible "electronic tail,"
which woiild aiitomatically red'itce
the speed of a car following too
closely behind. StaRRcar model
(center) whips off its main track
onto an exit ramp, obeying electronic instructions. Left: artist's
conception of how a StaRRcar
system might look in Boston. The
light, narrow StaRRcar roadway
saves on both cost and land utilization, and can be undergroimd, surf ace, or elevated as shown here.
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Prospects for everyday vehicles of the futwre include the individual propulsion pack (1); "GEMs"
like Curtiss-Wright's Air-Car (2) and Britain's
Hovercraft ferry (3); the new Sikorsky S-64 helicopter carrying its detachable "people pod" ( 4);
the speedy Buenos Aili-es hydrofo·il ferry (5).
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NEEDED: A PROMPT END

TO THE OLD LUXURY
OF LIMITED THINKING

As the fine points of design are debated, as the computerized
methods of planning are refined, the construction of roads and
rails continues at an awesome pace. Huge new elements of
the urban landscape are being fixed for lifetimes to come
(Freeway Consultant Halprin points out that while many
of Rome's classic buildings are in ruins, the roads of the
Caesars remain, imposing their ancient pattern on the city).
In this rage to build, mistakes are bound to be made. So,
some planners are asking: "What's the rush?"
With the exception of congestion in the city core, they
argue, there is no element of the urban transportation problem that could not be held at bay a while. People somehow
manage to get to work and back, to take shopping trips,
weekend trips, vacation trips. It might not be a bad idea,
they say, to declare a hiatus on establishment of any new
urban transportation system until the city (to paraphrase
Louis Kahn) decides what it wants to be. To put it another
way, no permanent harm would be done by waiting until
the city, the state, and the federal governments get their
transportation policies in order.
This may well be good advice-at least it is a welcome
change from the endless exhortations to solve all of the nation's
urban problems now. But it has one serious flaw: if America
waits for the development of a clear decision-making structure and a coordinated transportation policy, it might well
wait forever.
A patchwork of inconsistency and obsolescence

In April, 1962, President Kennedy called on Congress to
establish "a more coordinated Federal transportation policy
and a less segmented approach." He painted a vivid picture
of the present situation: "A chaotic patchwork of inconsistent and often obsolete legislation and regulation has
evolved from a history of specific actions addressed to specific
industries at specific times." The national welfare, the President said, "requires the provision of good urban transportation, with the properly balanced use of private vehicles and
modem mass transport to help shape as well as serve urban
growth."
What came out of the President's message was a bill to
provide $500 million in subsidies and $500 million for federally guaranteed loans for development of urban mass
transit systems-a mouse compared to the elephantine sums
poured into federal highway aid. Even this modest bill was
trimmed and hedged and stalled by Congress (its fate may
have been settled by the time this is printed-the latest threat
is an anti-urban revolt of Southern Democrats in retaliation
for the Administration's civil rights program).
As for the "patchwork," it has been made slightly less
chaotic by a few Executive orders (and a laudable new spirit
of interdepartmental cooperation, such as that between
HHFA and the Bureau of Public Roads). But Congress is
still willing to vote millions upon millions in transportation
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subsidies without any clear and stated overall objectives.
If anything, the situation is even more chaotic closer to
home. Most state legislatures are even less concerned than
Congress with the niceties of transportation policy. Most
state highway departments have complete statutory authority
to put their roads where they please, and many cany on a
successful continuing fight against "diversion" of gas tax
money for long-range planning or for other modes of urban
transit. Most cities have "traffic commissioners" with no say
whatsoever about the actual transportation system which
creates the traffic they are supposed to control. And no metropolitan area in America has any meaningful degree of metropolitan government; even San Francisco's brand-new rapid
transit system, covering a three-county area, will be administered by an agency with sharply limited powers and no
control over the total transportation network.
Five parameters of transportation planning

This kind of structural confusion is likely to be with us
for a long time; it is one of the prices we pay for political
and economic freedom. Meanwhile, the pressures to build
now and worry later show no signs of abating. Together, these
two facts mean that it is no longer possible to indulge in the
luxury of limited thinking. The sins of the past have been
sins of omission-significant "parameters" have been left out,
as the computerists would say.
The previous articles, however, suggest five parameters that
must not be left out in the future:
1. The land-use objectives of the city and its surrounding
suburbs must determine the location of transportation corridors and, to some degree, the choice of transportation modes.
2. No one mode of transportaton can serve all of the needs
of the city. A balance must be struck between roads and rails,
based on a realistic assessment of the capabilities of each in
relation to the city's circulation patterns and planning goals.
3. The urban freeway must be tightly-and gracefullywoven into the fabric of the city (and also be consciously designed as a visual experience for the motorist).
4. No transportation art.ery should be aimed at the city
core without consideration of what to do with the people and
vehicles once they get there.
5. The new electronically aided methods of planning should
be used to the full extent of their development to sort and
structure the mass of information that goes into the formation
of transportation policy.
Perhaps the most hopeful sign today is that those concerned
with transportation planning are moving closer to agreement
on precepts such as these. Agreement alone is not enough, but
it is a necessary first step toward taking the ambivalence out
of the relationship between transportation and the cityand hastening the day when, in the President's words, transportation will "shape as well as serve urban growth." END

The new two-story headquarters
of the Automotive Life Insurance
Co. in New Orleans was intended
to be a sign, celebrating the company's recent and rapid rise to
local prominence. As a sign, this
romantic building is apparently a
huge success, particularly at night
when it glows like a lantern in its
dark, semi-residential neighborhood (below) . According to estimates, some 200 cars stop each
evening so their occupants can
stare in appreciation.
As architecture, however, the
building is somewhat less satisfy-

THREE OFFICE
BUILDINGS:
J.. VAULTING
IN LOUISIANA
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ther of which would have produced structural vaults. But, because local experience with new
concrete construction methods
lags behind other parts of the
country, making the vaults of
purely decorative plaster was the
least expensive method.
The building's single pavilion
form masks rather than expresses
the complexities within, complexities which are arranged in a wellorganized plan.
Entrance is
through the portico, then through
an ·exotic enclosed garden to a
two-story reception area at the
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The groined ~aults wh ich frame
the portico (photo opposite ; detail,
right) carry throiighout th e building in small .b ays 12 f eet square,
producing an intimate, human scale
-and executive offices which measure 24 f eet long (s ee plan, r ight}.

ing, despite good collaboration
between Architects Curtis & Davis
and their lighting consultant, Seymour Evans. The graceful groined
vaults, which spring from crossshaped precast columns to form
the handsome portico (opposite)
carry throughout the building in
small-scaled bays 12 feet square.
But the design loses a measure of
integrity because the vaults are
not structural, consisting instead
of plaster on a steel skeleton beneath a flat roof. The architects
did take alternate bids on precast
and poured-in-place concrete, ei-
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Incandescent uplights attached to office columns provide "sourceless" lighting. The form of the vaults however, is marred by downlights and grilles.

-

center (plan below, photos overleaf). Executive offices and conference rooms are laid out on
both sides of the central corridor
and are kept on the first floor to
facilitate contact between salesmen and the public; general office areas take up the second
floor. Horizontal expansion will
be achieved by the addition of
bays at the rear.
On the second floor, three distinct lighting systems were used
in an effort to keep the vaulted
ceiling uncluttered (the first floor
has a conventional hung ceiling

with ordinary recessed troffers ) .
General illumination levels of 68
foot candles in daytime and 45
foot candles at night are provided
with the help of pencil-thin incandescent quartz tubes about 5
inches long, which produce 500
watts in special uplight reflectors
attached to the columns at the
spring-line of the vaults (photo
opposite ) . Downlights recessed
into the vaults provide supplementary lighting. To prevent uncomfortable brightness ratios between the vaults and the side
_walls, fluorescent wall washers

Exotic interwr garden, behind the portico, adds to the general romance.

line the perimeter of the rooms.
The use of incandescent lighting for general office areas is almost unheard of today. They
were used here partly to achieve
a warmer quality of light, and
partly to minimize the size of the
light source. (Says Consultant
Evans: "Source is the enemy of
form.") With the uplights, the
source is about as unobtrusive as
possible. The recessed downlights,
however, do break up the pure
form of the vaults, which is
marred still more severely by the
linear air-conditioning grilles.

FACTS AND FIGURES

Head office building , Automotive
Life Insurance Co. , 4140 Canal
Street, New Orleans, La.
Architects: Curtis &. Davis. Engineers: Ogle- Rosenbohm &. Associates (structural), Leo S. Weil &.
Walter B. Moses, Inc. (mechanical,
electrical). Consultants: Seymour
Evans Associates, Inc. (lighting),
Worthington, Skilling, Helle &.
Jackson (structural). General contractor: Haase construction Co.
Structure: Steel frame with concrete slab floors.
Building area: 15,000 square feet.
Construction cost: $450,000 ($30
per square foot).

At the heart of the building is a balconied, two-story reception room.

PHOTOS: R.R. JOWETT
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THREE OFFICE BUILDINGS

2. PRECAST
PATTERNS
IN ONTARIO

With the new office building for
Imperial Oil, Ltd., Toronto's
planned community of Don Mills
continues to demonstrate that
commercial and industrial structures can make fine neighbors for
housing (FoRUM, Jan. '61).
The slim, 350-foot-long building is raised on a low podium
and in summer is screened from
the road by a grove of trees (opposite) . The top two office floors,
which extend one full bay beyond
a recessed base, are enclosed by
clear glass set into precast, exposed aggregate wall panels 5 feet

- - - - -

••• - . .

wide, and backed by extra-narrow
horizontal blinds (lower photo,
opposite). All corners are slightly
rounded off, softening the bold
pattern of the fac;ades.
Vertical circulation is provided
by an elevator at the off-center
lobby and by three stairs, one at
each end of the building and one
near the middle. A mechanical
core, rising from the basement
equipment area, ends on the roof
in two circular stacks.
The recessed ground floor,
walled in glass and plum-colored
brick, is devoted largely to a sim-

• - • • • . "J.. - 11 ·

pie entrance lobby and a 220-seat
cafeteria (photos below). On the
wall which separates the cafeteria
from its serving area: a photomural of wheeling gulls.
FACTS AND FIGURES

Office building, Imperial Oil, Ltd.,
Don Mills, Ontario.
Architects & Engineers: John B.
Parkin Associates. Landscape Architects: Sasaki, Strong & Associates. General contractor: Eastern
Construction Co.
Gross building area: 133,120 square
feet. Construction cost: $17.10 per
square foot (Canadian dollars;
$15.80 U.S.)
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Ground floor (opposite), is recessed 20 fe et beneath upper floors,
which are faced by precast wall
sections and clear glass shielded
by narrow horizontal blinds. Employee cafeteria (right) seats 220,
has photomural screening ser1Jice.
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THREE OFFIC E BUILDINGS

3. CRISP STEEL
AND BRICK
IN GEORGIA

As in the Toronto office shown on
preceding pages, the crisp good
taste of National Distributing
Co.'s new Atlanta office-plant
(wholesale liquor) sets it far
apart from most buildings of its
kind.
The two-story executive building, which has a small office floor
above a deeply recessed glass
lobby (lower photo, opposite),
is linked by a somewhat taller
elevator and stair tower to a onestory sales office building (upper
photo), which is in tum connected to the warehouse and bottling

plant (not visible in photos-see
plan below) .
The complex is severe but
colorful. Both office buildings are
of exposed steel, painted a dark
blue; the 18 by 23 foot bays are
infilled with panels of white
glazed brick. Walls of the stair
tower are lemon-yellow glazed
brick; those of the warehouse,
buff-colored concrete brick.
The one-story building has offices for the sales staff, a dining
room and kitchen, and a large
sales meeting and instruction
room with a stage at one end.

FACTS AND FIGURES

Regional offices, warehouse, and
bottling plant, National Distributing Co ., 1455 Ellsworth Industrial
Boulevard, Atlanta, Ga.
Architects :
Finch,
Alexander,
Barnes,
Rothschild,
&
Pascal.
E ngineers :
Hugh
F.
Fenlon
(structural), Lazenby &
Borum
(mechanical), Blakely-Daniels &
Associates
(electrical).
Interior
designer: Allan Ferry Designers.
General contractor: Newman & Co.
Gross building area (all three buildings): 50,656 square feet. Construction cost: $16.86 per square
foot
(office portion); $4.81
per
square foot (warehous.e).
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An exposed steel frame painted
dark bli;e, .panels of white glazed
brick, and a recessed lobby walled
in glass (opposit e), present a crisp
fai;;ade to visitors approaching
from the par Icing lot. Right: sales
meeting room with lectiire stage.
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LE CORBUSIER AT HARVARD: A DISASTER, OR A BOLD STEP FORWARD?
Ever since the Carpenter Center
for the Visual Arts opened at
Harvard some six months ago,
people have been arguing about
this extraordinary building designed by Le Corbusier-his first
in the U.S. The fallowing debate

the existing campus would have
started by trying to create another
small court, possibly off Quincy
Street, like this ( 4). And then try
a rectangular building no higher
than the Fogg next door.
B: Of course-the polite way, and
the dull way. What Corbu did
was much more valid.
M: How·?
B: First of all, he did relate it to
the Fogg in height. Second, he
followed the pattern of the diagonal walks that cross the old quadrangles ( 2, 3) and dramatized
them with his diagonal entrance
ramp that shoots up to the third
floor. And, finally, he related the
building just as much to the
future campus as to the past-by
making it suggest an expanding
university, something that is bound
to grow beyond its present limits.
A: That's quite a rationalization!
That diagonal ramp relates no
more to the diagonal paths on the
campus than the brises soleil relate to the Fogg. In fact, the ramp
is dramatic to start with, and then
turns into a monumental anticlimax. You start up the ramp and
you feel like Hannibal crossing the
Alps; but then you get to the top
( 5), and you expect to see all of
Italy spread out at your feet-but
all you see is Prescott Street!

is a fictitious reconstruction of
some of these arguments; any resemblance of the imaginary participants to actual persons living
or dead (as the saying goes) is
entirely coincidental.-P.B.
Moderator; Well, here we are,
and there it is ( 1). What do you
think?
Participant A: The thing 1s
monstrous-a major disaster in
American architecture.
Participant B: Nonsense! It's the
best thing that's happened to this
campus in a long time. The best
thing that's happened to the students!
M: Please explain yourselves.
A: Well, to start with it's a disas·
ter in terms of urban design.
You've got to rt"member that Jose
Luis Sert, who runs the school at
Harvard, and whose architectural
firm executed the building for Cor·
bu, likes to say that a university
campus is a kind of laboratory for
urban design. Just look at this
mess: here is a campus with a def.
inite pattern-quadrangles that
open to one another, rectangular
buildings, and so on ( 2 )-and
Corbu deliberately violates the
pattern and plunks this strange object smack into the middle of a
perfectly fine setting. There was
no excuse for violating the pattern. This building is just Corbu's
revenge against America!
B: You're completely wrong-the
building does relate to the Harvard pattern. But in a much more
subtle way than most architects
would have tried to relate it.
How would you have done it?
A: Anyone with any respect for
3
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LE CORBUSIER AT HARVARD

B: Of course-but the campus
will expand, and this ramp will
become a gateway to the future
campus.
Anyway, there is something else
about the way Corbu related the
building to its suroundings. You
look at the plan, and it is a sort
of square, with two banjo-shaped
"ears" added to it ( 6). The square
is askew, just as in an early Cubist
painting, creating powerful tensions at the comers that nearly
touch the neighboring buildings.
One of the skylights inside the
building has that same "twist"
to it-a very typical and powerful Cubist mannerism ( 7).

6

thought it needed a Visual Arts
Center, and it had a little bit of
land left over ...
M: Admittedly, the site is pretty
terrible.
A: ... and so the University just
let him think up something that
would fill this rather vague bill.
B: Oh, I don't know! What is a
Visual Arts Center for undergraduates, anyway? Shouldn't it be
something - above all - that will
shake them up, give them an entirely new perspective on life? You
may not like this building, but you
can't deny that it is stirring up
quite a bit of controversy. Can you
think of any other 76-year-old
man who has recently go t the Harvard undergraduates so worked
up? Isn't that what education
ought to do?
A: It's one of the things, perhaps,
but it isn't the most important
one. Look around you-has America ever been such a mess as it is
today? Shouldn't a university set
an example of a more civilized
kind of order? If all you're trying
to do is get the undergraduates
stirred up, you can send them
down to New Jersey's Route 22!

A: That's just it-the Arts Center
is a mishmash of left-over, warmedover Corbu : a bit of Cubist painting ( 8), a few details from the
Mill Owners' Building at Ahmedabad ( 9), plus a dash of brutalism. The trouble is, there really
was no program for the building,
and it shows.
M: No program?
A: Well, Harvard thought it wanted a building by Corbu, and it
9
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In any case, I don' t think the Arts
Center is all that great as a piece
of architecture.
M: Why, what's wrong with it?
A: It isn't very good Corbu. Take
a look, some time, at his European
or Indian buildings - where the
concrete is really brutal, or really
polished, and the glass is set right
into the concrete ( 10 ), not into
metal frames from a store-front
catalogue, the way it was done
here in several p laces. The building just isn't detailed the way
other Corbu buildings have been
detailed-it looks like a caricature
of a real Corbu building ( 11 ) .
B: Okay, maybe you can't beat
American codes and practices and
all that. But the spaces, the rooms
-like that open space in the center of the building ( 12 ), and the
way it relates to the studios and
workshops on either side-there's
nothing inferior about any of that.
Or take the studios : you know
what a polite architect would have
done? He would have built polite
studios. But Corbu, who is a painter and sculptor, too, knows that
you have to have a stimulating,
off-beat, rude space to work in.
That's what he produced.
A: A rude space and a rude building that jostles its neighbors in a

kind of everlasting "rumble."
M: Well, there are lots of trees
all around.
A: Thank heaven for that! And
the big scale of the Arts Center, next to the small scale of

!2

u
13

the buildings next door. Is that
supposed to relate?
B: Strangely enough-yes. Since
you really can't do a modern building today with double-hung windows and little window panes,
Corbu did the next best thing-he
used irregular vertical divisions
( 13), spaced according to the
Modular scale, and these are remarkably close in scale to the little window panes of the Fogg.
A: But what about the huge brises
soleil (14)-and in a Massachusetts climate, too?
B: Brises soleil don't just keep out
the sun. They also give you reflected and diffused light, which is
what painters and sculptors like.
And they do something else: each
view out of a studio is divided into
frames of different size and proportions ( 15), making a sort of
collage of the surroundings, instead of one, great, big, bland view
that gets very tiresome after a few
minutes.
M: Anyway, here it is, right next
to the Graduate School of Design.
What do you think its effect will
be on future architectural students
at Harvard?
A: It will confuse them even more
than they are now.
B: Good! Any student who is not
confused is a stuffed shirt before
his time. Let them be confused,
bothered, and disturbed! It will
make them ask questions, and it
will force their teachers to try and
answer those questions. Modern
architecture is just another academy nowadays, and the trouble
with the schools is that the students and the faculty are in perfect agreement about everything. I
hope-for the sake of the students
-that this building will sow discontent.
M: May I say something?
A & B: If you must.
M: Thank you both.
END
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SYMBOL FOR SAVINGS: MASSIVE PIERS AND A MIGHTY CONCRETE GRID
In the glittering commercial
jumble of most American suburbs
these days, it takes more than
architectural exhibitionism to register an impression-especially in
Los Angeles, where galloping rooflines and sugary grilles are commonplace to motorists struggling
along mile after miracle mile.
Like some modern businessmen
who have given it a little thought,
the officers of the Great Western
Savings & Loan Association realized this; they wanted a sense of
dignity as well as showmanship
in their building program. So they
Arch itectural Forum / October 1963

called on the San Francisco office
of Architects Skidmore, Owings
& Merrill to give it to them in
a new prototype branch office for
Gardena, Calif. The result, Miesian in elevation and Corbusian
in profile, goes beyond a bank teller's most extravagant dreams.
The building is all roof and
piers-a burly concrete space
frame 112 feet on a side--which
looms stunningly yet quietly
among flashier neighbors on the
street. Set well back within its
shade is a single banking room
80 feet square, enclosed in glass.

Customers approach from the
street corner, or from a parking
lot on the other side, ascending
shallow steps between pairs of
low, offset walls (plan above).
The walls are subtle "blinders":
once on the podium of red quarry
tile that carries indoors, the visitor is in a pavilion garden,
shielded from views of the busy
corner, the parking lot, and more
suburban chaos at the rear.
Inside, the big room accommodates an arc of counters at the
back, from which any teller can
easily step into a protruding booth

to serve drive-in customers at the
rear. In the center, two checkwriting counters flank a stairwell
which leads to a basement containing a conference room, employees' lounge, washrooms, and
air-conditioning equipment.
In the front of the building is
the loan officers' carpeted platform, which has the only full, yet
still controlled, view of the street.
Though the roof is visible for
blocks around, it is only here
that the whole structure and its
interior are strikingly revealed to
the passerby (photo overleaf) .
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The great roof of Great Western's

Gardena branch, its 8-foot coffers
lighted at dusk, floats 20 feet
above the glassy banking space on
eight slim but massive piers. At

Arohitectural Forum / October 1963

the 7-foot level, a line of precast posts and lintels echoes the
roof and establishes a sense of
scale. A retaining wall and lawn
separate the building and street.
111
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ULTIMATE EXPANSION

The big roof: a structure designed for variation and expansion, e,ngineered with a computer's help
Great Western's giant eggcrate,
cast in place, is 4 feet deep, spans
96 feet clear over the banking
room between "bedstead" piers.
The roof, simple as it might
look, had to be designed for vertical load stresses by means of a
computer program, which stated
for each rib intersection: 1 ) the
rib rotation, 2) the direct bending
moment, 3) the torsional moment, 4) the joint deflection.
The computer was especially
helpful in calculating the proper
configuration for the post-tensioning tendons draped within the
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beams in both directions. The
program also studied how the
roof could be varied down to a
6-foot module or up to a 10-foot
module if the prototype branch
were repeated at a different size
in another location. (The prototype was also designed so that
it could be built as a single initial
unit, then simply doubled in size.)
For earthquake protection, the
eight piers were designed as vertically cantilevered shear walls,
held with fixed "pins" at the base,
movable ones at the top (these
pins seem to be by now almost an

SOM trademark). Each inner pin
at the top is a ball-and-socket
joint that can rotate in any direction; each outer pin allows
vertical movement only. The
greater vertical load taken by the
inner pins is transmitted to big
bell-bottom caissons (see section).
Structural finishes can be seen
in the photograph opposite. Jacking pockets for the tendons were
grouted and left as pairs of recessed fascia medallions. Similarly, ends of tie rods in the boardformed piers were aligned as
pattern, fitted with recessed caps.

FACTS AND FIGURES

Gardena Office, Great W estern
Savin g s &. Loan As s oc iati on, Garde na, Calif.
Arc hitects : Skidmore, Owin gs &.
Me rrill a nd Rob e rt E, Alexan der
Asso ciates , a s s ociated architects
(John 0. Merrill, partner in charge;
Walte r H. Costa, project mana ger;
Paffard Clay, .project des ign e r).
Engineers: Skidmore, Owings &.
Merrill. General contractor: Encino
Construction Co.
Build ing area: 12,800 square feet
(within glass line; 6,400 square feet
on main floor, same in basement).
Construction cost: $540,000 ($33 per
square foot, incl. terrace area ,
parking; excl. furnishings, f ee s).

EDITORt1S NOTE

SCIENCE OF SETTl.EMENT

They have been coming back all
fired up. They have a new vision.
They are the people who joined
the fabulous July cruise through
the blue Aegean that was organized by the Greek planner Constantinos Doxiadis and that embraced people in a wide range of
occupations, including mortgage
banking- Stewart Bates of Canada's Central Mortage and Housing Corp. Others came from still
other continents and were as
diverse as Britain's Baribara Ward
Jackson, economist from Britain,
our Buckminster Fuller, and Sir
Robert Matthew, Scottish president of the Royal Institute of
British Architects. Best known to
this writer : Edmund Bacon, executive director of the Philadelphia
Planning Commission.
There were 20 signers in all,
of a summing-up declarationthe Declaration of Delos. It said
essentially that there has to be a
science of human settlement. Presumably it meant an art too.
Some joked afterwards that foxy
Doxi, whose pronouncements on
ekistics the "declaration" resembles, got a good many more
signatures after it was suggested
that there would be a follow-up
cruise next year for true believers.
But without a doubt there was a
strong co.nsensus anyway.
The prologue can scarcely be
disputed. Like FoRUM's well
known blast of September 1956
on the approaching "crisis in
city pattern" in the U .S. owing
to new babies and new automobiles, the Declaration of Delos
spoke of an expected world-wide
rise within 40 years to 7 billion

population, and of construction
for the next 40 years exceeding
all urban construction hitherto
throughout history.
Before taking those figures cold
one would like to be sure that the
mistake was not repeated which
was made in some accounts of
FoRuM's story. The depreciated value of existing construction
was mistaken for the measure of
its structural volume, which is
something different and larger.
Nevertheless the human settlement problem grows in a frightening way, and the forms that
cities are taking are still more
frightening.
It's more difficult to put human
settlement values on a "scientific"
basis than to decide what is good
for people in health and nutrition.
What Mumford has called the
"culture" of cities is involved no
less than physical survival, and,
in decisions what to do, art must
aid science. Still, as they said at
Delos, "We are the citizens of a
world-wide city, threatened by its
own torrential expansion, and at
this level our concern and commitment is for man himself."
WHO IS MAH?

Some question remains of who
and what is man in this context.
Generally speaking he seems to be
a datum to be studied, like an
animal species whose ecology is
under survey. In general, nice
things are said about man in the
course of the ekistics document,
but here and there the inferences
are startling. Thus we read that
"his participation is essential in
framing his own environment"one of those assertions which

By white Aegean towns (below), planners talked of uglier tasks (above)
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seem so self-evident on the surface that the question is, why
bring it up unless a special meaning is intended? And in this case
the real meaning seems to be,
"Man's participation with us experts in framing his own environment is essential and permitted."
All of us in this "democratic"
age have the feeling that we are
being managed more than ever,
and this emerges out of published
discussions in the excellent Ekistics magazine, put out by Doxiadis. Thus Margaret Mead declares that "purposive, controlled
cultural change" underlies the
"help" being given by industrialized countries to less advanced
countries- an idea which is, she
says, less than 20 years old. Her
own doubts seem to cluster less
around the desirability of this
purpose than around the clumsiness with which such progress is
organized.
An old hand is likely to be
a bit abashed at the wholesale
manipulation of people, and to
ask more of a study of what
they are doing that might be
smarter than what learned people
are doing. For example, under
the immediate situation, a R io
de Janeiro "f avela" seems like
smarter housing for poor people
than anything that American
foundations have yet sponsored!
Our new life is popularly
shaped, i.e. by "man." All of
Roadtown, good and bad, has
been popular, from tourist rooms
in homes, to tourist cabins, to elaborate motels, to shopping centers,
outlying factories, and general dispersion. So too are new jazz
rhythms in music, so slow to enter architecture.
Maybe we have quite a bit to
learn from "man" all around us,
and not only from excavations,
before "superior" ideas are tried
out on him. Once upon a time

it was thought respectable to plan
so that things happened well
which people wanted to have
happen anyhow.
It's a delicate interrelationship.
BABY CULTURE

At the age of three, Gargantua,
the giant baby, was said to have
made for himself a nag from the
beam of a wine press, and a
mule out of a great oak, but
never a cup from an industrial
water tank. As for giant Paul
Bunyan, young or old he probably just sucked up rivers when
thirsty. Somebody else in the way
of an oversized baby must have
left stranded the big cup shown

here, in the v1cm1ty of Holmdel,
N. J . It clutters the landscape
there. Although all of this was no
doubt forgetfulness after a round
of good clean baby fun, the parents should be called upon to
clean up the place now for us
ordinary-sized people to get
around in-not a nursery.

"THE BEST FAVOR OUR ARCHITECTS ever did us was to recommend total electric design," say
owners Harry Kuhn (left) and Kermit Paxton on balcony overlooking their new motel.

"TOTAL ELECTRIC DESIGN MEANS EFFICIENCY AND
SAVINGS IN MODERN MOTEL CONSTRUCTION"
Harry Kuhn and Kermit Paxton, owners of the Lincoln
Motor Lodge, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, report on the
advantages of using flameless electricity as a single
source of energy for all heating, cooling, water heating,
and lighting.
"When I talk about the benefits of total electric construction," says Harry Kuhn, "I'm speaking as a man who
used to own a motel that wasn't total electric. So I can really
appreciate the difference!
"Take our heating and cooling set-up, for example. In
each room here we have individual electric baseboard units
and through-the-wall electric air conditioners. This is the
ideal-and economical!-combination for year-round comfort, and it also eliminates the possibility of a central system failure that could cause a total shutdown.
"Another thing I like is our 7-unit electric water heating
system. By locating electric water heaters at the main
points of use, we were able to do away with a central boiler
room and inefficient long pipe runs. With this arrangement,
we literally have a never-ending supply of hot water."
"Something else that's important," adds partner Kermit
Paxton, "is the large savings on maintenance and installation that we realized by going total electric. Why, on heating equipment alone, co-ordinated planning by our architects, project designer, and electric utility company saved
, us more than $5000 and when you figure that kind of money
over a few years at, say 53 , it really adds up. All in all,

I'd say that Harry and I are pretty grateful to the people
who suggested we look into the advantages of a total electric design."
For architects and consulting engineers, total electric
construction offers the modern method of combining heating, cooling, water heating, and lighting into one efficient
operation using a single source of energy. If you are interested in how it can help you in the design of commercial
and industrial buildings, cont act your local electric utility
company. They will welcome the opportunity to work
with you.

BUILD BETTER ELECTRICALLY
Edison Electric Institute, 750 Third Avenue, New York 17

COMPACT ELECTRIC BASEBOARD UNITS like this provide clean, even
heat, materially reduce housekeeping costs.

You can do almost anything
with @) AmBridge
Coordinated Building Components
Many architects combine AmBridge Components
with traditional materials to achieve a clean,
modern effect at relatively low cost. Others, however, build with AmBridge Components alone
because our "family of components" is so com·
plete. Architectural flexibility, plus engineering
efficiency and economy, are built into AmBridge
Building Components.
AmBridge Coordinated Building Components are
precision-fabricated. They are naturally usable as
individual products, but better yet as a coordi·
nated system of steel frame, curtain wall, parti·
tion, joist and deck construction all fabricated by
American Bridge. The system is simple and fast to
assemble-because every component fits perfectly. Biggest use so far for the AmBridge family
of components is schools (where costs are often
13-18% less than average), but AmBridge Components have also been used successfully fo r
power plant, bank, warehouse, laboratory and
office bu ildings. Architects find that AmBridge
Components readily lend themselves to the most
modern modular design practices.
(A) USS AmBridge Curtainwall systems are available with exterior faces in a choice of 47 colors
recommended by the Porcelain Enamel Institute;
in 28 baked enamel colors, or in stainless steel.
Interior surfaces are fully finished with vinyl (at
no extra cost to you) or baked enamel to match or
harmonize with the partitions. The steel panels
are normally designed to a 4-ft. module and run
continuously outside the columns. Standard
panels are available in 1· 2· and 3-story heights.
Panel frame members are cold formed galvanized
steel . Face sheets are mechanically attached to
the structural frame. Heat transfer is controlled
with thermal breaks which prevent a thru-metal
condition. Because the glass fiber insulation is
held away from the exterior face by stainless steel
clips, the panel is free to breathe, thereby mini·
mizing condensation. AmBridge walls are so thin
compared to masonry construction that you gain
about 5% usable floor space. Yet the walls provide a tested thermal " U" factor of .168 that assures comfortable temperatures at reasonable
cost.
( B) Sash are high quality 2" monumental projected or fixed-type, of stainless steel or aluminum . Vertical or horizontal sliding sash are opt ional.
(C) Exterior Battens are extruded metal sections
with provisions for mechanical attachment w ith·
out drilling. Battens are fitted with shop-applied
neoprene gaskets that permit expansion or contraction while keeping joints weathertight. Custom-designed covers permit aesthetic variation in
stainless steel, po rcelain enamel finish or special
extruded shapes.

(D) USS AmBridge Open Web Steel Joists support
floors and roof. Joist and framing details have
been designed to adapt to any specific load requirements. Like all AmBridge Coordinated Structural Components, joists meet specifications of
the SJI , ASW, AISC and AISI latest adoptions.
(E) Leave-in -place light-gage Steel Floor Forms
provide support during cure for the poured con·
crete floor.
(F) Steel Roof Deck specifically engineered to the
structural requirements permits all-weather instal·
lation, receives insulation for built-up roofing and
supports roof loads.
(G) USS AmBridge Partitions, like our curtainwall
interiors, are available in six pastel vinyl fin ishes
that cost no more than our 28 baked enamel
colors. Both finishes are applied under factorycontrolled conditions. Mild detergents easily keep
surfaces clean and new-looking. The panels incorporate a cold-rolled steel channel frame with face
sheets attached to each side. Partitions are insulated with glass fiber, and although only 21,4"
thick, they provide excellent acoustical values.
Test results show an attenuation of 45 decibels
or more from room to room. Partitions are easily
movable (just unbolt), to permit alteration of
room size with minimum disturbance and cost.
Interior battens are flush with the partition and
are easily removable for simplified wiring.
(H) USS AmBridge Steel Doors with a corrosion·
resistant polyurethane foam core are supplied as
an integral part of exterior and interior panels. All
doo rs are complete with pressed steel frames and
hardware, baked enamel finish, and can be furnished with lights and/ or louvers. Neoprene
weather-stripping is furnished on all exterior
doors to assu re a storm-tight seal. Hardware of
the finest quality approved by the architect-such
as lock sets, closers, panic bars, and kick plates in
various finishes-can be installed under supervision of experienced American Bridge personnel.
(I) Square or rectangular Tubular Columns are
offered for ma ximum economy of section .
In order to insu re single contract responsibility,
Amer ican Bridge can provide experienced erect ion crews. We 'd like to give you more informat ion. For our free full-color booklet, write to American Bridge Division , United States Steel, Room
1840, 525 Will iam Penn Place, Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania 15230. USS and AmBridge are registered trademarks.

American Bridge ~
Division of
United States Steel
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AGELESS ... BECAUSE IT'S STAINLESS

Architects: Shreve, Lamb and Harmon Associates, New York, New York
General Contractor: Turner Construction Company , New York, New York
Stainless Steel Fabricator: Moynahan Bronze Company, Flat Rock, Michigan

Where stainless steel cost only 63 more: United Engineering Center, New York City
The metal on this soaring curtain wall is
nickel stainless steel. It cost only 6% more
than the low curtain wall bid in another
architectural metal . . . less than 1% more
based on the total cost of the building.
How? The architects designed the build·
ing for stainless steel from the beginning.
They carefully detailed the mullions and
column covers in light, economical gauges
made possible by stainless steel's excep·
tionally high strength and rigidity. They

chose No. 4 polished finish stainless for
mullions and windows and a newly devel·
oped architectural matte finish for the
24" wide column covers.
The owners, United Engineering Trustees,
lnc.-people who know materials and
value-preferred a stainless steel exterior
and readily accepted the small additional
cost. They knew that a 6% premium for
stainless steel's greater strength, resist·
ance to New York's corrosive atmosphere,
and much lower expansion -contraction

rate was well worthwhile in the interest
of long-term economy and maintenance.
If you're interested in practical design
information on curtain walls, windows,
entrances or flashings of nickel stainless
steel, or for assistance with specific problems, write to:

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC.
A

67 Wall Street<'~.~~> New York 5, N. Y.

NICKEL. .. its contribution is QUALITY

•

The home
where IOO people dial
their climate on
Zoneline Heat Pumps
Wychmere Nursing Home, Mem ph is, Tenn.

How do you keep 100 residents of a nursing home never
co ld all year round?
At Wychmere Nursing Center, co-owner Bob Pugh
answered the question with General Electric Zoneline
Heat Pumps .
" The prime concern here is for the patient," says
owner Pugh . " We get a broad temperat ure sp read in
Memphis. Anywhere from zero to the low hundreds.
Plenty of humidity, too . The Zo ne line Heat Pumps allow
us to fit the room te mperature to the needs of the person who's stayi ng in it. They do it quiet ly. Th ey do it
economically, no matter what condit ion s are outside .
There are times when the Zoneline Heat Pumps are
cooling on one side of t he building and heat ing on the

too hot, never too
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other. In th e mo rnin g and early even ing, for example.
You ca n't beat that for flex ibility . Our people are very
pleased wit h th em . So am I. I am using th em in a si mi lar
project at Knoxv ill e, Tenn .
" Only th ere, I'm using twice as many."
More and more builders and owners are discove rin g
the fle xi bility and economy offered by G-E Zoneline
heating and coo lin g. How about you? Write Room Air
Conditioning Department, Genera l El ectric Company,
App li ance Park, Lo uisvi ll e 1, Kentucky .

"R-ogress Is Ovr Mosf lmporlanf Protlvcf

GENERAL. ELECTRIC
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the water cooler with
~OMPLETE VERSATILITY
of APPLICATION

Hager introduces

a strikingly beautiful new hinge

MODELE

~~WALL-TEMP'~
byTEMPRITE
For numerous good reasons, make it a point to include the versatile "Wall-Temp" refrigerated water cooler in your building
specs . 0 Three models will accommodate the majority of commercial, institutional , or industrial applications. O A remote
connection lets you plan for an economical extra cold water bubbler outlet. 0 Mount the "Wall-Temp" at convenient lower heights
for children, where required - or use Temprite's small auxiliary
fountain, mounted adjacent to the
MANUFACTURED BY
"Wall-Temp:' OThere's a full19"of
floor clearance beneath the cooler
for ease of floor maintenance.

TEMPRITE
PRODUCTS

See "Wal/brook" and other Temprite water
coolers in Sweets Architectural and Industrial construction fi les .. .or write for catalog .
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CORPORATION
East Maple Road
Birmingham, Michigan

This daring departure from the conventional smooth hinge brings
architects new design range in decorator-inspired door hardware.
The random-pattern surface, in modified bas relief, suggests
hand-ha mmered metal or a fabric finish of brocatelle . Application is indicated where lu xurious installations require rich
accents tastefully ornamental. Modele offers a choice of fourteen different finishes including bright or satin tones of silver,
gold , iron, brass, and bronze . Custom finishes also available.
The selection includes all popular sizes with plain or ball bearings.
HAGER HINGE CO., ST. LOUIS 4 , MO.

Hager creates for the Ornatologist
Where luxury is projected by traditional design , orna mentation must be rigidly disciplined . Architects who
avoid ostentation yet make full use of the design
freedom allowed deserve special identification . We ca ll
them ornatologists and ent rust the use of the obviously
artistic Modele Hinge to t heir discerning judgment.
This new hinge from Hager in a choice of rich fin ishes
carries impeccable taste right to the doorway of traqi tional interiors. HAGER HINGE CO., ST. LOUIS 4, MO.

Everything Hinges on Hager

ABROAD

ITAl.IAN CAMP. The Montechiaro
camp and school at Cesana Torinese lies low and neat in contrast
with its soaring Alpine setting.
A competition-winning design by
Architect Renato Severino for an
all-steel structure, the compact
building accommodates 250 children of Italsider steel employees.
A teachers' penthouse tops 16
dormitories, all amply lighted by
setback balconies (above) .

ENGl.ISH FLATS (below) . Pilotis,
vaults, and other Corbusian overtones are dominant features in
these London apartment blocks
designed by Chamberlin, Powell
& Bon. Three new buildings, each
featuring different apartment
types, complete housing for 1,400
inhabitants in the vast Golden
Lane Estate. The entire complex

is based on a scheme by the same
architects which won a 1952 open
competition. All buildings are of
load-bearing brick construction
with concrete slab floors. Ground
floor shops and a pub are included in the block of two-room
flats (left). Adjacent is a six-story
building (right) with 72 efficiency
apartments.

~
!

SWISS CHURCH. The tentlike form
of St. Paul's Catholic Church
near Zurich (above ) is not only
a handsome solution to a narrow
and irregular village site ; it is
also a deliberate reminder by
Architect Justus Dahinden that
St. Paul was a tentmaker. Untreated concrete and larch wood
create an exterior harmony ;
glazed strips just below the roof
add an airy touch to the fa<;:ad e
while providing a natural light
source inside (right ).
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TYROLEAN SKI JUMP. The scene
below, in Innsbruck, Austria, was
once the site of a bloody battle
during the Napoleonic Wars.
Today it is being transformed
into a ski-jump stadium for the
1964 Winter Olympic Games. Architect Heini Klopfer, with En-

gineers Andreas Peyer! and Oskar
Heinz, has created an amphitheater around a hill with a maximum jump of 310 feet. Sixty
thousand spectators will watch
from concrete bleachers, most of
which are located opposite the
average jumper's landing point.

SWEDISH CHURCH. Architect Sigurd Lewerentz was so careful in
building his Bjorkhagen Church
near Stockholm that he made
bricklayers practice on a small
behive structure (left in upper
photo) before allowing them to

To create
a varied urban scene in Ludwigshafen's Edigheim Quarter, Architects Josef Lehmbrock and
Wilhelm Tiedje studied 36 different housing types. This 21story apartment house with balconied fac;ade (above) is one of
three finally chosen and built for
employees of BASF, a chemical
concern. Tower apartments have
one or two rooms with an intricate corridor layout (see plan).
GERMAN APARTMENTS.
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begin on the main church. Set in
a silver birch grove, the curves of
the sculptured walls are broken
periodically by unframed windows and doors set directly into
the brickwork. Inside, simple
pews face a tapestried altar.

CANADIAN SWINE HALL. An exhibit center with a white-collar
look (above) at Toronto's national fair grounds actually holds
324 swine pens and 400 sheep enclosures for annual livestock
shows. Pressed metal and plywood pens (right) are arranged
inside in horizontal rows but are
demountable. The hall itself is an
exposed reinforced concrete frame
infilled with buff brick. Architects: John B. Parkin Associates;
Earle C. Morgan.
EN~
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where the hardware schedule is complex,

this man specifies ... assured of

EXPERIENCED ORDER ANALYSIS
He knows that his GJ catalog offers a wide variety from
which to make his choice. If there is a problem he welcomes the
help of his Glynn-Johnson representative- assured of the most
effective door control, plus the right finish and material.
And, finally, he knows that his order is analyzed by GJ
-~~~
engineers, is filled accurately to specification and
delivered on time.
This man expects and gets the help he needs

~'

fromGJ.

~

GJ hardware is built

to

endure .. . and LOOKS it .

'\~/2?11 .Qbc~~~~~,~~411
GLYNN· JOHNSON CORPORATION/4422
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no. tavenswood avenue· chicago 40, illinois

Booster Pumps

Package Liquid Coolers

Refrigeration Compressors

Centrifugal Pumps

Air conditioning
in the Vatican by
B&G® Package Liquid Coolers
The choice of B&G Package Liquid Coolers to air condition both a five-century old
tower within the Vatican. walls and the Palazzo dei Propilei reflects the outstanding
value offered by these units.
Many special features are incorporated which in similar products are "extras" ; or
not available at all. A particularly notable feature is the compressor-a unit precisely engineered and built . .. basically superior because it is basically simpler.
The B&G Package Liquid Cooler can be specified for a wide variety of applications ...
either as a separate space cooling unit ... or in combination with a forced hot water
system . .. or for the numerous industrial processes requiring controlled cooling of materials. All major parts are designed, manufactured and guaranteed by B&G ... one responsibility for the entire package!

BELL & GOSSETT

AMERICA'S MOST

Heat Exchangers

DEPENDABLE LINE

c

OF HEATING AND
AIR CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENT

Oil-less Air Compressors
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AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION DIVISION

Dept. HT62, Morton Grove, Illinois
Canadian L icensee: S. A . Armstrong, Ltd., 1400 O'Connor Drive, Toronto 16, Ontario
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A WIDE STILE, HEAVY DUTY

SCHOOL ENTRANCE DO
at a price that saves up to 30% on each unit
New"PACKAGED UNIT" in 2 standard sizes includes sturdy,
4" wide stile aluminum entrance door complete with Von
Duprin panic device, cylinder lock, 4" frame and transom,
aluminum threshold, 3 butt hinges and attractive pull

Here's how you can help keep down school building
costs without cheapening the construction. As you
plan new buildings be sure you detail and specify
Cupples "Packaged School Door Units."
This is not a cheap, lightweight door designed down
to a price.No sir, it's a rugged, heavy duty, wide stile
entrance door, designed and constructed to withstand the tough demands of school use. It has 4"
wide stiles,6"high bottom rail; takes %"plate glass;
frame with transom up to 10'2" in height; comes
complete with Von Duprin rim type panic device,
master control cylinder lock, aluminum threshold,

three butt hinges and attractive outside pull handle.
It's a door that will satisfy your toughest assignment. And, what's more, when compared with equal
quality wide stile doors, this Cupples "Packaged
School Door Unit" saves you approximately $75 to
$100oneach unit.
How do we do it? Simple. We offer this standard
door package in. only two sizes (36" and 42") - No
specials - No exceptions. This standardization reduces our costs and we pass the savings on to you.
Write today for complete information and details.
Address Dept. AF 6310.

CUPPLES PRODUCTS CORPORATION
A Division of Aluminum Company of America

DOWAGIAC, MICHIGAN • CORONA, CALIFORNIA
Warehouses at Dallas, Texas and Spring Valley, N. Y.

ALCOA
-------....::r------------------~
~

CU PPL.ES PRODUCTS DIVISION

A complete line of custom and standard doors, store front metal, cus·
tom and stock curtain walls, stock projected windows, stock and special
sliding glass doors. All Alumilited finishes are bonded and guaranteed.

ST. LOUIS. MO.
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FOR
A BETTER
LOOKING
BUILDING
-JUST PULL!
Flexalum Twi·nighter venetians
-with the exclusive 11 sky·
scraper" option - protect the
good lines you design into a
building. Flexalum Twi-nighters
adjust to three pre-set posi·
tions. None of that all-over-the·

place look. The Seagram Build·
ing, New York, uses over a
thousand Twi-nighters, all with
this special pre-set feature.
Other Twi-nighter advantages:
Aluminum slats provide ther·
mal control of sunny windows-

protect air-conditioning equip·
ment against overloads. 5-year
guarantee, bonded by Conti·
nental Casualty Co., includes
labor and materials. Write us
for complete details on this and
other special purpose blinds.

Bridgeport Brass Company, Hunter Douglas Division, 30 Grand Street, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.
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PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
gives you LONG SPAN FLEXIBILITY with
the ECONOMY OF CONCRETE in multi-story buildings
Every day, in project after project, concrete is proving to be the most economical material
for multi-story buildings. This inherent economy and the ability of prestressed concrete to
span long distances gives you the freedom you need to design buildings that meet today's
requirements-and still keep within tight budgets. With longer spans columns are eliminated
and costly remodeling or obsolescence is thus avoided when changes in interior arrangements
are required. Many successful framing techniques have been developed. The buildings above
·represent a wide variety of structural concepts using prestressed concrete.
.1-Capp Towers Motor Motel, Minneapolis. Arch itects:
Ackerberg & Asso. Engineers: Ross Bryan. 2-First
Federal Savings & Loan Association Buildin g, Atlanta.
Architects: Tomberlin-Sheetz. Engineers: Chastain and
Tindel. 3-Grosvenor House, Winnipeg. Architects : liblings, Michener & Asso. Engineers: Cazaly Asso. 4American Republic Insuran ce Build ing, Des Moines. Archi ·
tects: Skidmore, Owings and Merrill. Engineers: Paul
Weidlinger & Asso. 5-Ala Moana Building, Honolulu.
Architects: John Graham & Co. Engineers: Alfred A. Yee

& Asso. 6-Charlottetown Office Building, Charlotte,
N. C. Architects: A.G. Odell, Jr. & Asso. Engineers: A. K.
Durbachs. 7-Exhibition and Parking Facility, San Diego.
Architects ' Engineers: Tucker, Sadler & Bennett. 8Doctors Building, New Haven. Architects-Engineers:
Westcott & Mapes. 9-Toronto Parkway Vocational
School, Toronto. Architects: R. P. G. Pennington. Engineers: K. H. Hatch . For information on framing systems,

spans or connections on any of the buildings illustrated,
write the Prestressed Concrete Institute.

Illustrated is just one of
many methods of assembly
of precast elements used
in multiple story construction. Cast-in-place concrete
is used to complete the
connection.

WRITE FOR description of publications available-and for information on PC/ Professional Membership.

PRESTRESSED CONCRETE INSTITUTE
205

W. WACKER
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Holiday Inn East, Ind ianapolis-using Vitralume in four colors. Architects: Fleck,
Quebe & Reid, Indianapolis. Contractor: A. V. Stackhouse Co., Indianapolis.
Robertson Qualified Service Dealer: Crown-Corr Co ., Highland, Ind.

for Good Looks, Long Life
and Lowest Upkeep ...

ROBERTSON VITRALUME
(porcelain on Reynolds Aluminum)

Before-and-after views of Sears, Roebuck & Co ., Pittsburgh,
using Vitralume in blue panels with contrasting white trim .
Architecture: Scarlett & Mitchell, Pittsb urgh , consultants working with Paul Gettys, head of Sears' regional architectural staff.
Contractor: Charles F. Campbel l, Inc., Pittsburgh . Structural
Engineer: Martin Knabe .

Take aluminum as a base-Reynolds Aluminum-and you
start with freedom from rust, corrosion resistance and light
weight with ample strength. Now put porcelain enamel on this
base and lengthen long life even further . . .with a surface that
resists abrasion, repels dirt and provides high-gloss color.

It adds up to good looks that last, with practically no upkeep
... for modernizing or new buildings.
A leader in developing this attractive combination is the H. H.
Robertson Company, producers of Robertson Vitralume in a
great variety of colors and panel forms. For full details write to
the following address, and please note the new divisional
name: Architectural Products Division, H. H. Robertson Co.,
Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.

Where new ideas take
shape in Aluminum:

r;:I REYNOLDS
~ ALUMINUM

Watch Reynolds exciting TV program an NBC: "The
Richard Boone Reynolds Aluminum Show" Tuesday nights.

~4
:s:
. ..

~
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STRONGER, SAFER
NO VISIBLE HINGES
NO UNSIGHTLY BOLTS OR LATCHES MAR BEAUTY
NO VISIBLE FRAME
In Guth Surface and Recessed Luminaires With Solid Lenses and Panels
Lately much is said about the " Frameless Look", yet Guth origina ted this
frameless appearance over ten years ago.
In Guth fixtures the frames are invisible once installed in the fixture. These unique
fram es lie safely and sol idly on built-in ledges. New stronger frame-rails are custom ·
fitted to securely hold lenses and panels in place - no clips necessary. And, Tubular-like
design of frame side rails affords greater strength and ri gidity.
Fixture trim exteriors are smooth , clean -sweep neat. No bolts or latches protrude
beneath the fixture trim. No hinges or nuts are visible. No ill -fitting frame visible from
below. The few working parts are "backstage" - hidden inside the fixt ure.
For Cleaning - just shift over and out - in less time than it takes to unscrew bolts
or fiddle with latches on other makes. Are th ey strong? The l' x 4' invisible frames
and hinging devices withstand 135 lbs. load -test !

Seeing is believing. Ask your Guth sa les engineer to show you a sample. Or, write us for details.

THE EDWIN F. GUTH COMPANY, 2615 WASHINGTON AVENUE, P. 0. BOX 7079, ST. LOUIS 77, MISSOURI
LIC3' ..... , - l ..... 0
sin c e
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Incarnate Word Hospital,

Old Tiffany Building,

Praetorian Life Buildin g,

Well i ngton Apartme nt s,

Chemical Bank New York Trust Building,

St. Louis, Mo.

New York, N. Y.

Dallas, Texas

Rittenhouse Square,

New York, N. Y.

Philadelphia, P a .

Sit.

. .. the architectural metal

The average age of buildings facing remodeling is a tender 15. The buildings shown here are only a few
of many recent building rehabilitation jobs. Some are less than a dozen years old; others are old-timers.
They all have one thing in common: a steel frame.
Without the steel frame, rehabilitation would probably have been far more costly, and most of the
structures could have been permanent victims of obsolescence.
For every $3 spent in new building construction today, $1 is spent for remodeling existing structures.
And practically all buildings rescued from obsolescence are steel-framed. Steel, and only steel, can economically accommodate basic structural and service changes. Steel floors and columns can be beefed up
to carry the ever-increasing load of equipment needed for modern technology. A steel frame can be
modified to take additional floors. New wiring and ductwork can be easily and inconspicuously installed
in steel floors and walls. Steel partitions can be moved easily and quickly.
In building occupancy, as with everything else, there is nothing as constant as change. And change at
ever greater acceleration. So when you pay for a new building, don't forget the change. Build with steel.
USS technical representatives will be glad to discuss this subject in detail with you. They can also
acquaint you with the "family" of USS structural steels for building design, and the many other ways
these modern steels can save you many headaches- and money. Call any of our sales offices or write
United States Steel, 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230.

Children's Hospital,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Thalhimers Department Store,
Richmond, Va .

Newsweek Buildin g,

Federal Reserve Buildin g,

Houston Museum of Fine Arts,

N ew York, N . Y.

Minneapolis, Minn .

!-louston, Texa s

United States Steel
TR A O ( M A R k

PROVED AND PREFERRED

*PA7iifiiiiii
The original long-life exit sign
Lighted exit signs used to be considered necessary evils,
required by code , but bulky and ugly. Then in June 1962 PathFinder was introduced by Miller ... the first lighted sign with
both decor possibilities and long life. Acceptance has been
rapid . "Pathfinder" has been showing up in specification after
specification . . . building after building. Here' s why :
DIE-CAST ALUMINUM is used for all housings and door frame as semblies fo r a near-perfect blend of attractiveness and function .

A BRUSHED SATIN FINISH with a clear lacquer coating is applied by
hand for a soft, unobtrusive beauty.

AMPLE BRIGHTNESS far exceeds code requirements . Colors used for
sign faces are permanent and not garish.

COMPACT HOUSING tapers from 1 Ya" to about l". Twin face units
util ize same slender housing as single face units and require but one
wiring assembly and one set of lamps.

LAMP LIFE IS GUARANTEED for 50,000 hours of cont inuous burning
(normal usage). Annual operating costs are less than 1/5 that of conventional units. Initial cost is surprisingly low. Replacement lamps are
readily available .

HINGED DOORS provide easy access for installation and maintenance. There are no screws to remove, no back plates to take off,
no panels to pry out.

COMPLETE LINE
The Pathfinder line includes stencil and luminous field units for six
mountings: recessed, back , top, end, pendant, triangular ; a choice of
red or green letters or background ; directional arrows; down lights .
Wiring to meet any emergency circuiting requirement can be provided.
Pathfinder units for 277 volt operation are also available. Write Dept.
Pf963 for complete information .
•r M

miller
LIGHTING
SINCE 1844

THE

miller

COMPANY

M ERIDEN, CONNECTICUT

•

U TI CA, OHIO

8

new ideas in ageless structural clay-brick by Natco

New imaginative uses of brick-one of man's oldest building materials-are now made possible
because of the many new colors ... new ceramic glazes ... new textures and sizes . • Photos above
show some of the dynamic buildings with Natco Face Brick facades . 1. Charlottetown Mall , Charlotte, N.C. 2. Dr. E. R. Thomas residence, Poland, Ohio 3 . Municipal Building, Oak Ridge, Tenn .
4. Atlanta Police Headquarters, Atlanta, Ga . 5. Joseph Horne Co ., Pittsburgh , Pa. 6. 225 Barrone
Building, New Orleans, La . 7. Cornhusker Motor Club, Omaha , Neb. 8. WOW Television Studio and
Kiewit Plaza Office Building, Omaha, Neb. • Natco Face Brick is available in all standard, norman,
roman, jumbo and norwegian sizes ... modular and conventional dimensions ... plain and textured
finishes .. . various unglazed shades, and a multitude of ceramic glazed colors are available to meet
every design requirement. For complete information , write for catalog #B-163 .

Natco corporation

GENERAL OFFICES: 327 Fifth Avenue , Pittsburgh 22 , Pa. &RANCH SALES OFFICES:
Boston • Chicago• Detroit• Houston • New York • Philadelphia• Pittsburgh · Sayrev ille,
N. J . •Birmingham . Ala . • Brazil, Ind. • IN CANADA: Natco Clay Products Ltd ., Toronto.

When t he first REALITE® was introduced almost a decade ago, it
achieved a resounding and continuing success . Now, meet REALI TE II,
a luminaire distinguished by high lighting levels, one-piece wraparound CONTROLENS®, slim , streamlined elegance .. . Its wide spread
distribution (75% utilization of light) means greater efficiency, less
luminaires required . .. The PRISMALUME® CONTROLENS, injection
molded of crystal acrylic plast ic, is lightweight, color-true and exceptionally strong . Precise prismatic control assures low brightness,
excellent lamp concea lm ent, complete visual comfort ... lntegrallymolded, luminous ends enhance both its efficiency and styling ...
Measured by "life cost" per installation, REALITE JI provides major
economies .. . Housing by DAY-BRITE . . . In 4-foot and 8-foot lengths.
Write for complete engineering data

HOLOPHANE COMPANY Inc.
L igh t in g A uthorit ies Sinc e 1898

1120 Avenue of the Americas , New Yo r k 36 , N'N.
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Norton Series 7000 closers offer you a unique oppor-

bright brass, dull bronze and clear aluminum. Your

tunity to reflect your good taste, in the selection of door
closers. You can select a closer in the finish you

closer can match door hardware and provide ju st the
right degree of contrast.

choose to give the artistic effect you desire.
Series 7000W lets you carry the warmth of the wood

Series 7000 is also available with primed covers. You
can paint them to match or contrast the room decor.

doors and room paneling to the closer itself. You can
choose from 67 native and exotic woods. The wood of
the closer cover is in its natural form. It can be finished along with the paneling and door.
Series 7000A is available with anodized aluminum

Specify Norton
Series 7000 closers when you
want the custom look .

covers to match other door hardware. Choose from
1057

NORTON® DOOR CLOSERS
Architectural Forum / October 1963

372 Meyer Road, Bensenville, Illinois
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BOOKS

IDEAS

AND

INTEGRITIES.

A

Spontaneous

Autobiographical Disclosure. By R . Buckminster Fuller. Published by Prentice-Hall,
Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 318 pp. 6" x 9".
Illus. $6.95 .

REZNOR'S POSITIVE METHOD OF
REPLACING EXHAUSTED WARM AIR
Introducing REZNOR'S revolutionary Make-Up Air
Heaters. Stainless steel exchangers are standard, assembled with a newly designed filter/blower cabinet,
plus mechanical venter. An ideal packaged system
to replace exhausted air with tempered make-up air
such as those used in commercial and industrial
establishments . .. places where contaminated air
must be replaced.
If the system is used inside, the heater is connected
by ducts to a fresh air intake. This air is passed
through the heater. It is warmed and delivered at a
constant temperature. If used outside, the mechanical venter is unnecessary. The fresh air inlet and the
combustion air laterals are hooded.

Direct spark ignition with new serviceability is available through the basic REZNOR THERMOCORE
design. THERMOCORE make-up air packages in
single units from 50,000 to 400,000 Btuh for indoor
use - 150,000 Btuh minimum for roof installation
. .. multiples provided for larger capacities. You
get the amount of clean replacement air you need .
So, look for REZNOR in the Yellow Pages and
write for literature on the new make-up air units.

REZNOR MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. AF-5

MERCER, PENNSYLVANIA

A Division of BELL & GOSSETT CO.
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At one time or another, Richard Buckminster Fuller has tried to re-invent almost
every item in his environment-from his
own spectacles to mathematics, automobiles,
geography, the English language, anthropology, the re-utilization of scrap metal, diets,
socialism, and bathroom plumbing. Once he
even spent two years saying not a single
word to anyone (including his wife) in order
to force himself, as he put it, to "understand
what it was I was thinking."
Actually Bucky Fuller, as he reveals in
this astonishing autobiography, is five people
rolled into one. He is, for example,
the High Priest of the Geodesic Cult, and
in this capacity he employs one of the
standard devices of High Priests and Cultists-mumbo jumbo. Sample: "Tools were
consummately wedded principles, as function couples, as variably functioning couples,
differentiated out of experience, abstracted
(or generalized), in terms of ratios of advantage and ratios of anticipated stress proportionment-all objectively translated into
the mathematically manageable but infrasensorial principles governing synergetic
chemical structures." (Is there a translator
in the house?)
Bucky No. 2 is a charming, modest, kindly
genius who can write, in this same autobiography: "What impressed me about me
. . . was that I was so very average," and
who can also write, heartbrokenly, and in
very simple words, of the death of his first
child-some 45 years after the event.
Bucky No. 3 is a brilliantly incisive critic
who can point out, with unerring clarity,
that the famed Bauhaus school's infatuation
with technology was only skin-deep, and that
the Bauhaus was concerned not with logic
(or logistics ) but with machine-esthetics.
Bucky No. 4 is the dome-man, and most
of us know Bucky for his domes. They are
great, of course, especially if you happen to
be operating a Distant Early Warning system, or if you are in urgent need of a great
big train shed.

·~ .

DESIGN A
Finally, there is Bucky No. 5, one of the
very few designers in this century to understand the nature of the world's basic problems. To this Bucky, mankind is about to
explode to a 6 billion population (37 years
from now ). There are only two ways of
coping with this explosion-thermonuclear
war, or "comprehensive design," which
means (a ) strict conservation of our natural
resources (shelter, for example, must be designed to produce as much performance-perpound-of-material-invested as possible); (b)
rational allocation and distribution of food,
medicine, and other basic necessities throughout the globe; ( c) the employment in all
decision-making processes of people thoroughly familiar with the technological realities of our time. Today's politicians do not
fit this description; after all, most recent
political theories and preconceptions, Bucky
points out, have been rendered obsolete by
technological innovations.
This is a difficult book to read from start
to finish ; it is a much better book to read
from finish to start. Each page is, in a sense,
a statement of a contemporary problem,
followed by a series of incisive, unexpected,
wildly imaginative questions. The genius of
Richard Buckminster Fuller is that he knows
exactly what questions to ask, and in which
order. But Bucky is, above all, a poet and
an artist. And he is that rare contemporary
poet who does not despair of the human
con di tion-P .B.
THE ROOTS OF JAPANESE ARCHITECTURE.
By Yukio Futagawa and Teiji ltoh. Published
by Harper & Row, Pub l ishers Inc., 49 East

33rd S treet, New York 16, N.Y. 207 pp. 10Y4 "
x 13Y2'. I l lus. $25.

In th is truly beautiful book, pro:::luced in
Japan, it is hard to say which is most
striking: photographs, layout, text, or the

81/Jgt

MOTEL

A n art ist's co nce pti o n of a twelve -unit Caba na Room install atio n. Ea ch pre -bu ilt unit
fe a t ures fu ll insulat ion a nd soun d p roofi ng , elect ric hea ti ng and air co nditioni ng, acousti ca l
cei lin g, shower a nd toil et, Amos d rawers, and a full co mp le me nt of co ntemporary furnit ure,

Americans everywhere . are on the
move, and hotels and motels are
staying right with them, providing
£rst-class accommodations from
coast to coast. A good example of
the race towards luxury rooms at
low construction costs are the Cabana Rooms by Holiday 1fanufacturing Company (Division of Holiday Inns of America, Inc.). Cabana
Rooms are completely pre-built in
four-room units, can be installed
on a new site almost overnight, and
provide all of the luxury motel features, including Amos Mod-U-Line
Molded Drawers.

Amos Molded Plastic Drawers
are a sure way to offer economy and
practicality in the motel or hotel
you design. Amos Drawers positively won't stick, warp, or split.
They ho ld their shape and size
through all weather conditions and
hard usage. Available in six different sizes with either center or side
guiding systems, they are easy to
clean, are interchangeable, and absolutely snagproof. And, like the
Cabana Rooms, Amos Drawers are
pre-built, ready to be installed . . .
no costly skilled labor involv ed .
Write today for free bulletin.

division of
Amos-Thompson Corporation

Edinburg, Indiana

Please send descriptive literature on these molded plastic
drawers to:

Firm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Street·-----------------------------~

Citr-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

II
L------------------------------------~
State
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organization of them all. The foreword by
American Sculptor Isamu Noguchi accurately states the book's accomplishment :
"its panoramic view has a shape and method
which somehow goes beyond popularization
to catch, however obliquely, the spirit underlying ancient Japanese concepts of architecture."
As Noguchi also points out, Yukio Futagawa's photographs are "an addition to
esthetic experience . .. that some may even
find more significant than the physical architecture they record." Even those readers already fami liar with the shrines, villas,
palaces, and farmhouses shown are bound
to find new dimensions and unsuspected
facets in Futagawa's magnificent scenes.
As for the text by Teiji Itoh (with translation by Paul Kon ya ) , it is perhaps not
surprising that a Japanese critic's explanation of Japanese architecture can make a
complex subject more comprehensible than
many a long-winded Western interpretation .
(Example: the Japanese enclosure "set a
limit to infinity on the outside, and on the
inside it recreates a miniature universe, a
new infinity of its own."-A.P.C.

ENGINEERED BEAUTY and PERMANENCE
IN

ELEVEN

J:°-IZ:ton

BALANCED

DOORS

WITH

CONTIGUOUS FRAMING FOR THE NEW BOWERY
SAVINGS BANK 358-362 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK,
N. Y. THIS BEAUTIFUL

J:°~on

CRAFTSMANSHIP IN

SATIN FINISH STAINLESS STEEL WAS SPECIFIED

Ellison Engineers, backed by 47 years experience, welcome an
opportunity to assist arch itects in planning doors & entrances.

s

the BALANCED DOOR-the VARI-STILE door
in Bro nz e, Steel, Aluminum or Stainl ess Steel

ELLISON BRONZE CO., Inc., Jamestown, N. Y.
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ARCHITECTURAL JOURNEY IN JAPAN.
By J, M. Richards. Published 'by the Archi-

tectural Press, 9-13 Queen Annes Gate, London SW 1, England. 192 pp. 7Y2 " x 10". Illus. $6.

BY Architect: GIBBS & HILL, INC.

NC

AN

The rather factua l little title which Architectural Review Editor J. M. Richards has
chosen for his new book does it a disservice-if not an injustice. He has written a
highly diverting account of a two-and-a-half
week visit to Japan in 1962, which he made
at the invitation of the Japanese Foreign
Ministry "to look at buildings and meet
Japanese architects." What he calls "simply
my personal impressions" are just thatwritten in the form of a day-by-day diary
with engaging candor and charm.
If anything, the reader might be afraid
at first that Mr. Richards will never land
(he spends four pages of small print describing the jet flight from London to
Tokyo) . His book is sometimes reminiscent
of letters from the favorite nephew on his

first Grand Tour who tells you what he had
for dinner everywhere, and what the temperature was. But, as in the case of the
nephew, you forgive him because of his
infectious enthusiasm and because he takes
you into his confidence on so many interesting if unessential details (e.g., the Japanese do not all look alike; Japanese food
is very different from Chinese food; Japanese architects are "refreshingly free from
the arrogance architects often display in
the West"; Geisha girls are "to the Westerner anyway, without much sex appeal" ) .
Mr. Richards' book is also full of downto-earth information. In spite of traveling
at an exhausting clip, he gives a clear picture of Japan's outstanding post-war buildings. From Tange to the youthful "Metabolism" group of urban planners, he managed
to meet a majority of the most active architects and see their work. Thumbnail sketches
of 18 of these men are included in the
back of the book.
Excellent photographs and drawings are
distributed so as to correspond directly to
the text-a most happy combination for
readers tired of thumbing through pages
to see what the author is talking about.
STRUCTURE AND FORM IN JAPAN. By Werner
Blaser. Published by Wittenborn & Co., 91
Montgomery St., Scarsdale, N.Y. 207 pp. 9Y4 "
x 9%". Illus. $15.

Japan's classic architecture, from the imposing Imperial Palace at Kyoto to the
most delicate tea pavilions, is illustrated by
a large selection of photographs and drawings in this attractive book. The text (in
both German and English) does a straightforward job of trying to explain the intricate designs, and the "exquisite sensibility"
with which nature and man, structure and
form were integrated into mysterious (to
Western eyes at least) yet infinitely pleasing
buildings.

soss

INVISIBLE
HINGES

Add Unity
to Beauty
Simplicity. Elegance. Flowing
line. Three good reasons
why leading architects for
over fifty years endorse Soss
Invisible Hinges. When Soss
hinged doors or cabinet lids
are closed, all hardware is
hidden. Unsightly gaps
between door and frame
disappear. The hinge that
hides itself is available
in a range of sizes and
finishes to add unity to
beauty in your next design.

ARCHITECTURE:
FORMES
&
FONCTIONS,
1962-1963, VOLUME 9. Edited by Anthony
Krafft. Published by Editions Anthony Krafft,
Lausanne, Switzerland. American Distributor :
Wittenborn and Co., 1018 Madison Ave., New
York 21, N.Y. 287 PP'· 9Y4 " x 12". Illus. $7.50.

American publishers must turn green with
envy every year when Anthony Krafft produces another of his architectural annuals,
printed on top-grade paper with beautiful
photographs (many in color) presented
page after page in first-rate layouts. To
make it even more galling, Mr. Krafft can
afford to offer all these attractions at a
bargain price.
This year's edition presents a number of
interesting and varied articles, among them :
"The Aims of Architecture" by Marcel
Breuer, with a photographic retrospection
of his work from 1936 through the IBM
Research Building at La Gaude, France
( 1962); a presentation of seven new U. S.
embassies with an article about our foreign

For full information
and prices, write to:

Soss

Manufacturing
Company

AF 210, P. O. BOX 38
DETROIT 13, MICHIGAN
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Fallout shelter: This Overly blast-resistant
and radiation shielding door was installed to
protect a special fallout shelter at the Ohio
Power Company, Canton, 0. Constructed
of heavy gage metal, the door contains a
lead core that acts as a radiation shield.
Safety from shock and pressure- Using a concave-convex design, the Overly blastresistant door is engineered in two models
to resist pressures up to 10 atmospheres or
147 pounds per sq. in. (Model 10 atii) and 3
atmospheres or 44 pounds per sq. in. (Model
3 atii). Man-sized escape hatches are available
with identical ratings. Lower rated doors at
2.5, 6 or 10 psi overpressures are regularly
manufactured by Overly in more conventional flush 1;!4" design.

Control room sound barrier-Six different models of

Overly acoustical doors provide Sound Transmission Class ratings up to 51 decibels, yet are
only 1;!4" thick. In tandem, they are rated at STC
62, or the equivalent of a 16" solid concrete wall.
Overly acoustical doors have also been tested for
U /L fire resistance ratings up to 3 hours. These
doors have been tested at Underwriters' Laboratories and Riverbank Acoustical Laboratories and
are fully certificated. Test data will be made available on your letterhead request.

FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE SERVICE
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Stops fire where it begins-Overly Fire Barriers, the
U / L-tested standard of the industry, are available
in all ratings, from 3 hr. "A" label to % hr. "E''
label. No company has conducted more U/L fire
tests on doors. For complete information, write for
Overly's new film, "Doors that open to everything
but fire."

This is an Overly door on guard-protecting life and property. Overly doors are
individually designed for ordinary or
extraordinary usage to provide pr~tection
from fire, cold, nuclear radiation, blast,
sound or water pressure. For you, Overly
burns them, freezes them, submerges
them, slams and batters them, dents and
ruptures them, bombards them with nuclear radiation and sound waves, racks,
springs and pressurizes them.

SPECIALIZED DOORS FROM OVERLY
There are no more thoroughly tested doors
in use today. Hundreds of thousands of
Overly high-performance doors are serving all over the world. Specify Overly
doors for every kind of service. See our
catalog in Sweet's 16-B.

0v••1y
Greensburg, Pennsylvania
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building program; an account of the late
Swiss Architect Jean Tschumi ( 1904-1962)
and his work; "Relationships among the
Plastic Arts" by Andre Bloc; articles on
the post-war expansion of European cities
and architecture of 18th and 19th Century
Islam. Also included is the usual review
of Swiss architecture, of which there are
many excellent examples this year. The
text is in French, but ample English translations are included.-A.P.C.
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HISTORY OF ENGLISH ARCHITECTURE.
By Peter Kidson and Peter Murray. Published
by Arce Publish in g Co., Inc., 480 Lexington
Ave., New York 17, N.Y. 256 pp . 6" x 9".

Illus. $5. 95.

This novel-sized guide to English architecture begins, properly enough, with the AngloSaxons and ends with the rebuilding of
Coventry Cathedral, although modem British architecture gets comparatively short
shrift. The book is intended to guide visitors
around the stately homes and cathedrals,
armed with background on their history and
that of the men who built them. The text
is informative, yet it has the consistency of
an English pudding-solid and filling, but
not enough raisins. There are illustrations,
to be sure, but it is frustrating to read
about buildings, and especially design comparisons, without plans or photographs to
illustrate the authors' points.

Model 36-DY

Sculptured
.
tenzaloy aluminum
Ill

MORE than a useful fountain, this new Haws twin bubbler
unit, cast in Tenzaloy Aluminum, adds sculptured outdoor
emphasis to architectural design. Model 36-DY echoes modern
lines with bold form and imparts a quiet richness of color
with its muted bronze, hard anodized finish. The surface resists
scuffs, scratches and corrosion, the tough body wards off dents
and nicks. Clients will appreciate Model 36-DY's vandalproof features: Simple, push-button valves, locked-on bubblers,
and under-plate to safeguard trim. For architectural beauty
that lasts to the client's satisfaction, specify 36-DY.
Write today for complete specifications:

u'T/!1!7ljtj ~~~'~KING

FAUCET COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES
1441 FOURTH STREET • BERKELEY 10, CALIFORNI A
EXPORT DEPARTMENT
19 COLUMBU S AVENUE • SAN FRANCISCO 11, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.
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ARCHITECTURE
IN
BRITAIN:
1530-1830.
Fourth Revised Edition. By John Summerson.
Published by Penguin Books, Balt im ore, Md •

391 pp. 7Y4 " x 10Y,''. mus. $16.50.

This fourth edition of Mr. Summerson's
vo lume in the Pelican H istory of Art Series
has been considerably expanded and revised in accordance with studies made since
the original book appeared a decade ago.
The main text, illustrated with p lans and
photographs, describes British arch itecture
from Early Renaissance to post-Waterloo
Greek and Gothic Revival-including the
work of Inigo Jones, Christopher Wren,
Vanbrugh, Robert Adam, and John Nash.
Architecture in Scotland and the American
Colonies during the same period is included
in two long, separate appendices.
By Frank MacShane.
Published lby Charles E. Tuttle Co., Rutland,
Vt., 264 pp. 8*" x 8Y2 ". Illus. $10.

MANY GOLDEN AGES.

For anyone contemplating a leisurely roundthe-world tour, this book provides exh austive
detail on ruined temp les from Egyp t to
Thailand, and such ancient cities as Persepolis and Angkor Wat, all generously illustrated in color and black-and-white photographs, drawings, and plans. There are ten
chapters, each covering the ruins in one
area, a summing up, and a short travel
guide at the end. Nearly all the places
visited lie some distance from the nearest
town, so the author gives practical pointers
on means of travel and places to stay. END

Scuff . .. pound ... shuffle. No matter. It's cheerful, foot-sure Carlyle
Quarry Tile.
Quick cleaning's all it needs It's architect's and owner's first

choice for the way it takes the problems away from extra-busy floors.
It is
well-known that Carlyle Quarry Tile is the quarry tile with the most in color
selection and coast-to-coast service. Possibly no other flooring so well combines
utter toughness with colorful beauty.
Colors and surface textures give wide
choice. Pattern possibilities are practically limitless but there's nothing richer than
a solid floor or wall of just one of the ten Carlyle colors.
For full-size, highfidelity printed sample sheets of all Carlyle Quarry Tile (l ronton ) colors , ask your
Mosaic Representative or write The Carlyle Tile Company, Ironton , Ohio. • For
literature on Carlyle Quarry Tile made in California by Jordan Tile Mfg. Co .,
write The Mosaic Tile Company , 131 N. Robertson Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
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Midtow n Plaza, Rochester, N.Y. Architecture, Plannin g and Engi neering : Victor Gruen Associates . Tile
Contractor: Port Morris Tile&. Terrazzo Corporation .

"Mosaic" is the trademark of The Mosaic Tile Company.
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For free estimates on
Mosai c Tile, see the .....__
yellow pages for you r
Tile Con tractor , Ceramic
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WALCON AGAIN PROVES ITS LEADERSHIP in producing truly sophisticated architectural building
components. As an extensi on of its form-metal louver line, Walcon now introduces a new extruded
louver of inherently beautiful and durable alum inum. It's for architects seeking design
uniqueness ___ wide use capability •• • creative flexibility .. • low cost. Use the Walcon louver as a
continuous perimeter assembly for decoration and air control. Walcon can fabricate to any length
and height you need and provides a concealed support system to achieve maximum
rigidity and the unbroken-line effect. Use the louver as an individual through-the-wall
installation. Walcon can fabricate up to a six-foot square unit. Or use it in the range of other ways
your creative imagination will find to enhance appearance, increase air handling efficiency_ You'll
probably want the spice of color. Walcon custom colors in baked or porcelain enamel in
practically any shade you decide will harmonize or contrast with your total project. And you can pick
from a variety of finishes-natural, etched and lacquered, buffed, sanded, anodized. If you're
thinking about a clean- line effect in louvers for an industrial plant, a hotel, an
institutional build ing, a high rise apartment, almost any structure, investigate
what Walcon can do to add an extra dynamic touch . Write. We 'll be
glad to send you descriptive literature.

WALCON CORPORATION, 4375 SECOND ST., ECORSE 29, MICHIGAN
.REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL MAJOR CITIES
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Tsun Chinese Shang Dynasty Type Vase-1523- 1027 B.C.

DARLINGTON Glazed Brick
for the discriminating architect, designer and builder
Darlington combines modern ceramic engineering with the finest structural
clays to produce this outstanding glazed brick. It is superior in beauty, permanence, and size consistency. • Available in a wide selection of colors in
solid, flecked, and exciting new KolorspeK*, it offers the most complete
range of colors for every design need. On your next project, add distinction
with Darlington Glazed Brick. • Ask your Darlington distributor for color
*Registered Trademark
U.S. Patent No. 3003220
samples, or write:

DARLINGTON
GENERAL DYNAMICS

CORPORATION

•

See our Catalog in Sweet's Architectural file
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FACE BRICK

BRICK

DIVISION

300 WEST WASHINGTON

STREET, CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS
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GLAZED BRICK
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Union Tank Car Building, Chicago, Il linois
Arc h itects, A. Epste in & Sons
Contractor, G eorge A. Fuller Co .
Ag e nt , Collins Tuttle and Company, Inc .
A w inner of an "Office of the Yeor" award spon sored by
Ad ministrative Management magazin e .

CONTROLLED AIR
ENTRANCES*

CHF TABLES
specified throughout

PETROLEUM CLUB
of Houston
design er of int eriors

pay for themselveswi n design awards, too!

Wm . Parker M cFadden . A. I. D.

Compared with o ther entrances, you can often save
enough on the capacities required for heating and air
conditioning equipment to pay for the International
Controlled Air Entrance* Revolving Doors. Always
op en yet always closed, they keep cold air out in the
winter and hot air out in the summer. And they are so
beautiful, year after year, they are the entrances to
build ings winning "Office of the Year" awards sponsored by A dministrative Management magazine.
• Trademark

Dare us to prove what we claim.

W rite today for free 54-page book,
The Controlled Air Entrance,*
based on an au thoritative ASH RAE
s tudy of air infiltration .
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INTERNATIONAL STEEL COMPANY
1425 Edgar Street -

15 2

Evansville 7, Indiana

T
CHICAGO

anot her of t oday's exc lusive
installations where matc hi ng
CHF Tab les (N o. 956) co ntribute
t he beauty of solid bronze
th roug ho ut all din ing area s.

Cl-F
HARDWARE
N ORTH

FOUNDRY CD.
CHICAGO,

ILLIN O I S

An accent of blue at
the Golden Gate
Panels of nonfading Glasweld echo the
color of sky and deep water on this
striking new high-rise apartment

The new Royal Towers overlooking
Telegraph Hill in San Francisco
(shown under construction), offers
some of the most spectacular views
in the country-the Bay, the mists
boiling over the hills, and sunsets at
the Golden Gate.
The architect found Weldwood ®
Glasweld ® panels the perfect choice
for this type of construction. Their
soft, attractive colors are permanent.
The panels remain optically flat in
appearance and are unaffected by
sun, salt air- even San Francisco's
delightfully changeable weather.
They need no maintenance other
than the occasional washing you'd
give windows. And Glaswe ld is
100% incombustible (UL rating
0-0-0).
Versatile Glasweld can be used
in any curtain-wall system and is
available as a facing for insulated
sandwich panels or single thickness
window inserts.
For complete information about
Glasweld, send in the coupon below.
Owner-developer: Belle Haven Realty Co.
Architect: Borbochano, lvanitsky & Associates,
El Cerrito, California

Weldwood

~memmm11m
A product of United States Plywood

r---------------United States Plywaad, Dept. AF 10-63
SS West 44th Street, New York 36, N. Y.
Please send me the following material:

0
0

Weldwood Glosweld data folder
Weldwood Glasweld portfolio of architectural
installations

D

Data on Weldwood 11/i-hour-rated fire doors

D

Weldwood Doors catalog

Name ... . . . . .. . .. . .... ... .. . .. . .. . ... . . . .
Firm .. . ..... ... . .... .. .. . . ... .... .. .... . .

Address ............ .. ... .. ... .. .. . •. • .. • ..
City ... . .. .. . . . . Zone . ... State ... . . .• . • ... .•

Now a lY2-hour-rated fire barrier can be beautiful, too

ASTRAG AL

AC TI VE

@

GLEN RAVEN
SURFACE
BOLT

New Weldwood Fire Doors
hung in pairs, Class "C"
label,'l•-haur. Maximum size
opening 6' x 7'. Astragals
and Glenraven surface bolts
supplied with doors, but not
attached.

You can now use decorative doors in high traffic areas
throughout any building where extra protection against
£re is required. Weldwood® Fire Doors are available for
Class "B'' openings requiring a £re barrier rated for 11/z
hours. As with other Weldwood Fire Doors, you can
specify the face and £nish you want, to integrate all doors
with your over-all design.
These new 11/z-hour-rated Fire Doors retain the incombustible Weldrok® core used in other Weldwood Doors.
The cross banding under the face is an inorganic material
instead of hardwood. The Underwriters' label describes
this difference. Otherwise, they offer the same appearance
and dependable performance you expect from Weldwood
Doors. And, of course, they have an extremely low rate of
heat transmission. This provides a substantial margin of
safety in the reduction of £re spread.

Furthermore, the new 11/ 2 -hour-rated
Fi.re Doors may be included in a complete schedule of Weldwood Doors,
supplied machined and finished to
your specifications.
For technical data on the new fire
doors and complete information on
all Weldwood doors, send in coupon
on the opposite side of this page.

[ WELDWOOD"]

FIRE DOORS
Products of United States Plywood

Fortified with MISCO, Diamond- Shaped Welded Wire
Thanks to advances in manufactu ring techniques, Mississippi has answered the demand for the production of Coolite glass up to 60" wide . To our knowledge this is
the first time that domestically produced, heat absorbing, obscure wire glass has
been made available in this width . In line with the trend toward larger glazed openings, it extends the field of usage in today's functional architecture for this attractive,
blue-green pattern.* And the inclusion of popula r Misco, diamond-shaped welded wire,
contributes added appeal to this long established and favorably regarded producta recognized fire retardant . Specify Coolite, heat absorbing glass, the glass engineered to afford better light ... better sight . . . greater comfort .

Send for new
WIDE Coolite
Catalog. Free
Sample, with
or without
special Glare
Reducing
finish, on
request .

*Recommended maximum size for Coolite wire has been increased from 10 sq. ft. to 20 sq. ft.
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88 Angelica
NEW

WORLD'S

LARGEST

YORK

GLASS

Street •
•

St.

CHICAGO

MANUFACTURER

OF

•

COMPANY

Louis 47, Missouri
FULLERTON,

ROLLED,

CALIF .

FIGURED

AND

WIRED
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COOLITE

HEAT

ABSORBING

GLASS

Coolite , Glare Reduced , installed in Pacific High School , San Leandro , California.
Architect: Schmidts , Hardman & Wong, Berkeley, Calif. Glazing by W. P. Fuller & Company

SPECIFICATIONS

NEW WIDE COOLITE

Va" LUXLITE COOLITE
plain, maximum width 48';
maximum length 132'

V4" LUXLITE COOLITE
plain (not wired). maximum width
60'; maximum length 144'

V4" LUXLITE COOLITE
MISCO
(diamond - shaped welded wire)
maximum width 60'; maximum
length 144'

NOTE:
Recommended maximum size for
Luxlite Coolite Misco (wire) has
been increased from 10 SQ. ft. to 20
SQ. ft. No maxim um limit on '11' or
!4 • Luxlite Coo lite, plain.

Coolite wire glass graces Prince of Peace Lutheran Church,
Phoenix, Ariz. Glazing Contractor: W . P. Fuller & Company.
Coolite wire glass spans western elevation in
Belleville Township High School gymnasium ,
Belleville , Ill. Associated Architects: Cha rl es
E. King & Wesley W . Chorlton.

Coolite, heat absorbing glass, controls light
and temperatures in Parkway Consolidated
School, St. Louis, Mo. Architect: Schwarz
& Van Hoefen. General Contractor: Swan
Construction Company.
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You're about to witness
the solution to the
window weathering problem

Here's how Kawneer Sealair
Windows solve the weathering problem
Kawneer prevents leaking with exclusive Pressure Equalization
Slot-When storm winds blow, air pressure inside a building is
lower than outside pressure. Hence, conventional windows build up
a partial vacuum within the window sections. Water is drawn through
weatherseals and collects inside window sections faster than
weepholes can drain it. The water flows over the window legs and
damages building interiors.
Kawneer's Pressure Equalization Slot keeps water out. Pressure
within the window sect ions is equal to pressure outside the building.
No pressure difference-no partial vacuum-no leakage.
Triple Weather Guard-1) Pressure equalization slot, 2) integral
drip, and 3) neoprene weatherstrip. The Sealair window offers
triple weather protection ... Weathering where needed .. . Scientifically designed .

More reasons why the new Kawneer Sealair
outperforms any other window
A. Fusion-Welded Operating Vents for Maximum StrengthOperating vents require maximum strength. Kawneer's mitered
vent joints are electronically fusion welded under a nine ton force.
The result is extremely rigid corner construction to resist twisting
or racking .
B. Anodic Hard Color or Alumilite Finishes-Sealair windows are
available in durable Alumilite finish at no extra cost. Or specify the
finest Anodic hard color coatings in light bronze, medium bronze,
or black. (Non -fading, abrasion resistant, practically impervious to
effects of weather and industrial atmospheres.)
C. Continuous Neoprene Weatherseal-Best available weatherstripping material, specially designed to prevent flattening. Applied
continuously at corners by factory specialists to maintain positive
protection against wind driven water, dust and air.
D. Deep Glazing Pocket-Positive grip on glass-single and
insulating-is assured by extra high glazing legs.
E. Easy, Balanced Vent Operation-Pivot arm locations have been
determined by computer to assure optimum balance and easy
operation.
F. Reinforced Hardware Attachment-Stainless steel threaded
inserts for attachment of hardware give maximum resistance to
pullout-prevent stripping of threads-keep hardware tight.

Specify with confidence
A window that won't leak during hurricane conditions certainly
won 't leak during a shower or storm. Its superior air infiltration
performance means more comfortable, dust-free interiors. Heating
and air conditioning loads are reduced.
Here at last is a window you can specify with complete conf idence .
Projected, casement and top hinged Sealair windows are available
in Commercial or Monumental (2") series.

Get All The Facts. Write For Your Copy of the Sea/air Window File

Kawneer Company, A Division of American Metal Climax, Inc.
Niles, Michigan • Ric hmond, California • Atlanta, Georgi a • Kawneer Company Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario, Canad a

Form No. 763-1723

@1963 Ka wneer C o mpany

Printed in U.S.A.

The Gold Bond difference: Low-cost Asbestone panels
decorate both exteriors and interiors ... and never need paint
Just the thing for commercial or factory buildings. New Gold
Bond 1o/i6" Asbestone exterior panels have prefinished,
Ripple-Tone textured, asbestos-cement facings on both sides,
laminated to a wood fiber insulating core. The Plasti-Clad
surface is an oven-baked, polyvinyl chloride coating, guaranteed for ten years against peeling, blistering or crazing.
New Gold Bond l o/i6" Asbestone inferior panels come with
your choice of three cores: Spiral-Core, made with rigid,
light, precision-cut hardwood spirals; a noncombustible core ;

a standard wood fibre core. The handsome, pebble-textured
Plasticrylic® finish is practically maintenance-free. Six beautiful colors for exteriors. Six mo re for interior panels, or
uncoated for on-the-job paintII
ing . Samples are yours for the
asking. Call your Gold Bond ®
Representative, or write to
Dept. AF- 103, National Gypsum
ASBESTONE PANELS
Company, Buffalo 25, N. Y.

Gold Bond materials and methods make the difference in modern building.

Gold.Bond

NEW BRILLIANCE! NEW CLARITY!
New Pilkingtons' float glass outdates plate glass
LC I

Float is a Pilkington achievement. This revolutionary advance in glassmaking is a product
of Pilkington research and development. For the first time all the best qualities of plate
glass and sheet glass have been combined in a single product.

®PILKINGTON

BROTHERS LIMITED

the greatest name in the world of glass • St. Helens, Lancashire, England

0

You name the job ....

• Modernfold solves division prohlems. All
kinds. All you have to do is show us the job.

modernfold

We will recommend the right construction
(we offer four) and the right model. And you

has the right partition

will get the results you expect.

-

SOUNDMASTER-Where sound is a problem, the Soundmaster gives better sound redu cti on than a 4" cinder block wal l.

SPANMASTER-This is the partit ion made fo r giant-sized op enings . D esigned for heavy duty and maintenance-free operation.

ECONOMY-Where budget is a conside ration , Modernfold offers a choice of models that w ill fit an y Church budget.

SPLEN-DOOR- Th ese handsome and extreme ly durable metal
partitions come in both anodized aluminum and enameled st eel.

r---- - - - -- --- ----- - -- - ----- - - -- --- -- ------- -,
I

NEW CASTLE PRODUCTS, INC. • NEW CASTLE, INDIANA
In Canada: Modernlold of Canada Lid. , St. Lambert , Quebe c
Manulacturers of "Modernfold" Operable Walls, Partitions and Do o rs; "Air Doors" :
"Modern · Cote" Wall Cov erings; "Peabod y" Sc hool Furn i ture : and "P yr e x" Sh eath ed
T hermo c ouples .

Gentlemen : Please send rne ful l information on Modernfolds in
Churches.
Dept. A1103
Name
Firm

Address

WOODMASTER-Three models cover a complete size ran ge,
bringing your Church all the wa rmth and beauty of fine woods.

A rchit ec tur a l F or u m / Oc t ober 1963
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12"x12"x2" VENEER BLOCK
This city hall annex exemplifies block's extreme design latitude . Wall features a left and
right hand rendition of the same relief pattern
and houses the city police facility, emergency
operating center and city communications dept.

For wonderful walls with a timeless flair

Architect: Prescott and Wha lley
Associate Architect: Marion J. Varner

CREATE
WITH BLOCK ~~r;;~~gfo:~~~~:::i~~:~

bmldmgs of every nature.
Countless shapes, sizes
and textures of concrete masonry contain all the quality trappings required for imaginative and superlative design concepts. Block is replete with durability, fire-safety,
very high sound absorption and self-insulation. See your local NCMA block producer.

NATIONAL CONCRETE MASONRY ASSOCIATION· 1015 WISCONSIN AVENUE, N. W.· WASHINGTON 7, D.C.

MARION HIGH SCHOOL , CHICAGO HEIGHTS , ILLINOIS

VACUSLOT
makes
housekeeping
THIS
EASY!
Push ... phfft .. . and it's gone! All the dirt and litter that accumulates in a school.
Maintenance people merely push it to conveniently located slots in the floor. Vacuum piping,
built into the walls, instantly draws it into a collection tank in the basement. Dust mops
held over the slots are thoroughly cleaned in seconds ... minimizing airborne dust.
For complete information on the Spencer Vacuslot System, request Bulletin No. 1530.

The

=
-mi-= • I=-=
·o

SPENCER
TURBINE COMPANY
HARTFORD
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Two new ceiling systems (below)
Pressure-equalized window (page 170)

INTEGRATED CEILING

Armstrong Cork Co. has introduced a new, totally integrated
ceiling, the Luminaire A-50 System, combining lighting, ventilating, and acoustical control in unusual inverted "V" modules 50
inches square (see photos). The
Luminaire system is built on runners 100 inches long (detail)
which support two modules and
are hung from wires or rods.
Light fixtures for one, two, or
three standard 48-inch fluorescent
lamps are set on top of the main
runners, and cross tees inserted at
the lower edge. Sloping panels
of Armstrong's acoustical board,
pierced with numerous holes for
ventilating, are set on the metal
framework .
Lamps can be left bare or
covered by plastic shielding diffusers hung from the fixture.

The system offers the advantages of uniform , glare-free light,
in varying brightness based on the
number of tubes per module.
Lighting efficiency is very high.
Air is forced in from a regular
pressurized plenum system, which
assures uniform air distribution
and keeps th e ceiling clean by
keeping dust off it. The lamps

are also cooled to optimum operating temperatures.
Since each module is a complete lighting and ventilating unit,
partitions ca n be placed under
any point in a Luminaire ceiling
grid without impairing its function. The cross tees and runners
are 2 inches wide to accommodate
most
partitions.
Maintenance

advantages resu lt from the selfcleaning feature, ease of changing lamps (especially without diffusers ) and the " push-up" acoustical panels which permit access
to plenum equipment above. Cost
of the complete system: about
$2 .50 per square foot, installed.
Manufacturer : Armstrong Cork
Co., Lancaster, Pa .

"HEAT-OF-LIGHT" SYSTEM

estimates savings of 10% over
conventional systems.
Manufacturer: Barber-Colman
Co., 1300 Rock St., Rockford, Ill.

TftAHSJSTORlnD
CONTROL MOTOfl

A new "Heat-of-Light" system
has been announced by BarberColman Company, in cooperation
with Day-Brite Lighting, Inc.
The system uses the Day-Brite/
Barber-Colman Clymatron light
fixture which circulates room air
over the lights and returns h eated
air to the ceiling plenum. The
new Jetronic air unit (photo)
takes air from a cold supply duct
and mixes it with the heated air
from the lights. An electronic
thermostat set in the Clymatron's
return air slot controls the mixture of warm and cold air.
The system removes heat from
the lights, and it provides accurate local control of air temperatures through a dual-air system
but avoids the expense of a
second duct. The manufacturer

VERSATILE SAW

From England comes the Cengar
Saw, a 5Y2 lb. air-powered tool
which, with its own Cengar Green
Blade, cuts practically anything
(stone, steel, plastic ), anywhere
(even underwater ) . The saw has
continued on page 168
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as

good
today

as the day they first appeared in
Architectural FORUM. Perhaps you
missed some of these timely articles:

The New Art of Modernization
Office Furniture

no motor : it operates on reciprocating pistons and uses 6 cubic
feet per minute of compressed air
or bottled nitrogen. A built-in
silencer makes the saw practically
vibrationless; the 1% inch blade
strokes can be regulated from 0
to 1100 per minute. Although it
can use ordinary hacksaw blades,

its own molybdenum Green
Blade is highly versatile and durable (a special lubricating system
increases blade life) . Cost of the
saw: $289.50; Green Blades are
$59 per 100.
Distributor: Cengar U.S. Inc. ,
3112 Montrose Avenue, La Cresccnta, Calif.

AUTOMATIC Sl..IDING DOOR

A new automatically operated
door called Auto-Slide moves
sideways into recesses when activated by an electronic floor mat.
If power fails, the door can be
pushed open manually on concealed hinges like a regular swing-

ing door; with this feature, it has
building and fire code approval
for public entrances. The doors
are aluminum and glass, and
come in widths of 2~ to 8 feet .
Cost: $2,500 to $2,800, installed .
Manufacturer : Dor-West, Inc.,
1718 Broadway, Seattle, Wash.

HANGING GLASS
A new glazing system imported
from Europe suspends the glass
from clamps which can be concealed in the roof edge (diagram
above) . The bottom of the glass
rests in a non-load-bearing casing.
Narrow glass crosspieces, also suspended, steady large glass walls
as the joints, thus eliminating
mullions, frames and all visible
means of support.

Because the glass hangs free,
there is no sight distortion du e
to the glass flexing from its own
weight. There is also less danger
of breaking from building motiou ,
and larger lights can be used. The
cost is greater than that of regular glazing, but savings are effected by eliminating mullions and
frames. Licensee: F. H. Sparks
Co. Inc. , 49 West 45th St., New
York.

Schools and Prefabrication
Sealants
Concrete
The Role of Today's Contractor

Special reprints of these articles are
now available at 50¢ apiece prepaid
while the limited supplies last. Write:
Architectural FORUM, Room 19-39A,
Time and Li fe Building, New York 20,
New York.

continued on pag e .170
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Headquarters for American Cyanamid Co., Wayne Township, N. J. Architect: Vincent G. Kling, FAIA. Structural Engineers: Severud-ElstadKrueger Associates. Contractor: Frank Briscoe Co., Inc. Precast Concrete Manufacturer: "Schokbeton" by Eastern Schokcrete Corp., N. Y.

VINCENT G. KLING, FAIA, chose precast white concrete
for this award-winning project at Wayne, New Jersey. The long faces of the low, curving building are horizontally scored with deep, concave bands of precast concrete spandrels made with ATLAS WHITE portland
cement and exposed aggregate. The spandrel units were precast in 9-foot lengths to equal the width of 2
windows. They are supported on outriggers projecting 18 inches from the outer face of the columns . • The
effect is a continuous band of dark glass set between the bold projections of concrete spandrels. White,
gray and brown aggregates were used in the matrix of tan sand and white cement to produce a creamywhite finish. •Today, more architects are selecting precast concrete for the exciting departures it invites
in form and color, along with important construction economy.
Any idea of size, shape, texture and pattern is attainable. For speUniversal Atlas Cement
cific information about panels, facings and cast stone units, see
Division of
your local precast concrete manufacturer. For a brochure on preUnited States Steel
"USS" and "Atlas" are registered trademarks
WF-64
cast concrete, write Universal Atlas, 100 Park Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

@

a great new escalator has captured the imagination. It

* ESCAL·A I RE is a trade mark of Otis Ele vato r Company

is the ESCAL-AI RE. By OTIS. Created for magnificent traditionbreaking hotel and office building lobbies and shopping center
malls. D Visualize balustrades that are crystal clear. Light. Airy.
Or intriguingly translucent. Tinted . Textured. Sparkling. D With
handrail colors picked from a rainbow. D The new ESCAL-AIRE
can be designed to vanish into its setting. D Or be subtly
inspiring. Or boldly scintillating. As the imagination fancies.
How enthusiastically has the ESCAL-AIRE been received?
Sales, to date, exceed 100 ESCAL-AIRES.

OTIS
ELEVATOR
COMPANY
260 11th Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.
Offices in 460 cit ies around the wor ld

